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OKangKhone
Dorrick and TongSu have decided to take a short vacation
from the farm in Bordzvek and fly down to see Knidola.
Since there is no dangerous wildlife there, few dangerous
drugs, no ancient feuds and few mad scientists, as well as
happy music and a fun-loving beach scene, they thought it
would be a safe and comfortable place to recuperate.
But when a nude girl boat band has their boat stolen they find
out that there is more than one meaning to the words
‘dangerous wildlife.’
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1. Boat People
Mrilelle was walking the beach about seven miles west of
Vinibang, about three miles northwest of her house, four
miles away by road, five and a half along the beach as she
had walked it. It was deep in the afterlunch of Afternoonday
and she should think about turning back. The only clothing
she had with her was her navy blue wrapskirt and that was
now soaked and the wide-mouth drinking skin she had
wrapped in it was in need of rinsing and filling. Not that the
lake is that dirty, it’s a cobalt blue here along this coast and
the swells from the southern arm were crashing over the rocks
that studded this beach.
There was hardly anyone out here, the beach road and all
its shops and tents were at least a hundred yards back from
the water here atop a fifty foot bluff. A few paths came down,
most were steps chiseled into the sandstone of the bluff. The
rock was so soft they had to be re-done every century or so,
so that now in the 110th they were in pretty deep clefts into the
cliff-face, which only drew more water and hastened the
erosion.
At one time she thought she could hike the beach all the
way to Knidola Port in an Afternoonday. It was only twenty
five miles in a straight line. She could probably make it to
Bigecks for duskmeal but she’d have a hard time drying this
skirt and you really should have a real cup with you and
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maybe even a top at a lot of places there. She’d find plenty of
street cooks, but she could find one of them at the top of any
stairway along here and none of the cooks on the beach road
would even ask her to put the skirt on, much less a top.
That was what she liked about the beach. She could earn a
lot more money in the mills on the lockway, but she made do
with her garden and a shift or two of bartending a week. She
wasn’t rich, but she got to stay naked just about any time it
was warm enough and that was important to her. Mrilelle was
happy with her look. She was quite busty for an Elf girl,
husky, dark haired, smooth skinned, golden brown and
shining in the warm Knidola sun. She felt she could work on
her shoulders a little but the remainder of her body was what
she wanted it to be.
Nudity was usually accepted on the closest business street
to the beach, and often on the residential streets beyond it.
Mrilelle lived two blocks back of the beach right at Vinibang
Climb Circle. She had over an acre in crops and cooks at the
places she bartended usually bought her surplus. One of the
kegmen she worked for was glad to have her nude, his place
was right on the beach at the circle. The other place wanted
her to wear a wrapskirt, but at least he didn’t make her put on
a top, something she only did when the dark was too cold to
avoid it. As a being who believed in the divinity of and
basked in the love of Mother Nature, Mrilelle believed that
nudity was holy, as well as honest.
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A big rock made her go around in the water and when she
passed it she found a boat pulled up on shore. It was a big
twin hull with detachable sails and canvas-top cabin as well
as some crew quarters in the hulls. The cabin had an open
front like a band-boat, but this was no place to have a show
unless it was an exclusive secret bash. If it was, they wouldn’t
care for her happening on it, but they’d probably invite her to
stay so she wouldn’t climb up to the beach road and tell the
people at the nearest taps. Of course if they started playing,
people at the three nearest taps and seven nearest cooks on
the beach road were probably going to hear it.
As she came back up on the sand and out from behind the
small rocks that surrounded the big one, she could see more
evidence that this was a band boat. There were speaker
brackets on the deck beside the cabin. The speakers were
swiveled into the cabin at the time, but she could see that they
were there. There was a collapsible light boom folded down
around the topcabin. There was a new cover on the topcabin
and the mainsail looked new, though it was lowered and it
was hard to tell. There were three guys around a campfire on
the beach in front of it, toasting some snakefish chops and
baking some stuffed panips in the coals. To avoid them she
would have had to swim around the end of the boat, the beach
was that steep, the alternative was to walk thru their camp.
“Great body,” one of them said, “magnificent tits.”
“Thanks,” Mrilelle said, “but isn’t this a little early for
Duskmeal?” Kortrax was still fifteen degrees above the
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horizon.
“Thanks for the beauty,” another said.
“We missed lunch, so we’re having an early Duskmeal.”
“Got a gig this evening?” she asked. She stopped walking,
figuring she might as well chat with them for a minute if they
were interested in looking her over. They seemed to be, they
were all making a careful inspection. She blatantly posed and
turned, and they ate it up, grinning and nodding. With a boat
like this they could be someone she’d heard of. It was going
to be awhile before their meal was cooked. She spotted a big
jug of a clear blue sitting in the sand with them, tried not to
stare at it. She had been thinking of going up to the street and
filling her drinking skin with something better than water for
awhile now.
“We would have if we had a singer,” the big, musclebound one said. He was the only one with clothes on, loose
blue denim shorts.
“What happened?” she asked.
“She met a guy and went down the lockway with him. We
knew it would happen, that’s all she was singing for.”
“What do you play?” Mrilelle asked. Her voice wasn’t
quite as pretty as her body, but she could sing well enough to
sit in with a ‘looking for a gig’ boat band unless they were
someone she’d heard of and so far they didn’t look familiar.
“We play a lot of AmosHoop, some Toad, some Vlemf,
stuff like that. It’s not a real big gig we’re missing, but we
need about twenty five songs.”
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“Got somewhere you could put up the words where a girl
who knows the tune but might have forgotten a line or two
could see them?”
“You can sing?”
She gave them an a Capella chorus of an old Electric Blue
song as a sample.
“We even know that song,” one of them said.
Tarnoi was the yandrille player. He was a little tall and
dorky but he had a cute face and the biggest dick of the three
of them, too much for comfort in fact. Yeesop was the lshi
player among them, as well as the song writer and MC. He
had the best body and absolutely killer abs and pects, as well
as the nicest muff and a cute and lively member that waved at
her repeatedly while they chatted. It was probably obvious
that it interested her because she was closest to him most of
the time. Farran was the chipponga player and the other half
of their rhythm section. He was a big man with huge biceps
and shoulders and an ass that could crush stone. He bragged
of the superbodies that pursued him. He wasn’t that well
hung, just adequate, and didn’t raise it at her. He was the only
one of them that could do any vocals at all. With enough
processing his gravelly voice could be made to sound like the
wind in the shaftwoods on a snowy dawn and it was OK to
fill in now and then.
Mrilelle had earned four or five irons in her musical
career, but she was the second most professional of them.
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Tarnoi knew his scales and quite a bit of other theory, more
than she did concerning yandrille. She’d taken an iron course
in music theory in Golgar Locks, an iron course in voice at
the Hideout in the hills northeast of Knidola Port. That was
more of a camp than an institution, but she learned quite a bit
and they allowed nudity in class. She’d learned of a pill she
could get for another two irons and taken that, it reformed her
mouth and throat a little to give her the physical equipment to
sing properly. She had pretty good pitch sense, not perfect,
but good enough to sing to the chord the band was in. She had
great rhythm and could bang a chippongga well enough to
keep a party going if she had to. What she lacked in training
and talent, she could make up for in enthusiasm.
“Can we ask you to perform nude?” Tarnoi asked.
“I couldn’t perform any other way,” Mrilelle said. “I
would feel like I was hidden, not baring my soul in my songs
and not being true to mother nature.”
They shared their early duskmeal, she practiced to some
tapes and a couple live songs. Then with some big rollerlevers and pulled muscles, they got the boat off the beach and
made their way to the gig after all. The gig was just a couple
miles up at Ninsti Beach and was nothing more than a couple
kegs, a couple cooks, a bonfire on the beach and a few
hundred locals hoping to bop around enough to stay in shape
and get laid. She had to admit, she was a little nervous as they
went thru sound checks. She’d sung at parties most of the
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time. There was a school function, some recitals, and a couple
evenings at a local tap and it was really low key, as in she was
pouring while singing. This was actually the biggest crowd
she’d sung for.
They started with ‘Dragon Dance,’ an instrumental that
she only had to dance to. She liked this, a chance to show off
her body instead of her voice. She’d spent more on her voice,
but was probably still better in the body. She didn’t go for
cheap jiggles with her tits, but she swung and bounced when
the song required. She had complete control of her lips and
they would never appear without permission, and as of yet
these guys hadn’t impressed her as being raunchy. If they
were, at least they seemed to be saving it for later. She
wouldn’t be the one to suggest it either[ but she had full
control so they never appeared without permission and she
could always get them if she needed them].
They weren’t bad, she was afraid she would be the weak
link, until she realized it was only the pro gear that was
making them sound impressive. It was making her voice
sound impressive also, and she had a great time playing with
the chorus pedal later in the show. She realized that she
actually had a better back up band at the recital at the camp. It
didn’t matter because the people who were here were here to
party and hook up and there were only a few who might have
thought about critiquing the music. As long as they could
recognize the song and move to it, it was good enough for
them. But she couldn’t help noticing that these guys had
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certainly invested more in their boat and gear than their
musicianship called for.
She had only lived on the beach a few decades and hadn’t
been this far down the road that much, so she didn’t recognize
anyone in the audience. Still it was a good party and she was
glad to be in it. It was a warm dusk and she was comfortable
nude all thru the show and into the after-party where she had
a relatively large late-evening snack and got a pleasing
amount of erotic contact.
None of the bandsmen had asked her about the sleep,
something that she was a little disappointed in since she really
thought Yeesop was interested and she was certainly
interested in him. For the sleep they all seemed too eager to
plunder the audience, no doubt they were like their former
singer and only in this for the tail. Why they wouldn’t
consider her, she didn’t know. But there were lots of guys
around the bonfire so she wasn’t going to let it bother her. She
had started the afterparty by working her breasts thru quite a
nice gauntlet of spectators. She was already sure she was not
going to make it back to her house this sleep, and from the
crowd of girls around the bandsmen, she was guessing she
wasn’t going to spend it on the boat either. She was in a bit of
a mood about it, she had rescued the gig after all, she thought
she deserved at least one shot of cum from each of them for
that, but she was going to have to see what she could find in
the audience.
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At least she was going to have a crowd to pick from. That
is the advantage of being nude and having a good body. Her
wrapskirt was dry by now, but if she was going to do
anything with it, it would be a wrap for her shoulders. She
certainly didn’t need it, but that was an easier way to carry it.
She tied it over her shoulders like a cape, but kept it behind
her back so it didn’t cover any of her front side and only came
down to her waist in the back. It didn’t get down below eighty
F til well after dark this time of year.
For now she was in the crowd by the fire, her drinking
skin filled with a nice gold and meeting and greeting plenty
of fans. They were probably more fans of her look than her
performance, but as she really hoped to get laid well and a
place to sleep, that was probably a good thing.
“So have you been performing long?” a guy named Estry
asked her. He was a light-haired, husky Elf, maybe with a
little Dwarf in him. Mrilelle probably had some too, whether
natural or ingested didn’t really matter, hers was generations
ago.
“My career with these guys is almost six hours long now.
Their old singer had already split for the lockway when I
happened along.”
“I’m glad you did. I love your even color.”
“I’m a pretty devoted nudist.” It was more important to
her than singing.
“You know you also have about the prettiest bush I can
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think of.”
“Glad you like it,” she said. “I do think it’s an important
feature and try and take care of it.”
“Great job,” he said, and fluffed it. She grinned and put
her hand on his shoulder. He was in a denim worker, his other
hand was on her ass.
Doing her first real ‘show’ as a singer and doing pretty
well had her ripe to turn on, his attention was getting to her
already. She looked at him more closely, at his face, in his
eyes. She saw a peaceful guy, not a harmful one, at least not a
deliberately harmful guy. She’d met a lot of guys this
evening, there were many who were nice but none were
better. She was tired of waiting, it was late, she would pick
him more because of the hour than because he was any better.
“Glad you like it,” she said, but wondered why she, or anyone
else, bothered to even say such an obvious ‘of course.’ She
should just bask in the positive attention and try to provide as
much as she could in response. “Want a boner?” she asked,
sliding her hand across it.
“Where are you sleeping?” he asked.
“Well my place is about seven miles from here,” she said.
“Then we can go to mine. It’s that one with the broken
frond hanging over the front door,” he pointed to a gap in a
big archwood over the village center.
“Much closer.” She wondered if she even owed the guys
in the band a note as to where she went. But Faran was right
there when she picked up her skin and pouch from their
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afterparty table.
“You got somewhere to go?” he asked.
“Now I do,” she replied, not making it too obvious that
she would have rather spent Dusksleep on the boat.
“It’s great to get off the boat now and then,” Faran said,
and winked. She had no idea what that was about. “When
should we expect you back?”
“You expect me back?”
“Have you got gigs of your own?” he asked.
“I watch taps for two different kegmen when they go
home to sleep.”
“Probably worth more than a gig like this.”
“Damn right,” Mrilelle told him, “this is just about for the
fun of it, financially” she fanned the three ten-penny chips
that were her share of the proceeds from this show.
“We have to find a way to eke our survival out of that,”
Faran said. If that was true she wondered how they could
have possibly come up with the money for this boat and their
gear. She passed them each one of those tens. “What are you
doing?”
“Like I said, this is for the fun of it.”
“You’re quitting the band after one gig?” he asked.
“If she sneezes at two-iron gigs, why wouldn’t she?”
Tarnoi said.
“I didn’t say I was quitting, not that I ever signed up for
more than to sit in this evening. All I’m saying is I can go
without this thirty penny right now.” At the place that made
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her wear a wrapskirt she got an iron for the shift plus a penny
for every thirteen cups she poured. She poured more than the
owner did. At the tap who let her pour naked she got a penny
for every ten cups she dispensed, but nothing for the shift.
Still she made more at that one, though she was exhausted
from the pouring and tapping by the end of the day. She’d roll
up at least three, sometimes four barrels on a shift there and
they were hundreds of pounds apiece. Sometimes on a busy
night she could get one of the guys to hoist it to the taprail. If
not, she had to use the pulley.
“Then what did you do this for?” Faran asked.
“A ride back to Vinibang Circle, maybe a couple more
gigs on the way. But I’ve got a garden back there, I can’t
leave it more than a few weeks, especially now. If I was to
actually join a band, it would have to be in the Vinibang
Circle area.” The circle is the center of a small town where
the high road takes a turn inland and over the ridge to the city
of Vinibang, which was little more than an hour away on a
two penny streetcar. It was what she thought of as ‘the city’
for most purposes, even though it was about the fifteenth
largest urban center in the Kingdom.
“We were thinking of a long voyage, the lake and back.”
The lake was six hundred miles of water or more under
the keels on any tack one could actually take, three weeks to
the north end in a deep water race if all went very well. It
could take a year if they sailed only a day between stops. She
wondered if there were enough towns to sustain such a tour.
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The map said there was quite a bit of wilderness on the shores
of the north east shore of the lake. They might wind up
playing for thirty or forty people in some of the more sparsely
settled sections. Not too many boat bands undertook sailing
the length of the lake, few even undertook leaving the city.
She had no intention of leaving for that long. She could
do a few weeks if she had a couple to prepare, but if they
wanted her to sing for them as more than just a diversion it
was going to take more than thirty penny a performance to
make her want a career of it. It had been fun this evening and
she’d met an attractive guy but that was all it was. She hated
to keep Estry waiting but she wasn’t going to give them a
false impression.
“I can’t do anything like that,” she said. “I’ve got a house
at Vinibang Climb Circle that I have to get back to.”
“We can make it worth it to you,” Faran said.
“I’m sorry but not at two irons a gig. At least nickel
before I’d even think about leaving with you and frankly
guys, I don’t see that happening, especially up north.”
“What about part ownership of the boat?” Faran said.
Yeesop glowered at him but said nothing.
“Please,” Tarnoi said, “what would it take?”
“I’d be happy to come out once a week or so around this
area, well, around Vinibang Climb Circle and the bay it’s on.”
Faran and Tarnoi looked at each other. Yeesop gave his
head a small shake and a frown. “We really can’t do that, you
see we’re really not from the city. We have homes we have to
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pass by also.”
“Well hey,” Mrilelle said, “it was fun and we did alright,
we didn’t push back the frontiers of music but I think the
audience had a good time too?” She looked at Estry, who was
standing there trying to appear friendly and patient.
“Oh yeah,” he said, “it’s been a great evening for me,” he
said but looked at Mrilelle while he did.
Tarnoi was about to say something else when Yeesop
restrained him. She could see there was tension between
them, she was coming to the conclusion that she should be
glad for this little adventure and leave it at that, there might
be more drama in this than she wanted. “Well it’s been fun,”
she said. “If you’re ever back this way I hope I see you.”
With that they left. She had her wrapskirt over her shoulders
as a cape, her drinking skin and pouch in her hand. Her every
other possession in the universe was back at her house. She
would probably never see or hear from them again.
“You only did that one gig with them?” Estry asked as
they walked thru the small beach town where the show took
place. It wasn’t much more than a wide spot in the beach road
and a single side street, it was only the public green that made
it worthy of a name. It was even farther down the coast from
where she met the boat, it could be an hour and a half on a
streetcar tomorrow and riding a Nightday streetcar was one of
the times she didn’t want to be nude.
“Yeah, I was strolling the beach and came across them
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camping for an early duskmeal.”
“They seem to have an awfully nice set-up,” he said.
“Yeah,” she replied. It was after fortieth hour, officially
Dusksleep, but there were still a few people from the show
loitering about and filling a last cup or two. She didn’t want
to be drawn into gossipy speculation about their boat just
because she didn’t get invited aboard for the sleep.
Estry had a nice cup with him, a Zhlindu Dwarf design,
much bolder and more intricate than the Limeface or Prvest
Dwarves but sharing some influences that had to be
hereditary. It had a dark and intricately carved handle/holder
that the bowl snapped into and a spectacular scene of rugged
mountains in the pictureglass of the bowl. “Mind if we get
something special for the rest of the walk?”
“As long as you take responsibility for it. I think I’ve had
a few cups already since I got off the stage.” She wasn’t a
heavy drinker, most days one was enough.
“I’ll take whatever for it, but I’ve just finished the one I
was on since you stopped playing.”
“Then by all means fill up,” she said, guessing that he was
probably used to much more and didn’t want this evening and
sleep to be one of withdrawal.
This little town was only another mile and a half along the
shore from where she met the band. The show had been on
the beach, the village square reached the beach at this point
and most of the vendors were set up where the square reached
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the beach. The main retailers on the square were closed, the
only activity at the farm stands was setting up for tomorrow,
today’s vendors had all left.
“So what do you think was up with that band that they
didn’t want to stick around this area where you could sing for
them?” he asked. They had to walk around the block to get to
his house. It was one block back of the square, but three or
four stories up the bluff that overlooked this beach. The
distance was at least a thousand feet and the street still
seemed pretty steep.
They were walking close, she kept her breast pressed to
his side, he kept a firm grip on her ass. A few guys gave her
an eye as they passed, but the street wasn’t at all crowded. “I
don’t think that’s their boat, I think they borrowed it from
someone and they have to get it back.”
“That would make sense,” he said.
“It doesn’t make sense that it’s their boat, even if they had
the money for it, they should know they don’t have that much
talent. If they have the money to keep at it long enough they
might grow into it, but they should have started with
something a little smaller and lighter. You really need a crew
for that rig. The chippongga player steered, but I think he’s a
better chippongga player than sailor.” That was saying
something because as a chippongga player they also needed a
lshi in the band to carry the rhythm.
“I’d be worried if I was the one who loaned them that
rig,” Estry said, seeming to know more than he was saying.
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2. Vacation Flight
Dorrick looked over the blue waters of the lake and saw a
thin line of urban settlement on the shore with very few large
structures and roomy smallholds beyond. “The map says this
should be the start of the city,” he said, “but it doesn’t look
like much, just a few beach towns along the shore road.”
“I think that’s right,” she said, “this is the second most
secret city after Trastrab. What’s now the city used to be the
whole country.”
“There’s supposed to be a string of lakes. Oh I see the
problem, I’m not paying attention to the scale of miles. It’s
seventy more miles to those lakes. Most of the city seems to
be along there. I must say, even if this is the edge of town, it
sure is the opposite of Bordzvek.”
It was mostly rural, just a thin little line of dusty roads,
small plank and sapling cabins, taps and cook stands, game
fields and here and there a few apartment trees with up to six
floors of apartments or even camps in them. There were lots
of small boats, many of them looking way too small to be out
on such a vast lake, the biggest body of open water they’d
seen since the Karedarzin when they chased the wizard who
created loon.
“The map says that clump of settlement is called Rahlkar
and that long strip of sand with one street down the middle is
Rahlkar point. There’s a floater park on that hill in the center
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of Rahlkar and another on an island just beyond that spit of
sand.”
“Must be that island beyond the point, that looks pretty
built up from here.”
“It’s called Yaimhahla, the note said it’s an ancient multi
syllable word meaning ‘resort and retreat’ that doesn’t
translate into modern Common Tongue.”
“Let’s go on and check that out,” she said, “and buzz the
beach on the way.”
She started bringing the balloon down, and by the time
they were to what the map called Rahlkar they were just high
enough to clear the rigging on the boats. Rahlkar was a busy
waterfront with cargo and fish sections, even a little lon. It
was strange to see this much water and so little lon. He knew
it was because the lake was deep, thousands of feet in spots,
hundreds most places more than a mile or two off shore. The
eastern shore is gentler and the lon is over there, but the city
is on the west, which is often steep and rocky and the soil
sandy. There is plenty of rain and where there is soil, the
vegetation is lush and where there isn’t there are flash floods
and the sand washes out into fabulous beaches with active
surf.
Rahlkar has a big hill in the center almost a thousand feet
high that was all grey rock and jungle, hundreds of feet higher
than they were flying. The city surrounded the base of that
hill. It extended from far inland, across the docks and around
to the far side behind a densely populated mudflat. There was
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one structure right on the top of the hill like an immense
castle. There were a few floaters tied there, shiny ones with
fancy sedans. They would not want to park at that one,
especially since its name translated to Haute Rahlkar.
A thin line of urban land extended to another city called
South Rahlkar. There was actually an elevator building along
the beach there and most trees near the beach were inhabited
for six to eight floors. The point was crowded. It was little
more than a sandbar, but there were lots of semi-permanent
tents set up down the middle, undoubtedly with plentiful kegs
inside. There was a boardwalk that wandered casually down
the middle of it up to three floors tall and lots of boats pulled
up on the beaches. He noticed that there were a couple bands
using boats as stages with the audience on the beach.
He noticed there were lots of banners in the wind, and
quite a few firepits near the taps. The banners were brands of
yaag or ale, names of cooks, even one huge bedsheet-sized
thing that held a five item menu, with prices. Most of the
people on the beach were nude, but not all of them like in the
Yakhan. They didn’t get dressed as soon as they left the beach
either, the whole point seemed to count as the beach, and as
they passed over a built-up shoreline, he could see that nudity
was cut down by half every block back from the beach.
Many of the people were so tanned, and tanned so evenly,
that they could never wear clothes when it was warm enough
to do without them. It was well into Morningday now, and
warm enough to allow, but not compel one to be nude. He
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still remembered the beaches of the Yakhan where nudity is
just about universal, and the streets where it is rare but not
unknown.
It was a bit of a thrill seeing all these bodies. Nudity isn’t
very common in Bordzvek. Some do it around the house on
Afternoondays, and of course on the beaches, but Bordzvek is
not known for its beaches, more people swim in artificial
pools where they are among family and friends. They are
nude there of course but they are small gatherings of a dozen
or less that rent the pool and deck for a Morningday or
Afternoonday evening. The people of Bordzvek are generally
paler, more slender, not the brown and lush bodies he was
seeing below. He figured TongSu would be ready for some
adventure with many of them if they were tall enough and
husky enough. This basin was Elf country again and she
might have trouble finding guys big enough. He hoped she
could because the view was already getting him aroused.
The island was about two miles long and half a mile wide.
There appeared to be a street that ran all around the island,
which was rather steep, with a ridge down the middle.
Another street ran along the ridge, full of steps and walls as it
went up and down the island’s backbone. Many other streets
climbed the ridge, also with staircases. Most of it was done
with rough stone mortared with limewort, but it was
surprisingly well built, better than some done with cut stone.
The only commercial dock seemed to be the one on the end of
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the island toward Rahlkar where there was a big ferry just
pulling away for the half-mile trip to another small town on
the lakeshore beyond South Rahlkar. This seemed to be the
pattern, small towns and small cities touch each other all
along the lakeshore so they technically connect into one city.
The island was grown up in small apartment trees but
some of them weren’t even enclosed, nothing more than a
stairway around the trunk, some small platforms, hammocks
hanging from the limbs and duffel bags hanging beside them.
There were some very nice places, some big ones up to ten
stories high and hundreds of tiny cottages and townhomes.
There were a few keda-drawn streetcars with colorful
canopies and sweet audio on the perimeter road, but there
didn’t seem to be any other vehicles on the island. The side
toward the lake was all beach, some of the nicest they’d seen.
The side toward the mainland was all shady small-boat docks
with a few hangleaf apartment trees as pillars on those docks.
Half the boats were kayaks, many with sail and outrigger.
Some were small houseboats, some were flatboats that would
be used to harvest lon over most of the planet. Taking a
flatboat across this lake to the lon beds would be an adventure
worthy of a saga.
There was a floater park on the island but there wasn’t a
lot of room left. The good news was, it wasn’t all exclusive
yachts of the sky. Most were sleek and shiny, but there was a
floater bus like you see in Bordzvek even today where there
had been tubes for centuries, and floater buses since the
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Christian year had three digits, a couple little single-tails that
had seen better days and even another with only cargo nets
for accommodations. That one didn’t have a mattress and a
kayak, but that seemed to make theirs even more appropriate.
When they first arrived in Bordzvek the locals were afraid
they were a tribe of airship pirates.
The floater park was the tallest inhabited structure on the
island, though the wild portions of the trees around them went
much higher than the floater dock. It was two floors down off
the landing decks to the floater park office, and ten more
down to the ground. There were rope bridges into the sixth
floors of adjacent trees, three of which were inns. They didn’t
bother to hike down for lower rates at the ground floor lobby,
they still didn’t have to worry about prices with all the metal
he’d transferred across the tube. As it turned out, they were
about a third of the price for the equivalent quarters in
Bordzvek.
They got a suite on the fourth floor that had a view across
Yaimhahla Sound to the mainland. That was a similar shore
with more yachts among the sailing kayaks. The room was
not as posh as their bedroom suite at the house, but it was
more than adequate. It had two outside porches among the
leaves of the hangleaf it was in with a table near one and
standcushions near the other. Both had mats for the dark and
there was an alcohol heater. They knew the climate was a bit
more seasonal than Bordzvek, where one needs to consult an
astronomer to be sure of the season. This was Thlollala, the
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middle of spring.
They walked around for awhile and confirmed that the
island is pretty much a wall-to-wall tourist party with sex and
music figuring heavily in the atmosphere. There were body
competitions of various types, some of which could be called
sports. Maybe more could be called sports if you called
judged live sex competitions as sports. There was a
volleyball-like game played on a hexagonal lattice, there was
a water slide into the sound and a lot of banners and
macrame. It was pretty boisterous, almost rowdy, and
crowded. It was a welcoming crowd, eager to have fun, and
they got propositioned twice for four-ways before they even
got down to the beach side of the island.
There were quite a few of those band boats pulled up
along the beach as noonmeal approached. There were some
pretty big crowds around a couple of them, and one of them
had a huge banner from the mast to the third floor of the
nearest apartment tree that said simply ‘HyoynMegruh’ which
could be translated to ‘DanceFeverSneaky’ but was clearly
meant to be the name of the band. There was a big crowd
there and all the nearby taps and cooks were mobbed.
Since they had eaten pressed fruit in the air for lunch, they
were already ready for noonmeal and hoped for somewhere
more relaxing than that. They hiked back over the island to
the kayak side and soon found a cute place on a plankwalk
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over the docks. It was shady and covered with flowers with
wickerwork chairs and tables that left plates and cups
teetering. They had a food they hadn’t seen before, strings of
pastry filled with bite-sized pockets of stew. They were called
‘thann,’ which can be translated as ‘ribbons’ or ‘chains’ and
he became an instant fan. They were in strips of half a dozen,
he tried all four different flavors.
“I’m going to start making these when we go home,”
TongSu said.
“Yeah,” Dorrick agreed, “We need to find recipes.”
“Don’t bother asking here,” their table girl said. She was a
tall, busty women with long, straight brown hair wearing only
a bikini bottom, “Nuuptei doesn’t let anyone in the kitchen
when he makes the dough.” She was just trolling the room,
watching to see who was empty of plate or cup. She had a
pitcher of yellow, the ten penny bottomless house cup. They
had a two penny gold that would last them thru the meal.
“I’ll take a couple more of the thongga and panip,”
Dorrick said, those had been his favorite.
She was soon back with those and a cup of her own. He
handed over a ten and said, “It’s all yours,” as she perched on
the outside stool at their table.
“You guys are Bordzvekian aren’t you?” she asked.
“How can you tell?”
“Oh there’s a combination of things, I’ve seen the clothes
before, the sandals, there’s a little difference in the tans and
you’ve got long legs. So anyway, what brought you down
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here?”
“A hundred and thirty foot BlueValue, strain 5541,”
TongSu said, “grown on an island in the tightswamp north of
Trenst.”
“Just touring on vacation,” Dorrick added.
“At least you speak Common Tongue,” she said to
Dorrick.
“But it’s not his native tongue,” TongSu said.
“They still speak Bordz up there?” she asked.
“Not much,” Dorrick answered.
“But you do?” she asked. She had leaned toward him
enough to get her breast on the back of his hand by now.
Dorrick hoped she had the yellow in her cup because she
was powering thru it like a dockworker on water break. “No I
don’t speak it at all,” he said and caught her nipple between
his fingers while raising his cup. When he finished the sip he
obliged her by holding his hand at her level where she could
continue to press her breast on it. It had taken him years to get
used to this kind of thing, especially when he was already
with someone. On this planet, especially in Elf country, it is
just considered innocent play and no one ever objects.
“What then?” she asked.
“Centish,” he replied, “but I hardly use it now.”
“You can only use it in the media if you’re a follower of
that series,” she said. “Are you saying people use it in life or
were you just logged into that game that much?”
“It’s the fourth most popular human language in the
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galaxy,” Dorrick said. She was continuing to play with the
hand holding the cup and he wasn’t about to stop her, she was
well equipped for the sport and topless after all.
“Only if you’re into that Centorin media thing.”
“It’s really there,” he said, “Eleven planets and counting.”
“Nah,” she said, “It’s just a game, I’ve logged into it as
well as watching the show. I don’t think the messages go to
real people, the conversations sound like a few big databases
to me. And look at the shows, the whole premise of civilized
planets without the Instinct doesn’t make any sense. Before
people had the Instinct they’d destroy any civilization as soon
as they built it. And look at what they do to each other,
fourteen people die during the average two hours of cinema,
that’s a quarter of the cast. If it was really like that those
planets would all be deserted in a decade.” With that she
polished off the cup. “Anyway I have to go, you’ll find other
people around who are into it though, but I’m the type that
would rather make love than war.”
As she walked away TongSu said, “Maybe we should just
admit we’re tourists from Bordzvek and leave the parts about
Centorin, the Yakhan and Enurates out.”
While they ate the last of the ribbons and finished the last
of the gold, they noticed that another band boat was pulling
up to the quay in front of the widest pavement along the
water. They could see it from here, but just across the
plankwalk was another spot with chairs and cupstands which
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would have almost as good a view as balcony seats in a small
concert hall.
“What are we doing this evening?” Dorrick asked.
“I think it’s about time we re-affirmed our participation in
the human species.”
“You’re probably right,” he said. They’d really only done
that twice since they left the Traguzars, once near Hengton
pass and once in a cute village along the north end of the lake.
“I don’t think I can take another four way like the last one,”
he said about that one.
“Yeah that did get a little over-the-top.”
Four-ways tended to do that when each couple tried to
show up the other like they seemed to in this basin. “I like
that spot right across the plankway. It looks like an ideal spot
to catch one of the boat band shows.”
“Are we going to split up there or here?” she asked.
“Whatever,” Dorrick said.
“Usually it’s whoever gets on a scent first that runs off
after it.”
“I’ve always loved your language,” Dorrick said.
Once noonmeal was done they found a couple seats on the
plank-up near a couple women, a blond and a brunette. They
were both naked, both pretty good looking, both a bit busty,
both with blue eyes but the brunette’s were brighter. She
seemed plainer, huskier, but with more fun in her. The blond
was plush and bustier, but a bit more serious.
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There was a boat pulled up at the quay in front of them.
They were on the second floor and the plaza was about fifty
yards wide. They were on the left side, looking from the boat,
which was the stage. TongSu took the seat closest to the
blond, no doubt thinking that he wouldn’t be interested in her.
“This seems to be a thing here, using your boat as a stage?”
TongSu asked her.
“Yeah,” she said, but managing to say it in a way that
carried a lot of freight.
TongSu noticed that and asked, “You care to explain?”
“Why we’re here?” she said.
“To see the band?” TongSu asked.
“To see if we can find our boat.”
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3. Boat Theft
TongSu wondered what she meant by finding their boat.
She could tell this woman had a story and wanted to tell it.
“Now that’s a story worthy of another cup of gold,” TongSu
said. “You ready?”
“I guess, this is a nice boat, but it’s not ours, it’s a side
stage, ours is a front stage, they’ve got Kinkaju drivers, we
had Zanggoth, with overheads and folding light columns.”
“How did yours get lost?” TongSu asked. Dorrick was
gathering the cups.
“It was stolen,” the brunette said, “along with our gear.”
She leaned forward when she handed over her cup in a way
that let Dorrick get a good feel of her.
“We’ve been asking around if anyone’s seen it,” the blond
added.
“Most of our clothes were on there,” the brunette said.
“By the way, I’m TongSu,” she said, needing to know
who she was talking to.
The blond was Gnoisahn, the brunette, Dessine. They
were lead vocal and lshi for OKangKhone, a nude girl boat
band that was modestly successful and known over the whole
Knidola area. She wondered if taking them at face value
could cost her anything. Music from Knidola is some of the
best available in Bordzvek. At five thousand miles it is close
enough that the great canal made some trade possible even
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before suntowers. Thus there were business relationships
established that held even after suntowers could transmit
masters from Zhlindu as quickly as Yondure, Knidola or
Platicivetre. She couldn’t test them on their music with their
gear on the stolen boat, but until they asked for more money
than a cup of yaag, she could play along with it.
TongSu was between them now so they could each tell
her more of the tale, but it was still Gnoisahn, the blond,
doing most of the talking. “It happened on lake Golgor
actually, not the big lake.”
Dorrick was back and handed out cups, picked the side of
the rail next to the brunette because he would be behind the
blond’s back on the other side. The blond moved her stool out
from the rail a little bit, Dorrick did also so he could hear.
“We were at the town of Ossogeen, right next to the
Hemptvesh Peninsula,” she continued. “We had been relaxing
out there on the peninsula for a couple weeks, it’s so wild you
can anchor just about anywhere. We were actually getting
pretty burned out from the constant gigging and thinking
about a longer vacation. It was our first gig after getting out
of there and I can tell you, the main road missed this place. I
was surprised to see hundreds of people show up, but at least
half of them came in by boat and there were special streetcars
out there from Jillese Locks. It was a major blow out. I woke
up for Afternoonday flat on my back on the beach, naked and
sticky, with a couple guys asking if I was OK. I was over a
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mile down the beach from the village, my head was an anvil
and both the guys were cute. We didn’t all find each other and
figure out the boat was gone til after lunch.”
She paused to take a drink, you need it after a speech like
that, giving the brunette a chance to say, “We figured anyone
who is going to use that boat is eventually going to bring it
here.”
“So who’s playing here this evening?” Dorrick asked.
“I really don’t know them all,” Gnoisahn said. “There will
be about thirty altogether I think. We don’t care who they are,
we’re just here for the boat.”
So they sat and chatted about the area, boat bands, the
island. She learned that Knidola is the boat band capital of the
world and this island is the boat band capital of Knidola.
Anyone who is anyone in music from a boat comes to this
island with the major acts on the beaches and the new and
unique on the dock side. They were on the dock side, but
people were diving from the docks and there were plenty of
taps and grills and no cargo being transferred in this area. Any
big boats docked here were all yachts and party boats, not
cargo carriers.
Gnoisahn got up and said, “We’ve got to stroll around the
island and check everyone playing here this evening. We’ll be
doing this side twice because each dock but the middle one
schedules two bands every evening.” The evening of noon
would be the latest. Noonsleep was the easiest sleep to party
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thru by far, but it often caught up with you in Afternoonday
beforelunch. The hike would be eight miles by the time they
were done, the theoretical six miles would stretch. They
wouldn’t have to hike fast, and they would never be far from
refreshments.
“I’m looking for something new to ride this evening,”
TongSu said, “just so you’ll know where my interest lies.”
“We can team up on that,” Gnoisahn said.
“Feel like strolling with them?” TongSu asked Dorrick.
“What do you think?” he asked Dessine.
With a grin she took his arm and pressed his elbow deep
into her nib as she pulled him from the stool.
“A woman of action and few words I see.”
She gave him a smile that said a lot more than words.
TongSu could see he would probably have a very adventurous
Noonsleep.
Variety was always a big event now, and fraught with
some ambivalence. She still relished the adventure, but now
she wasn’t so comfortable watching Dorrick have the
adventure. She didn’t know why she’s felt so possessive since
the East Basin. Maybe it was because she owed him her life,
maybe it was because they were finally free of Honshu. She
shouldn’t say that, even to herself. Most of their mishaps
happened when they pulled into an unfamiliar area and got
mixed up with locals with drama in their lives. A stolen boat
certainly qualifies as drama, if it is real, melodrama if it is
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not.
They would have to have some variety while they were
here, and when new in an area it can transfer immunity to
germs as well as a genetic checkpoint. She had been real
worried about Dorrick and Dalico when they first got to
Bordzvek. Dalico had turned out to be a momentary
distraction, but Dorrick still saw Dyiondeen now and then.
Still there was definitely some worry in her heart when she
saw how well Dessine’s body was adhering to Dorrick’s.
They were talking, not fast and furious, but a sentence here
and there. That’s good for Dorrick at this phase.
She turned her attention back to Gnoisahn, “What
happened when the boat was stolen, what’s the last thing you
remember before waking up on the beach?”
“The show, the after-party. I remember re-checking that
the gear was stowed before I went unconscious at the afterparty.”
“Do you remember going to bed?”
“I remember who I was going to bed with,” Gnoisahn
said, “a guy who claimed to play chippongga who said he was
looking for a singer to start his own band. He’s my prime
suspect at this point, if I see him I’ll follow him.”
“How’d he get you off the boat?” TongSu asked.
“I’d imagine he carried my comatose body over his
shoulder like a rag doll, he was as muscled-out as safety
allows. There were no footprints in the sand that suggested I
walked there hand in hand with whoever carried me there.
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The footprints came up out of the water, laid me on the beach,
and walked back into the water much lighter.”
“Open and shut,” TongSu said, “just a matter of catching
him and getting the boat back.”
“Getting it back could be easier said than done,”
Gnoisahn said, “they’re all on the big side and Faran, I just
remembered his name, was a monster. He could take a four
hundred pound rack and pick it up and set it on the cart.”
“We’ve got the perfect thing to take care of that,” TongSu
told her.
“What’s that?”
“An imperial storm trooper with a blaster. We damn near
took one of the statues of Bordzvek hostage with it.” The
statues were of the founders of the merchant's council, the
most influential organization in that basin today.
“What?” she was aghast. “I’ve heard some secrets about
Bordzvek, I’ve heard of those statues, how they line the
whole harbor...”
“They take up half of the south side,” TongSu told her.
“I’ve seen it from the air. The people they represent are still
alive and still run the merchant’s council in the city.”
“How? Oh they have plenty of flying streetcars in
Bordzvek.”
“I’ve got a balloon.”
“You do?” Gnoisahn paused and looked. “I know you can
understand perfectly how much that could help our search.”
“For the boat,” TongSu said.
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“Right, and you have that blaster, but what about the
Instinct?”
“We claim it doesn’t work on Centorins.”
“So Centorin really is a media fabrication after all?”
“No, I believe Dorrick, it’s real. No one who lived this
side of the stargate could have made up a place so twisted.
Most of the population is ephemeral.”
“I never believed that,” Gnoisahn said.
“I don’t know what to think. I trust Dorrick,” she looked
over her shoulder to him but he was lost in the deep sea eyes
of Dessine and didn’t even notice what they were talking
about, “but some of it just doesn’t make sense.”
They reached the next boat, it was almost too close to the
last, you could still hear the first one pretty clearly between
songs. This band was pretty heavy with a real stomping beat
and a droning vocal pushed along by a pair of guys who
sounded so much alike it didn’t matter who was singing. They
breathed at different times and it sounded like one constant
exhale. The plaza was smaller here but the crowd was larger.
There were camp trees surrounding it and they were as full as
their structure would allow. There were three layers of boats
parked around them and hard partying under way on all. She
wondered how many people drown around this island on a
typical evening.
They had to squeeze thru the crowd in the center of the
plaza. It was pretty erotic doing that, maybe not quite as
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direct as a club in Borlunth but there were plenty of hands
passed over all her curves as they made their way thru the
crowd. The plaza was only about sixty by seventy five feet
with very narrow streets, not even six feet wide, leading from
the back corners. There was a balcony all around on the third
floor with bench seats, but it was narrow except for the
plankwalk that went right above the docks. That was just
above the boat which was the stage and it was packed with
people. TongSu was glad to see it was crystal reinforced the
way they were bouncing. It looked like everything around
here had to be reinforced.
“These guys are pretty good,” TongSu said.
“Daihaindrille? Yeah. They’ll be playing on the beach
side the next time they come up here.” She lead them up to
the balcony on the third floor. The traffic was a bit thinner up
here and fewer guys were fondling them as they worked their
way by. She found an open patch of railing a little ways
down. “I guess we should stop and let the others catch up.”
TongSu looked back and could not see them thru the
crowd. They waited a little while, watching the band from
over here where they could only see one guy on a brief and
light floor model Yandrille that he was playing like a
chippongga. “Maybe they didn’t see us come up here,” she
said after the song ended.
“They were right behind us when we got to this plaza.”
“It’s pretty packed.”
Gnoisahn came back across the plankwalk to the side next
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to the stairs. It was pretty crowded along there too, but she
was able to shoulder her way in and look over the plaza
again. “I don’t see them.”
“They probably went on by,” TongSu said and walked
down the plankway a little farther. It was more or less over
the dockwalk they had been on, but half a building farther
back from the water, so it went thru the buildings as their
hallway. It was mostly tailor and hair mod shops in this hall
with doors to the apartments above between them. Once she
got to the other end and could see the lower street again, she
saw a couple that could have been them a few buildings
down. “I think I see them,” she called.
“Wait up,” Gnoisahn said, “I’m coming.”
By the time they could get back to the rail, she couldn’t
actually see them any more. “They were headed along the
docks, they might have ducked in somewhere or be under the
plankwalk where it crosses.”
“We’ll catch up.”
They kept walking, rounded a small point and she saw the
couple again. “There they are, at least that’s the couple I think
is them, I can’t be sure from this far away.” Two heads of hair
that matched was all they could really see.
“The traffic’s thinning, we should be able to catch up.”
It didn’t thin that fast, they were all the way to the next
plaza by the time they caught up with them. There was a boat
still pulling into this dock, the band was already set up and
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playing, a song called ‘Limiter’ that she had heard all the way
up to Bordzvek.
“That song was written by the band we just left,”
Gnoisahn told her.
This was obviously a cover, because the boat was pretty
small and light weight, the speakers were a bit small even in
the noon and the crowd was friends and family compared to
the last dock. By the time the boat was tied to by the crew,
they had morphed into AmosHoop’s ‘Far Side of the Galaxy’
and done a pretty good job of it.
The couple they had been chasing stopped to watch, along
with quite a bit of the traffic. They didn’t even have to go
down to the quay level to know this wasn’t them. The guy
was nude and had no bag to have put his knickers into. The
girl had a lot more chin than Dessine, was probably as much
Nordic as Elf, while Dessine is a perfect example of the
Knidola Eastern Wood Elf.
“It’s not them,” Gnoisahn made it official.
“I noticed, I feel like a fool.”
“Well, it’s really not a problem. We have to remember that
we’re looking for some stray semen this evening and Dessine
has already figured out that leaves her with Dorrick. He’s
tough enough ain’t he? You’re no delicate and dainty thing
either, like me. I tend to like Nordic and Dwarf men because
Elves sometimes can’t take the vigor girls like us have.”
She looked Gnoisahn over. She was a sturdy, husky
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woman just plush enough to soften her strength. No doubt she
was more than a match for many Elven men. She was at least
half Elf herself, but the other half could be Nordic, could
even be Enurate. She would have to get that in the modern
age, the chance of an Enurate getting here in ancient times
was less than the chance of an Enurate building a starship in
ancient times.
“We both need to find someone pretty substantial,”
TongSu said. “It looks like that’s a little easier here than in the
Yakhan or Bordzvek, but I’m guessing two out of three guys
we run into are going to be intimidated by us, especially
together.”
“That’s going to change when we get on the beach side,”
Gnoisahn said. “There’s plenty of muscle over there and some
of it’s even on Elves. There’s very few Enurates, but half the
Nordics in the kingdom are on the beaches of Yainhahla.
Some even say this island is originally a Nordic stronghold
before the Eastern Wood Elves came into the area.”
“Well,” TongSu said, “Even I know enough history to
know this couldn’t have been an island before the Elves
raised the lake a hundred seven feet.”
“The shallowest crossing to the mainland from this island
is two hundred eleven feet,” Gnoisahn told her.
“Oh.”
“The dam increased the area of the lake by a little over
thirty percent. It added three percent to the maximum depth.”
“Wow.”
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“So anyway,” Gnoisahn said, “this ain’t our boat either.
There’s about ten more boat pull-ins along this side of the
island. I don’t know what Dessine is going to cover, she could
just drag Dorrick back to our suite and shrivel his balls for the
evening, she’s been known to do that.”
“Do you think she has the hots for him?”
“Her reaction to him was about a seven on her Richter
scale. If he’s pretty rugged I doubt he’ll be hurt. And like I
said, if he’s with you he must be rugged enough, unless
you’re just friends.”
“Oh no, he holds up fine under everyday use,” she said,
but was a little nervous about it. A nude girl boat band just
might be a little more than they were used to and their
previous encounter at the north end of the lake had
demonstrated that people here were enthusiastic about their
sex.
“Then he’ll be fine,” Gnoisahn said. “So we continue on
to the next dock.”
It was late in thirty fifth hour when they crossed the ferry
dock. They had seen thirteen stages, no sign of Dorrick or
Dessine, seven great bands, and quaffed five cups each.
They’d chatted and petted briefly with a couple, maybe three
dozen guys, but none seemed to interest Gnoisahn. She was
either jaded or had someone special. TongSu said yes by the
forth one, went to a room and had that part of the evening
over with already so they could concentrate on finding the
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boat. The guy was big for an Elf, but an inch shorter and
twenty pounds lighter than her. Still he held up well and gave
her all she needed. Afterward he politely parted from them
and no doubt went off in search of another cup and further
friendly adventure.
The ferry was not at the dock, instead there was a sleek
lakerunner just pulling away. Back in the Yakhan they like to
think they are the only lake with lakerunners. That might have
been true in the fifties but they are common on all lakes
bigger than Upper Chardovia today in most modern areas of
the world and Knidola was as modern as Trenst or Prvest, and
maybe a little more modern than Zhlindu in everything but
music and high-volume – low-head water power. Of course it
was over a century since she’d been in Zhlindu and Zhlindu
was much closer to the culture of the Highlands than either
Kyeb or Hrrst in the 105th. Lakerunners would not be very
practical in the still air and flat water of that basin.
There was a guy getting off the lakerunner who caught
their eyes. He had the height and features of an Elf, the build
of a Dwarf and the coloring of a Nordic. TongSu was used to
blond Elves with a bit of Dwarf, Nordic or Troll in them
giving them the muscles of a bodice-ripper cover model. The
Yakhan is full of them. It was a popular enough look that
there were pills for it if your ancestry didn’t provide the
necessary genes. This one had on a short sling kilt with heavy
pouch hanging from the waist cord. He had a harness and
duffel on his broad shoulders, so he had come for more than
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the evening.
There were a couple long-range smiles exchanged, they
worked their separate ways thru the crowd to converge on the
same kegman. TongSu could have survived without another,
but she had a feeling the party was just about to get started.
She saw this guy was well built, but she saw no evidence he
was enhanced sexually. She figured from her look that
Gnoisahn was picking this one for her encounter. She’d had
enough to get by from the first guy, but wouldn’t mind
another if the opportunity arose.
They continued on to the first stop on the beach, learning
that the guy’s name was Estry, and he was on the trail of a
boat band that was last seen heading north from Vinibang
Climb Circle.
“What’s that about?” Gnoisahn asked.
“A girl I know said they acted funny, I’m thinking
suspicious. The next day I saw the news that a band’s boat
was stolen, along with all their gear and personal effects. I’m
thinking maybe there’ll be a reward if I can help track it
down.”
“There would be,” Gnoisahn said, “starting with
Noonsleep if you’re interested.”
“You caught my eye as I came down the plank. I was
thinking the women here on Yaimhahla are at least as
spectacular as they say.”
“I’m not native to this island, I’m Gnoisahn of
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OKangKhone, vocalist for the band...”
“Who’s boat was stolen!” Estry said.
“That would be us.”
“And you?”
“A fan,” TongSu said.
“We just met,” Gnoisahn said. “So what’s the boat like?”
she asked him.
“A front stage with Zanggoth drivers and collapsible light
towers. Room for a crew of two to four, three bunk main
cabin with a nice party deck astern.”
“Sounds like OKangKhone,” Gnoisahn told him. “Who
saw them?”
“I did, and I spent the sleep with a girl who sang for them
at the show. I don’t really know the boat, but it was a lot like
theirs, yours I mean. I knew it wasn’t really them, you, rather,
because she was dark haired and Dwarvish. You are lighthaired and Nordic. I’ve seen the picture of you sitting up on
the beach that’s on the cover of the ‘Noonsleep’s Over’ series.
The only other picture I have is of a dark-haired girl playing a
forearm-strapped double-headed lshi with a sunburst of pads
for the free hand to hit.”
“That would be Dessine. She’s off with the guy TongSu
came with,” she said, re-introducing her. “It’s variety sleep
for them.”
“What about your yandrille player?” Estry asked. “I have
three or four of your recordings but I don’t know her name.”
“Thassa. She’s having a withdrawal. She stayed where we
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were when the boat was stolen, thinking she could find out
something there.”
“Doesn’t seem fair,” TongSu said.
“She’ll get over it. In a couple weeks she’ll be back and
she’ll be the one that will find them.”
“I think we should just get up in the air and fly up and
down the coast til you spot them,” TongSu said.
“If you’re willing to do that and they haven’t changed the
boat around. With a new mainsail and cabin tent we’d have to
get very close to recognize it.”
“They said they were heading north,” Estry told them.
“Who was this girl who sang for them?” TongSu asked.
“Mrilelle. She’s good. She doesn’t do gigs very often but
she could, she just doesn’t want to pay the dues, the travel,
the practice, the relationships. That and she’s such a devoted
nudist she doesn’t want to go to the requisite number of
business meetings because she’d have to wear something
much more often.”
“Did she tell you about the people she sang for?”
“The chippongga player is named Faran and he’s a
superbody, enhanced to the max, like he came from a planet
with three point two gees. She also said their yandrille player
had a big dick.”
“They were the guys we met after the show at Ossogeen,”
Gnoisahn said. “Their tracks are pretty plain.”
“They said they were heading north. They were going to
be looking for another singer.”
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“Did they give your friend...” Gnoisahn started to say.
“Mrilelle.”
“...a way to get in touch with them if she changed her
mind about singing for them?”
“I don’t know actually,” he said.
“We should ask her, she’s where?” Gnoisahn asked.
“Vinibang Climb Circle, called just Vinibang Circle by
people who trade there.”
“Can you message her?” she asked.
“She might get to an eye room every couple weeks.”
“How far is it?” TongSu asked.
“About sixty miles on a lakerunner hugging the shore,
closer to a hundred by coach.”
“We could fly down there during Noonsleep,” TongSu
said.
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4. Dessine
It was in the crowd in front of the second boat that they
got separated. They were trying to push their way thru the
crowd following TongSu and Gnoisahn. Dessine had to stop
and say hi to everyone who caressed her on the way, and as
the whole square in front of the boat was erotic dance, it was
just about a gauntlet. Dorrick was getting a similar treatment,
and everyone was moving with the music so it was quite
stimulating. At least there was no random grabbing of the
actual gonads like there would be in Borlunth at a party like
this. There is a single plaza in Bordzvek about a hundred
yards square that is much more blatant than this, but
everything else in Bordzvek is much more staid than this.
They stopped. Dessine stood in front of him, wrapped his
arms around her and turned him toward the stage. He had
been on this planet long enough to guess that meant she
wanted petting, so he started working on her. It was
immediately apparent that was exactly what she wanted
because she ground and writhed on him, making him squeeze
her almost hard enough to hurt.
“I want to see a bit of Daihaindrille,” she said. “Machines
plays a two headed Yahssouie, I want to hear how it sounds
compared to my Quake-5 DH.” She stood and watched the
show awhile. Dorrick just enjoyed having her in his arms and
hands. She had quite the round ass that she bobbed against his
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thighs. She was strong, maybe not as strong as TongSu, but
harder because she had less padding. As soon as he got hard
she worked her back on it vigorously and crushed his hands
into her with hers. “Look at the way he does those dragpops,” she said, “with his strap hand no less.”
“I take it that’s a move on Lshi.”
“You got that much right. You’re not a musician are you?”
“I can play almost anything on my cube on most home
systems,” he said. He had been here long enough to know that
‘cube’ was slang for your memory device, it was more often
spherical than cubic, the size of a fat wild blueberry with a
thick rubberized nylon shell for protection and an eighth-inch
data cube in the center. They had a fiber optic connection that
looked like a three-inch strand of monofilament fishing line
coming out of it. It would plug into any fiber pore and just
work as you last had it working. Kassidorians in most basins
carried them in their pouch with their coins.
“That’s a start,” she said.
“We’re going to lose them,” Dorrick said about Gnoisahn
and TongSu.
“That’s my plan,” she said, “to steal you from your superwoman and run away with you to the far side of the island.”
“Why bother? TongSu already said she was riding
someone new for Noonsleep. I think Gnoisahn was more
about searching for the boat.”
“I am too, but we can take in a song or two here with a
cup, then we can turn around and meet them on the beach
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coming the other way. You feel really good by the way, I
might not want to wait til Noonsleep to have that.”
“With what you’re doing to me and I’m doing to you,
that’s not going to be able to wait til Noonsleep to have you.”
“How many are you good for?” she asked. “Over the
course of the evening I mean.”
“At least two, maybe three,” he answered honestly.
“Our room’s right where we met, why don’t we go back
there, have a nice ride and then head around the island the
other way?”
Dorrick was still gasping for breath when Dessine hopped
up and went to the bathroom. He was flat on his back, spent,
his heart was hammering and he would have been dripping on
the sheets if he had any left. “Good, my duskwrap is dry,”
Dessine said from the other room. She was somewhere out in
the main room of her suite, Dorrick was still lying on the bed
trying to catch his breath. He had taxed his body more heavily
in the past, climbing jungle trees to fight a pair of huge blikes
that were going after unconscious and injured TongSu was
one of them, a hundred and fifty foot rope climb in the
canyons of Zil was another. He could probably think of more
if he put his mind to it. Dessine continued, “Not that I have
any intention of wearing it, or anything else, while we’re on
Yaimhahla for noon.”
Dorrick heaved himself to his feet and stumbled to the allin-one. There was one for the suite, two beds, each in their
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own alcove, with a sitting area in the middle that had a
balcony with mats. That balcony overlooked the roof leaves
of townhomes just back of the plaza where they had lunch.
This was one of the little inns that surrounded that plaza and
connected to the building that the floater was tied to. The
plumbing was comparable to those produced in Bordzvek, but
different in style, clean and in good repair.
“You put clothes back on?” Dessine asked when he came
out.
“I’m not the only one, half the people on this island are
dressed.”
“True, but you’re fine, why would you want to?”
“Just habit I guess. If it bothers you I could go without.”
“No, doesn’t bother me at all, I actually get a little thrill
from being nude with a dressed guy, if that’s alright with
you?”
“Very all right with me. Maybe my kinky thing is being
dressed with a nude girl.”
Her face said she was glad their fetishes matched, not that
he had thought about it before. He noticed it was arousing
now that he was confronted with the situation. “Good,” she
said. “I put on clothes when it’s cold or I want to disguise
myself. Our audience has never seen us dressed, casual guys
we pick up have never seen us dressed.”
“You never play Nightday?”
“Mid summer with a fire, but not when we have to wear
clothes. We’ve been chilly a few times. We’re also pretty
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diligent at making sure every photograph of us that’s ever in
the media is nude, or nearly nude. Thassa did some photo’s in
a yellow net top one time but she was bottomless and that was
before she joined us.”
“So this is your gimmick?”
“Well there are probably a dozen naked girl boat bands in
Knidola but there are only four or five of us that are also
competent musicians.”
“Do you record?” Dorrick asked.
“We have a library of a hundred forty four songs that
we’ve played out. We record every one we play, right off the
house mains and sit thru them and decide whether or not this
is a better version. They can all be loaded to your cube at any
eye room. Some people have cut tape from them, but that’s
their business, we don’t get anything from it.”
“I would call that pretty big-time. I don’t believe I’ve ever
been in the company of such a star before.”
She laughed, “We think we’re finally getting enough gigs,
actually so many we were getting a little burnt out.”
“How long have you been together?”
Gnoisahn and I, about a century, Thassa joined up about
three decades ago and that’s when we took off. She’s moody,
but she’s good on yandrille. But let’s get going or Gnoisahn
and TongSu will get all the way around the island before we
get out there.”
“Not possible, not even if they ran all the way.”
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They were soon proceeding the other way on the
dockwalk, here at dock level. There were lots of long finger
docks with locking kayak racks over them that could be
rented for a penny a day. There were people hanging around
listening to two boats at once along there, often gathered
around ornate little bongs. The growth along the shore was
six floors in archwood, with cute little townhouses on the
slopes behind. Some of them looked like they housed
permanent residents of the island. The only primary business
here was tourists, but there had to be staff for all the
attractions. They all had owners, and those people needed
other services, so there must be thousands of permanent
residents.
Dessine was a lot of fun to walk with. She couldn’t get
her tits on him enough and pummeled him with them any
chance she got. She wasn’t at all shy of using them in public,
and didn’t reserve them for his use alone. He wondered, “Is
this amount of sexual play normal for you, for this island, or
for the whole Knidola area?”
“Ah, let’s see, it’s normal for me, I’ll take just about all
the petting I can get any time and place I can get it as long as
it doesn’t hurt. I think this is probably normal for Yaimhahla
Island,” she looked around. It wasn’t average, but she wasn’t
the only one. “But I don’t know about the whole area. We
come from a dusty strip of beach and dock called Peeburtar
Far Shore. There’s a strip along the shore that goes for miles
with streetcars and a ferry at the end for Peeburtar Locks. I
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lived about five miles down that shore, before the point.
Gnoisahn lived just around the point, that little beach house
right out on the rocks is where we got started.”
“I’m not familiar with the spot.”
“Of course not,” she said, “if you just got here from
Bordzvek. But anyway, people are a little more private along
there, but where I was from there was a long peninsula where
you could walk out and find a private beach. We used to party
out there as adolescents and that’s where I got used to being
naked. I used to walk up and down the main road of the Far
Shore naked and the reaction was generally positive. The
beach is never far from that street.”
The path was getting crowded again and the music was
getting louder. There were a few big tents and a plaza
between them that was crowded with booths and people.
There were banners over everything giving it the atmosphere
of a fairground but they were hanging limp with the noon so
he couldn’t read any of them. He wasn’t in a hurry for another
cup, but he was dry after that workout.
They stayed closer to the shore, toward the first of three
stages around the west end of the island. The band there was a
lot heavier than the others and called themselves Zhlindola.
They had a floor model yandrille that was probably bolted to
the deck of the boat, with an Elven wizard conjuring at it. He
was sitting in a stool that had to be bolted to the deck,
stomping pedals as well as thrashing the strings, knobs and
buttons in front of him.
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Dessine stopped at the back of the crowd. “I’ve heard of
them before, they’re Thassa’s favorite. They do sound like
they’ve been to Zhlindu.”
“Have you?” Dorrick asked. It was one of the places he’d
heard the most about but had never seen.
“No, but I’m a musician and there are suntowers. Most of
the major recording companies in Zhlindu have download
portals. I have hundreds of recordings from there. This is
actually a Secret Sorceress song that they’re doing now.” It
was a crystals and castles song with a fairy singing that had to
be an effect, otherwise they were lip-synching. “We better get
some liquid and take in a few more songs. I’m glad I’ve got a
cap for this mug because there’s some bumping and pawing
going on out there along the front and I want to get into some
of that. You should grab some while we pass by also.”
“Can we make mine a light yellow at most?” Dorrick
asked. “The evening is young.”
“Well I was thinking it was time for something dark like
green or purple, in fact I’ve been here before, the other side of
this stage is a guy pouring purple and green. It swirls but
doesn’t mix and settles out into layers if you leave it sit.”
“I’m afraid.”
“Oh it’s fun, lets head over there,” she said and pulled
him by the hand. He was thankful it was his hand she pulled.
He could have caused a scene rather than go along with
her, but didn’t think it was worth it at the time. There were
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three boats pulled up around the end of the island and only
walled from each other by some tents and a couple rows of
small trees. You could hear the next one between songs.
People stayed close to the boat they were interested in and
Dessine was clearly interested in Zhlindola. She looked at the
others long enough to make sure it wasn’t their boat or gear,
then stayed thru most of the set in the pawing pit in front of
their stage.
The space in front of the boat was a melee of erotic dance.
About a third of the people had some clothes on, he had what
Centorins would call ‘surfer jams’ which were called ‘fent’
here, which could also be translated as ‘knickers’ or
‘bermudas’ or ‘pantaloons’ but it is singular, one item of
clothing not a pair. It was crowded enough that people were
pressed together, bouncing against each other and working
their way thru. This would not have been possible in Centorin
custom because fondling was constant, most guys had boners
and most girls were rubbing up on them. But unlike similar
scenes in Borlunth, there wasn’t semen all over everyone.
He and Dessine got separated a little while after she got
him that green and purple striped yaag. He thought he was
dancing with her but when the girl he was holding and
squeezing turned around, she turned out to be someone else.
They were only a few feet back from the deck and the girl
wanted to continue dancing as they were. He looked around
for Dessine and didn’t see her. He figured she’d either be
back or she wouldn’t. It wasn’t an emergency because he was
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sure he could find the way back to the suite they rented after
he came down off this buzz. The cup was only started
however, just like the erotic party.
There was some missing time in his memory because it
seemed like only moments later he was walking up the beach,
with each arm over a girl’s shoulder and holding them
socially. That was one advantage of being way taller than
most guys, that and the fact that most women openly wanted
to be handled this way in several cultures this side of the
stargate. There was the one he’d been dancing with on the left
and Dessine on the right. He thought he should know the
name of the one on the left and found that he didn’t. He didn’t
want them to think he was such a lightweight that he had
blacked out so he hoped he could fake it and didn’t ask. He
hoped he hadn’t made too much of a fool of himself during
that time, but figured if the girls were still with him he must
not have been too bad. With the two of them together he
thought he should have noticed that this girl was quite a bit
bigger and softer, actually more like TongSu than Dessine.
Maybe in his trance, that was what he thought?
The point and its three stages were behind them, two
miles of beach with at least ten boats pulled up lay in front of
them. It was now Noonsleep by the clock, but if anything the
beach was more crowded than when they flew over it. Right
where they were it wasn’t very crowded. There were no kegs
pouring within a few hundred feet, and the only people in the
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water were wading. He could tell from here that Lake
Knidola was not one where one wanted to soak for long
periods of time. He guessed the water temp was in the
seventies Fahrenheit. On the beach it was streams of traffic in
each direction but few were lingering along here for any
length of time.
That meant their conversation was pretty private to the
three of them. “If you’re good for three I think I should get
one,” the girl on the left said to him. “I haven’t had one yet
this evening and you just got down from your second,” she
said to Dessine.
“It was a really quick one,” Dessine said. “He was only a
few strokes in when he went.”
“That’s no help.”
“No, I’m still on,” she said, and turned to show them. “It’s
a good thing I love the feeling.”
“I know, I do too,” the other girl said and also turned to
show them. They went on to describe their delight in the
arousal of their female parts in quite a bit too much detail.
The girl on his left bragged about being able to maintain it for
hours. While they were doing that, a guy coming the other
way got close enough to participate in the conversation and
had no reservations about discussing those details. The other
girl left with him as soon as he was up, leaving Dorrick to
Dessine once again.
“Sorry I’m not up to party speed around here,” Dorrick
said. The fact that he was embarrassed by what they’d said
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was probably obvious.
“Ah, we each have our own speed, hers is ahead of mine,”
Dessine said, “but I guess mine’s ahead of yours.”
He didn’t want to argue that point, but didn’t want to
stress that point either lest she be too disappointed. “It doesn’t
bother me that you got an extra by the way, I just don’t know
how she wound up in my arms.”
“Probably during one of the gauntlets, a few of them
broke down while we were in them and you were having
quite a rush.” He was too, he was so sexually overcharged
that he was afraid he would grab somebody and start humping
her in spite of the Instinct. It probably wouldn’t kick in
because the girl would go at it just as hard. If he had, and
didn’t remember, she wouldn’t have asked for him and started
that whole conversation. “She probably feels a lot like me,
but I think mine are livelier. I pretty much have to keep them
that way for the showmanship of it. Hangy tits a beat and a
half behind don’t look good on a lshi player.”
“No, I guess not,” Dorrick said. “Actually you do feel
quite a bit more solid, I should have noticed immediately.”
“Don’t worry about it, you had so many in your hands
between me and her that if she was any firm and of any size
she’d feel like me. Our hair’s the same color and length, but
I’ve got more cheek than she does.”
“I should have noticed right away.”
“You’re not used to that yaag, it can take you away for
awhile.”
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“I’ll say.”
“Anyway, anyone who stole our boat would be more
likely to pull it up over here on the beach side of the island.
It’s a forty seven foot twin-hull front stage.”
“We should take the balloon up,” Dorrick said, “we can
look at every boat around this island in an hour.”
“Yeah, but we wouldn’t be having fun with our bodies the
way we have been.”
“So you’re more interested in that?”
“No, but we’ll get around this island one and a half times
in six hours, get closer looks at all the boats. If it was a ring
stealing more than one boat, they could swap parts and
change the whole look. They could sell the gear and scuttle
the boat in a thousand feet of water for that matter.”
“Let’s not think that way,” Dorrick said. “I haven’t heard
of any other boats being stolen.”
“If it was someone less well known, it wouldn’t make the
news all over the kingdom. The gist of it is, I’m looking at the
gear the guys are playing as much as the boat. I know
Gnoisahn is too. If we knew they hadn’t disguised the boat
we could look for it from the air, but we need to make a
closer inspection until we do. Besides, I’m having a lot of
fun, I hope you are too.”
“Yes,” Dorrick said, “it’s just that I’m so blotto. I can’t
remember that girl’s name.”
“We never exchanged names. Lot’s of times at beach
parties we don’t til the next day. You’re from out of town so
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you might not know that but yeah, beach and bonfire parties
are for the here and now but if you wake up to something
you’d like to continue, that’s fine too, so that’s a good time to
exchange names. We’re usually going to play with fifty to a
hundred people at one of these.”
“I think we did that at the triple stage.”
“The West End is pretty hot,” she said.
“That’s the West End of Knidola?” Dorrick asked.
“Of Yaimhahla Island,” she said. “Of all of Knidola the
west end would have to be Vernimor, but that’s a river
cowboy town more than a week away.”
Dorrick had the map on his pocket eye. “We could fly
there in a day and not have to sleep on the way.”
“If we knew that’s where they’re going,” Dessine said.
They walked the whole length of the beach, examining
every boat and stage. There were two boats that were the
same hull as theirs, then she checked for dents and scratches,
neither was their hull, none of their gear was found. They
passed one which was on break and Dessine shagged the
Chippongga player as a means of getting onto the boat and
getting a closer look at the same make and model main board
as theirs. Dorrick spent the time cuddling with a busty girl
with dark short hair, but she left before consummating
anything. It was fine with him, he needed to pace himself. He
was pretty sure Dessine would honor her commitment to
whatever was left of Noonsleep when they got done, and have
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more energy than he did while they did so. He didn’t need
any more today, in spite of all this stimulation, because of
what they did back in her room. By the end of this walk, he
just couldn’t get hard any more, no matter who did what.
They were now at the last of the boats on the beach. It
was two and a half hours into Noonsleep and they still had to
walk back the other side of the island.
“You know,” Dessine said as they walked the last stretch
of beach, “We never did run into Gnoisahn and TongSu.”
“I figured we’d have little chance of spotting them. If they
were twenty feet away in some of those crowds we’d never
know it. Besides, they were out hunting, they could have
dragged their prey to rooms anywhere along here.” There was
no shortage of short term rooms available along the shores of
this island.
“We were looking out for each other. We stayed near each
stage long enough for them to come out.”
“They could be in there two hours, especially if Gnoisahn
is OK with a four way.”
“She loves them, four, six, she likes it when the three of
us snag three good friends and we can all hang together in the
main room and drink and screw the sleep away.”
“Thassa engages in them?”
“At times, when she does she’s enthusiastic, but at other
times it grosses her out. But then she got on a jag where sex
grossed her out and she went without for four or five years.”
“So we easily could have missed them.”
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“I guess I shouldn’t worry about it, but I was keeping an
eye out for her.”
“I was keeping an eye open for TongSu also,” Dorrick
said, “And with all we’ve been thru in the last decade, I
should be pretty tuned to her by now.”
“Yeah, I wonder if they went back looking for us.”
“They would have found us.”
“If they did, it’s possible Gnoisahn didn’t want to
interrupt us. They could be ahead of us.”
“So no one caught the first acts on the dock side of the
island?”
“That’s the least likely spot to find them. Playing that slot
in our boat would be suspicious all by itself.”
“So why were we starting that way?”
“To be thorough I guess. Ngoishan just started that way. I
would have suggested we split up and go both ways if I
thought about it and didn’t just follow along.”
“You don’t seem like the type to blindly follow.”
“To be honest I was thinking more about you than what
plans we were making.”
“That’s very flattering,” he said, but it was also a bit
worrying. He wanted to spend the bulk of this vacation with
TongSu.
“Don’t take it too seriously though, I get these things now
and then but most of them don’t last.”
“I’ll guard my heart,” he said. He’d had to use that line
often since he’d been on this planet, he would probably have
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to use it often on this vacation if the first few hours was any
indication.
“But not too closely,” she said and gave his beard a little
tug.
They covered the dock side of the island, a little more
quickly than earlier, and without any more incidents of sexual
contact beyond the usual petting and pressing as they worked
their way by each stage. A few hours ago this was an erotic
wonderland that he could barely control, but now it seemed
like he was almost used to it. They found only one instance of
gear like some of theirs and she had to use some subterfuge to
get backstage to examine it. She did not find anything of
theirs.
“We should go back to the room and see if they left us a
message,” Dessine said.
“They might have gone to our room also, it’s a couple
buildings closer on this route.”
“What’s yours like?”
“A single but with a larger bathroom and tub and a view
of the plaza.”
“But you’re sharing it?” she asked.
“We didn’t actually get to making the plans on who would
get the room. Informally it usually works out that whoever
initiates the plan for variety is the one who goes out. At home
we have an empty suite in the home so it doesn’t matter. The
bed is big enough for a cozy four-way but I find it hard being
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in a four-way with TongSu.”
“I know how it is. I was long term with a guy a few
decades ago and I felt the same way.”
“You don’t have a long-term now?” Dorrick asked.
“No, not the last few decades. I’ve been like today,
catching all I can on the fly. My family has been the band
plus our sound girl and cook and a crewman who runs the
boat and doubles as a roadie.”
“You’re not close to any of them sexually.”
“We’re all female but the boatman and we’re all hetero,
not that we don’t grab each others tits or pat each others ass
now and then, but we don’t get off on it. Thassa is the only
one who was close to the crewman.”
“I like the fact that you’re enthusiastically hetero,”
Dorrick said.
“We’ve still got quite a bit of Noonsleep left. We don’t
have anything to do early so we can probably lie in a coma
for six hours after we give each other all we’ve got for an
hour or two.”
“Mmm,” was the best he could say. He wondered how
sore he would be tomorrow.
“We should get one more cupful to take to bed with us,”
she said. I’m guessing you’re in the building with the floater
park?” She was already stopping by a tap and holding up two
fingers to the kegman.
“Yeah.” He looked up. He didn’t notice TongSu’s girl.
There was another side to the building and another building
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blocked part of the view, but TongSu’s Balloon was so big
that it usually took more than a single building to block a
view of it no matter how wide the building’s fronds spread.
Knidola archwoods gave a new meaning to the word
‘spreading’ however, sometimes covering close to a hundred
feet in all directions. Four of them could roof an athletics
arena.
They went up to the room, it was eight floors of stairs,
something that didn’t phase Dessine in the least. She was
breathing a little heavier at the top than the start, but nothing
that would effect her conversation. “You still don’t see the
balloon?” she asked as he looked out every window they
passed.
“No I don’t. I can’t see the whole port, but I don’t think
she’s here. I’ll be sure when I get out on the balcony.” The
balconies in their room were small, only about eight by five
feet, but there were two nice stools, a bench seat that could sit
two more on the rail and a five foot square pad with railing
that was meant for only one purpose. (Although he and
TongSu actually used it as a footrest for the stools the only
time they sat out there.)
He didn’t even get out there when he saw there was a note
on the table between the stand cushions in the sitting area of
their suite.
Dorrick and Dessine TongSu has graciously volunteered to fly us down to Vinibang
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Climb Circle to interview a woman who probably encountered
the thieves who stole our boat. We will be back to you before
dark, hopefully to pick you up on the way to picking up the
boat.
Gnoisahn & TongSu
Dorrick - I’ll make sure about the back by dark – TongSu
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5. Mrilelle
It was as TongSu thought, all of Noonsleep to get down
here. They were into a ten knot crosswind, she had to tie the
bulb well to the side of the net to go in the required direction,
and they didn’t make ten knots ground speed. There were
some spots along the shore that were pretty rugged around a
place called Wicketball Head at the entry to the wide Gaigiss
Bay. It kept her awake driving for an hour while they passed
it.
She woke up for Afternoonday when they were already
well beyond Vinibang and had to come back around
following the shore. Gnoisahn and Estry were in the back net
on the mattress, she hoped they got some sleep. This was the
first time they were asleep when she was awake.
It would only be an hour or so til she was back to
Vinibang Climb Circle where Mrilelle lived. She hoped Estry
knew where in town because the ‘town’ was the coast road all
along the waterfront of that bay. With the scope she could see
the circle itself, it was only five miles away and it was just a
circular green nearly a hundred yards in diameter. From there
a road started a zig-zag climb nearly a thousand feet to get
over the ridge and down into the city of Vinibang.
She had to goose her girl into the teeth of this breeze. She
descended to just above the wavetops to get out of it as much
as possible. That helped quite a bit, down here she might
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cover those five miles in well under an hour.
By the time half the population would call it
Afternoonday, Gnoisahn had come forward. “I’ll let Estry
sleep a little,” she said as she got comfortable beside TongSu.
TongSu had made some special ties in the net to make it more
comfortable as a seat, but it pulled them together. “He’s had a
rough trip so far.”
“It sounded that way,” TongSu said.
“I’m sorry you didn’t find anyone,” she said.
“I had what I needed from that guy I met earlier. I just
wanted a nice boink and casual company, I didn’t need to cast
the lead in a movie.”
“I guess it’s instinctive,” Gnoisahn said. “When we have
someone permanent, variety is just a casual thing, but when
you don’t have anyone permanent you look at everyone as a
possible partner and are much more selective.”
“For sure,” TongSu agreed, remembering the time before
Dorrick. “Did he tell you anything to help figure out what
house she’s in?”
“She said it was two blocks back of the beach and a
quarter mile west of the circle. I don’t think he knows any
more, he’s never actually been here.”
“We’ll have to ask around,” TongSu said. “We’ll probably
have to park on the beach.”
“I’m really sorry we put you out like this, when we get
the boat back we can pay you, not that anything we can pay
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is equal to what your help is worth already.”
“Oh stop,” TongSu said. “I doesn’t cost me any more to
have the balloon swim than to have her sit in the sun on that
inn back there on Yaimhahla.”
“Where you could be enjoying your vacation if we hadn’t
interfered.”
“I like flying,” she said, “flying around a city like this is
something I love to do on vacation. I’m glad it’s for some
purpose other than total partying or I’d be fried in a few
weeks,” TongSu told her. “I’ve got the balloon, she’s in fine
shape,” she better be, she’d just had over ten years to get fat
in the sun, “the city is beautiful, we’re already here. We can
fly across this whole city in a day. I know it’s spread very thin
and covers a lot of area, but it doesn’t cover more area than
the Yakhan or Bordzvek.”
“I’ve never even been to Bordzvek,” Gnoisahn said.
TongSu wondered if she even believed in the Yakahn. “We
were thinking about touring there, there’s a route that we
could take. The number of locks is astounding, but ships do it
all the time. Once we get up to the canal, it’s flat all the way.”
“It’s nothing like Knidola,” TongSu told her about
Bordzvek. “It’s mile after mile after mile of crystal towers in
all directions. It’s against the business charter to export a
view that shows a large scale view of the city. There are some
in Dorrick’s pocket eye, you can see them when we get back
to the inn.”
The business council was not going to find them here and
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she wasn’t so sure she cared. She liked her home and farm
there, but the city itself was too fast-paced, too big, too full of
money and it was hard to find music with any bite. She had
an excellent land manager back there. The place would get
along fine without them for a few years. She’d lost a kidney
in the East Basin and the new one still had another ten years
or so to go before it was full grown. Surviving the East Basin
had made them something of celebrities and escaping that had
been part of the reason for coming down here to vacation.
“I’ll try and remember.”
“So you’ve been chasing around for three weeks
already?” TongSu asked as they were getting close to the
shore of this crescent bay and the circle at its apex.
“Four weeks ago this noon was when we found the boat
gone. It was week Zawmathii, I remember that. It took us a
week to really get over it and get started. Thassa couldn’t
even deal with it and stayed in the room we got for
Zawmathii Dusksleep in Ossogeen. She’s still there. The rest
of the crew went home, they have no ownership in the boat
and no work without the boat and gear.”
“The guys who stole it could have gone quite a ways by
then, how does it sail?”
“In the right hands with favorable conditions it could have
done the lake in that time. A week to get up the lockway from
Lake Golgor and three weeks on the lake. Estry said they
weren’t that good, but they could have gotten a tow as far as
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Yaimhahla by now.”
“And if they had gone down the river?”
“They’d be seeing more Dwarves by now, they’d be
halfway to where the river goes underground.”
“We better hope they haven’t done either of those.” They
could have gone up the river also, she thought. If they had
done that, they were gone. “We’re getting close now, you
should get Estry up,” TongSu said. “If nothing else, he’s the
only one that will recognize her.”
“Yeah. I wonder if there’s a place you can land in the area
he talked about?”
“It looks pretty tight, like places that can grow some salad
fixings and spices.”
“It’s two blocks back.”
“There’s a couple plots one might call a field back there,”
she said. “but the first one is more than a quarter mile from
the circle.”
Gnoisahn was back to the third net by then and it was
inconvenient to carry on a conversation. They were so close
to the top apartments along the shore that they might wake
the light sleepers with their shouts.
By the time she was back with Estry, they were over the
closest field to where he thought the house was. “This is
probably her place,” he said. “She said she had the only farm
in the area and this could be it.”
“There’s another a couple hundred yards farther on and
plenty a few more blocks from the beach.”
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“Can you land in here?”
“I can tie up, but we’ll have to come down the rope ladder
if we aren’t going to damage her crops.”
TongSu could get the balloon over the field and keep it
there. The fins were facing the house and they were
diagonally across the garden but since its smallest dimension
was almost one and a half times her balloon’s length, they
were able to stay there. She’d have to put the nose rope on
something substantial, there was a wild shaftwood that would
probably have enough root to hold, she swung her grappling
hook into that.
“What’s going on here?” they heard a voice from below.
“That’s her,” Estry said.
TongSu had to stay focused on the hook until she was sure
it was well seated.
“What are you doing here, who are you...” she stopped
when she saw Estry. “You certainly picked a dramatic way to
catch up with me. I tried to return your things. I took a
streetcar all the way and found out you’d left on a lakerunner
earlier that day.”
“You were suspicious about that band you were with,” he
said as he started down the ladder. I knew Faran decades ago
and when I saw him on that boat, that made me suspicious
because I can’t see him coming across that boat.” TongSu was
already on the ground and setting a loop around the hook so
there was no chance a stray gust would make it drop off. She
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had Gnoisahn drop her the tail ropes and stakes.
Only then could she focus on the woman he met. She was
a fine piece of flesh, as fit as Gnoisahn with dark hair, wide
shoulders, breasts as big as her own, smooth bronze skin and
a classically beautiful face. She was, as Estry promised,
completely nude and comfortable with it. “I wouldn’t say
suspicious,” Mrilelle said.
“It seems that the boat was stolen, this is Gnoisahn, singer
of OKangKhone, the band that owns that boat.” She was to
the bottom of the ladder by now and gripped palms. He also
introduced, “TongSu, the floaterrier who has so graciously
volunteered her time and balloon to help us recover the boat.”
Mrilelle gripped palms with TongSu but then turned to
Gnoisahn, “OKangKhone, I was hoping to see you next time
you got to the Vinibang area.”
“We were hoping to get to the lake in the next few years,”
she said, “but this has changed our itinerary somewhat.”
“I guess it would,” Mrilelle said.
“So,” Gnoisahn asked, “what did the boat look like, you
saw the cabin canvas, what about the mainsail? Estry didn’t
get a good look at either of them.”
“They had a sun and sky main by Eshocker, another thing
that I thought was a little out of place on a boat like that.”
“They had to ditch our main, it has our name and slogan
on it, spelled in purple using a font of Kortrax bands. It
blends in a little but when you look at it, it’s obvious what it
says. It was a Windcraft. The cabin canvas was also by
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Windcraft, a pale orange like the sky at sunset over the lake,
with a Kortrax with our name written in his spots once again,
stretched so you could read it from the horizon.”
“They had a leaf pattern, but I think they bungeed it right
over the old one. They did a good bungee job, but I’m pretty
sure there was more canvas under it.” Mrilelle had a ring-cam
picture of it that she gave them the network address of.
TongSu had Dorrick’s pocket-eye and could bring it up.
“Why did you do the gig with them?” Gnoisahn asked.
“My theory was they borrowed the boat. They claimed
they pooled their fortunes and bought it, but I thought that
was just bravado.”
There was a short stretch of silence.
Mrilelle continued, “I’m sorry I was duped, but I’m not
normally a suspicious person. I mean, what fool would steal a
boat? How do they ever think they will get away with it?”
“Will you help us make sure they don’t?” Gnoisahn
asked.
“I’ll certainly try.”
“What name were they playing under?” TongSu asked,
thinking that might help find their trail.
“Nast’n,” Mrilelle and Estry said almost at once.
“I should have asked that,” Gnoisahn said. “So would you
be able to recognize that boat again?” Gnoisahn asked.
“From the air,” TongSu added.
“Yes, I guess so. It looks like that airship could carry us
all?” Mrilelle asked.
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“And several more,” TongSu said. At twenty psi she
might get a ton and a half off the ground.
“So anyway, if you can recognize it, can we talk you into
coming with us?” Gnoisahn asked.
“That will take almost as much time as the band who stole
the boat and wanted me to tour with them.”
“This is for a much better cause,” was all TongSu could
say to that. “She can fly the length of the lake in the light of a
week. Two weeks following the shore.” Providing the
weather cooperates, she didn’t say. Being grounded by loud
weather for weeks on end is not uncommon in the Bordzvek
basin.
“There’s a dozen rivers entering this lake big enough to
take our boat and three of them lead to routes that span the
planet,” Gnoisahn pointed out.
“Now that we have this picture, you could try looking for
them on the pictures from the motionless stars,” TongSu said.
“There’s enough resolution to narrow the search down a
lot,” Estry said.
“Who’s got a Centorin pocket eye?” Mrilelle asked.
“Dorrick,” TongSu answered.
“And where is he?” she asked.
“Back on Yaimhahla, where I promised to return by the
dark.”
“We don’t have much more time here in that case,”
Gnoisahn said.
“We have to leave right after lunch,” TongSu said.
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“I can’t make arrangements to be gone a year by lunch,”
Mrilelle said. “Maybe a week from now.”
“We have to get Thassa also,” Gnoisahn said.
“And she’s where?” TongSu asked.
“She stayed where we lost the boat. We got a room there
and she stayed and isn’t moving.”
“Why go pick her up then?”
“We’ll probably have to tell her we have it and just have
to go pick it up,” Gnoisahn said. “But she’ll probably be over
it by then.”
“That’s lame,” Mrilelle said.
“She’s great on Yandrille,” Gnoisahn said, “but not long
on common sense, rationality, that kind of thing.”
“So we can head back to Yaimhahla now,” TongSu said,
“go down the paddleway to Golgor on Morningday and fly up
the lockway next Noonsleep so we can pick you up early next
Afternoonday.”
“And all that time the boat gets farther away,” Gnoisahn
moaned.
The flight back to Yaimhahla was fairly uneventful. They
got lunch from a beach vendor in Nitrell by sending Estry
down on a rope ladder. He and Gnoisahn stayed out of the
back net most of the day. The flight from Wicketball Head to
the island is pretty boring, with the crosswind it was a two
hour struggle just far enough above the waves that she could
see their destination. When Ngoisahn went back to use the
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facilities, Estry came up to the front.
“I’ve hardly gotten a chance to say hi and thank you for
all you’re doing for us.”
“You’re an ‘us’?”
“I’ve been a fan of theirs since the first time I saw them.”
“So you didn’t know them before?”
“I’ve heard of their music and saw them down in
Peeburtar Locks a couple decades ago,” he said. “I have a
couple of their recordings. I didn’t know it was their boat til I
met you, but I figured it was stolen.”
“How sure are you that it is really them?”
“As sure as mortality allows. I have Dessine’s picture,
she’s her, the girl in the picture, absolutely. I’m pretty sure
Gnoisahn is also, but I don’t have a picture of her, just my
memory of a video.”
“Being from Bordzvek, I don’t know any of the bands,
barely knew there were boat bands down here and didn’t
know they were this popular.”
“Yaimhahla is the only place they’re this popular. Most
beaches will have one or two a year. In the main cities the
beaches are commercial attractions and there are auditions for
no more than three slots a week.”
“Ah.”
“There’s lots of halls in the lockway cities, five or six
times as much music as on the beach. There are halls with
two floors of floor, plus balcony. There’s an admission charge
for all but the bottom floor.”
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“Ah,” she said. “I’ll probably see some of that during this
vacation.”
“Not if you keep flying people around on missions like
this.”
“I already got to see the boat band capital of the world,
and possibly the casual petting capital of the world, all on the
same evening.”
“Yeah, you’re right.”
“So you got anything left?” she asked with her hand on
his thigh.
“I’m saving myself for dusksleep, I’m already promised
for a three-way and Gnoisahn told me you have plans with
Dorrick.”
“Technically I promised to be back, not the sleep, but that
is what I want. I know we’ve been too monogamous, that’s
why I was thinking of a little quick one right here but I
understand what you’re saying. She warned me that Dessine
can get a little rowdy in bed so you’re going to need all
you’ve got.”
“You... you mean Gnoisahn says Dessine is rowdy in
bed?” his eyes had gotten a little big.
“That’s what she says. She admits that she is too, so I
don’t think you have to get scared, but it might be more of the
same.”
He didn’t calm down a lot. “I’ll still have to save myself.”
Kortrax was barely in the trees when she made it back to
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the floater park. She had to start a second level and use the
rope ladder again. Estry went right down it and tied off the
nose ropes while TongSu kept them still. Gnoisahn was the
only one who hadn’t been on the ladder before, she didn’t go
down til TongSu went down, tied the ladder off to a pair of
sturdy shrubs, and went back up to spot her.
Dusksleep they were back at Yaimhahla and TongSu spent
it with Dorrick in their room. She never asked what Estry,
Gnoisahn and Dessine did in their suite in the next building
over, but it wasn’t rowdy enough for them to hear. Theirs
wasn’t that rowdy either, but it was close and loving.
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6. Beachmaster
Dorrick was first, but eventually they all made it down to
breakfast intact. Estry looked a little worse for wear but he’d
live and really didn’t seem to need immediate medical
attention, just a few days rest. They met at a table in the same
court where they saw their first boat band half a week ago.
With no sunlight, Nightday is no good for flying, and the
cooling temperature made the breakfast fire welcome.
They sat at a round table, he was between Dessine and
TongSu and he enjoyed their competition to see who could
get more tit on his arms. They had berry breads in several
flavors, they were closer to fruitcake than anything else he
knew. They had some teas that were pretty interesting in
ornate little shot glasses and he tried several of those.
By the time everyone was together and fed, Gnoisahn had
been out and around the plaza and back. “There’s a news
sheet on this island that lists everyone who’s playing and
where, at least all the acts that are booked in advance.” She
had a copy in her hand. There were twenty two boat sites, one
of which was small and seldom used, and four halls on ridge
road. There was a big table listing them all and who was
playing. It was a big fold-out sheet, but still the print was tiny.
It had next week on the back side, some dates were still open
and they had the contact info for the venue booking agent in
that spot.
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“So we can find out if Nast’n has been thru here,” Dessine
said. “Who’s got a collection of them?”
“How far back do we have to go?” TongSu asked.
“They were west of Vinibang for dusk of Thlollala, so we
need to start with week Kadezak,” Dessine figured.
“This has Imnotn and Garibivlast,” Gnoisahn said.
“So we need a copy of last week’s list,” Dessine said.
“Where did you pick this up?”
“A stand over there,” she pointed to the archwoods across
the plaza. There was a row of awnings in front of them with
packing crates upended to make tables. The one she pointed
to had magazine racks arranged to make an ‘in’ and ‘out’
door. A rather large woman sat by the out door collecting
payment for everything taken out. She didn’t seem to mind
people standing and reading an article or two as long as they
put it back neat. She was quick to point to the sign that says if
you wrinkle, rip, wet or stain the publication, you had to put it
in the used pile and pay the difference.
“Do you have any of last week’s version of this left over,”
Dessine asked as soon as they were in the shop.
“Probably. I didn’t clean out the bins yet this year so
they’ll be under this week’s.”
They all went over. The aisles were fairly wide. The
central racks and the ones on the back wall were full height,
the one on the street side was low. This sheet was right inside
the door. It was several inches down to Kadezak’s sheet.
Thlollala’s sheet also had Kadezak’s schedule. Nast’n was
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listed in both.
“Meaning they probably signed up as soon as they stole
the boat,” Gznoisahn said.
“Where were they?” Dessine asked.
“At Marbry’s taps on the beach side,” Gnoisahn read.
The five of them were soon over there. The place was a
beach shack, lit by torches for Nightday. There was a bar here
at the street, a stone slab grill heating the interior to nearly the
temperature of Afternoonday. That was good because the girl
at the taps was in only a set of straps that were too light to
keep a modest size shoulderpocket supported and covered
essentially none of her perfect skin. The shack was pretty big,
and had some room on each side, so it commanded a section
of beach that was over a hundred feet wide. The bordering
properties were fashionable beach resorts who were only too
happy to join the party. There were two trees offering short
term hammock space on this same plaza, one on each end of
Marbry’s shack.
The girl working here was tall and blond with the
common local chin, a little more rounded than the average
Elf. “Greetings,” was all she said.
“We understand Nast’n pulled up and played here
Kadezak Nightday,” Gnoisahn said.
“Yeah, I was here for it. I hadn’t heard of them but I saw
the boat they had and the gear they had when they set up so I
thought they’d be great. I volunteered to stay on even though
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it get’s pretty cold by late Nightday and I didn’t bring
anything more.”
“This is your normal work outfit?” Dessine asked.
“Yeah, the rule is, wear something. I was thinking about
getting a ring with a timepiece and camera, but I saw this for
eleven penny and decided to save an iron, but it doesn’t tell
time either.”
“It’s really pretty and sexy,” Estry said. It was some thin
and stretchy orange bands in a minimal harness. “It really
shows off those pretty nibs.”
“So you stayed to see them?” Gnoisahn asked.
“Yeah, but they weren’t much. They were thumping and
the party went OK, but the vocals were weak.”
“I understand they’ve been changing vocalists,” Gnoisahn
said, “who did they have?”
“Some naked chick, leathery tan, frizzy blond hair, high
mileage. If she spit a tooth or two during the show I wouldn’t
be surprised.”
“Gross,” Dessine said.
“Yes,” the bartender said. “She hung up here during set
break and took a half-pint of moonshine and gabbed my ear
off when I was busy. She was grabbing all the guys too, I
think some of them didn’t come in here because they didn’t
want her pawing at them, even if she was the lead singer in
the band.”
“What about the guy on Chippongga?”
“He was built. Too built if you ask me. It would be like
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me having forty fours,” she held her hands in the torpedo
position to demonstrate. “The Lshi player was smaller but
built, good built not overbuilt. The guy on yandrille had a bit
of a gut and black hair that looked a little greasy. He never
came up here so I never saw him close up.”
“That’s certainly them,” Dessine said.
“Yeah,” Gnoisahn agreed.
“Did they leave any list of upcoming dates or any contact
info?” Gznoisahn asked.
“Not with me, but if they did they would have left it with
Marbry.”
“And where can we find him?”
“He should be along about lunch time. If he’s home, he’ll
be in a rotten mood because dusk is his evening out. If he
comes straight here from some girl’s place he’ll be in a good
mood.”
“Why wouldn’t he take someone to his place?”
“Because he lives at Tedra’s, she’s got the penthouse in
the left tree,” the girl pointed. “She owns the two trees and
this building and beach. She never gave him permission to
bring other girls up to her bed. He could take one of the pads
in the buildings and no one would say anything, but he likes
to live more stylish than that.”
“So we have to hang around until lunchtime?” Gnoisahn
said. “Would he have left their contact info with Tedra?”
“Doubtful. He’s got an office in there,” she pointed to a
strong wooden box bolted to one end of the grill. Its face was
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closed with a strong lock and dropped down to make a desk.
“It’ll be in there if it’s anywhere.”
Dorrick really didn’t have a problem sitting on this beach
and waiting, even if it was Nightday. To these people seventy
eight Fahrenheit is cool because there is no sun and they want
to stay naked. TongSu had a couple layers of sheers over her,
Dessine and Gnoisahn had duskwraps that they were reluctant
to close, but as it got closer to lunch time they had no choice,
they were starting to shiver.
It was just about fourteenth hour when a big band boat
drifted solidly onto the beach. It was one with the stage in
front like theirs and the way Dessine sprung up made him
think she must have recognized it. “Yoience,” she called,
“You guys are playing here this Nightday? I didn’t see your
name on the list.”
“We broke up,” he said, “I’m doing sound for iSSchio
now. They’re playing here tonight.”
“I thought they broke up.”
“Chinston’s doing lshi for them now.”
“So that’s how you broke up?”
“Yeah, I guess you could look at it that way. It was time,
we weren’t going anywhere we hadn’t gone, it was getting to
be work.”
“I can see Chinston doing well with them.”
“Oh they’re rocking with him, you’re going to see this
sand get kicked up this evening, don’t worry about that.”
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“It would get kicked around even if we were playing
here.”
“Where are you?” he asked.
“Right here, waiting for the owner, thinking maybe he has
contact info for the band that stole our boat.”
They had to re-hash the whole story for him once he got
the boat tied up and the sails stowed. This turned out to be a
guy Dessine had known for awhile, someone she had been
close to in the past and someone she was willing to get close
to again because after about an hour of getting closer and
closer, they went up one of the small towers beside this beach
house.
The remainder of the band did some setup before they
came over and were still at it when a new guy swept into the
place. “Yo guys,” was the first thing he said, and that to the
band, “Centered on the beach,” he came into the beach-house,
said hi to the girl working the taps. She recited the morning’s
numbers in a specific order because there were no labels, just
numbers. He no sooner unlocked the desk than he wrote them
down, more quickly than she was able to recite them.
“Good,” he said, “can you stay on?”
“I’ll have to go get some clothes, it’s going to get cool
today.”
“Yeah, take off after lunch, get what you need and come
back.” He patted her shoulder, turned toward the boat again,
“I hope you didn’t let your crew go, we need that at least four
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feet down this way. If anything the Blue Curl is kinder to me
than the Beachopper.”
“We’re just parked waiting for word, we can tow it four
feet, and we’re our own crew anyway.”
“Yeah, put it right here.”
A guy came over from the resort on the left with a stack
of brochures and several other sheets of paper. “This is our
updates, shall I just put them up?”
“Yeah, go ahead, and don’t put them over Blue Curl’s or
I’ll yank ‘em down and use ‘em for fuel.” He turned to the
band again, “Where’s your sound guy?”
“He’s up in the left tree getting laid.”
He made a face, like, how could you think of that when
there was business to be done. “How long does he take?”
“The girl he met looked like she could go awhile,” the
bandsman who was now unscrewing the anchors said.
“She can,” Estry added.
The boat must have pumped ballast, the bow was rising as
he did that. “If we don’t go get him he might be up there til an
hour before show time because he’s not one to get up from
wet pussy.” While he said that, he began shoving the boat out
at an angle. “What do you want him for?”
“The db limits. People are here to exercise and socialize,
not critique the minutiae of your performance. No one on the
sand can be exposed to an instantaneous burst over one
hundred and no more than eighty six at these bar stools. I’ve
got mics, they’ll be on and they’re calibrated.”
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“We’re with you all the way.”
“Good, there was a band in here a couple weeks ago with
a big set of Zanggoths and they thought they had to see what
they could do.”
“Those were probably ours,” Gnoisahn said.
“Nah,” he said, they were guys except for the singer and
she wasn’t you, with a hundred pills she wasn’t you.”
“We weren’t playing them because they were stolen from
us.”
“What?” he turned around and walked toward the
beachhouse.
“They called themselves Nast’n, they were listed on the
Yaimhahla Cheat Sheet since Thlollala.”
“Yeah, that was them, I had to tell them I would cut off
their power if they didn’t turn it down.”
“That was our boat and our gear.”
“And you are?”
“OKangKhone, or at least lead vocal of OKangKhone.”
“I’ve heard of you, aren’t you...”
“It’s Nightday, you wouldn’t recognize us.”
“When did you play here?”
“We never played for you,” Gnoisahn said, “but we’ve
played on the island about a hundred times, most of them on
the other side.”
During the next half hour he took care of stocking the bar,
getting the two cooks who set up in there started, parking the
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band, posting brochures from the other resort, as well as
listening to the whole story of the stolen boat, finding their
contact info.
“So this is their itinerary?” Gnoisahn said about a
handwritten sheet.”
“They said it was tentative.”
“They are heading north up the lake,” she told TongSu. “It
would be nice to head after them now.”
“We can’t fly until sometime after daylight. She’s
powered by the sun.”
“I keep forgetting. For us Nightday is just darker and
colder. We do usually stay in.”
“If you never wanted people to see you dressed, you’d
tend to do that on Nightday.”
“You don’t want people to see you dressed?” Marbry
asked.
“We only perform nude, almost always at noon or dusk.”
“Yeah, you’ve got a nice body, I can see how that would
work for you, what about the others?”
“We’ll all pass most inspections,” she said.
“I’ll vouch for that,” Estry said.
“You’ve never seen Thassa,” Gnoisahn said.
“No, just pictures, she’s not going to scare the guys
away.”
“These towns they’re playing in aren’t that big,”
Gnoisahn said. “I’ve been in Isternah, it’s not as much as this
island.”
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“I thought their virtual address was a little cheesy also,”
Marbry said. It was a rental mailbox on a public server, who
knew how often they would get to a place where they could
look at it.
“Is there an Eye on the boat?” Dorrick asked.
“Yes,” Gnoisahn said. “It’s built into the main rack so
they might not notice it.”
“If you have a remote access code for it we could fire it
up and find it the next time they power up that rack.”
“I do have a code. I’ve never used it, but it’s written down
on a sheet in the file cabinet in the end table next to the big
standcushion on that boat.”
“You’re going to have a hell of a time getting people to
believe it’s your boat,” Marbry said, “with all the supporting
documentation on the boat.”
“They might not even notice that end table is a file
cabinet,” she said.
“They probably pitched all your personal effects over the
side, sorry to say,” Marbry said. He jumped up and went to
the band yelling, “You can’t have that rope there,” as he ran
out. They were setting up a lightpole guywire about eight feet
beyond the boat where dozens of people would trip over it in
the dark. They couldn’t hear the rest of the conversation.
The cooks got some lunch up and they really had nothing
better to do for the afterlunch than hang around here. It didn’t
get terribly crowded, and it didn’t get terribly cold, but
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everyone went back for warmer clothes as the day wore on.
He and TongSu took a walk and she explained that she was
still short of variety.
“It’s something we almost loath doing now isn’t it?” he
said.
“Yeah, but it’s a duty we owe our bodies and our fellows.”
“A duty?” he said.
“One you’ve been carrying out well lately,” she pointed
out.
“I’m sorry, I really am.”
“Don’t be, I’m glad you’re desirable, it’s flattering, but
I’m going to leave you and the room to Dessine this sleep and
do my duty to the species.” She squeezed his hand. “You go
back, I’m going to go take in a couple other bands and a
couple other cups.”
“What about darkmeal?” he asked.
“I’m sure I’ll be able to find something somewhere on
this island I can get down.”
“Well yeah...”
She kissed him on the cheek, pressed herself to him once
and was off, swaying away into the crowd. He watched her go
for quite a while, until she was just a dot way down the beach
road, nearly to the torches that marked where the next boat
would be. He turned and started back, worried that she
wouldn’t be happy out there. At five ten she was two inches
taller than the average guy in the crowd. At one fifty seven in
this gravity, she probably outweighed them too. These Elves
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were robust, but they were as short as Dwarves. She had to sit
and let them come to her, but she liked to dance and so did
the rest of this city.
Dessine had already gone with their sound man, no doubt
she would want to spend the sleep with him too. He wouldn’t
mind a sleep by himself, he’d had all he needed for the week
already. He wouldn’t make any move toward any other
women around if he could help it. He was tired enough to
seek Dawnsleep as soon as it was polite.
When he returned to what seemed to be their table for the
day just outside the beach house on the beach side, Dessine
wasn’t there once again, only Gnoisahn and Estry shared it.
“You’re back without TongSu?” Gnoisahn asked.
“She was off to find some variety.”
“And no doubt some more potent cooking than she’s
likely to find here,” Estry mouthed.
Dorrick agreed but didn’t say anything. He would
probably wander down the beach somewhere and find some
ribbons, these cooks were doing stews, but they were big
chunk that you needed a knife to eat. Dorrick had stopped
carrying one soon after they left the Borlunth basin, and again
once they left the Zil.
Gnoisahn was pretty settled into Estry who was pretty
settled onto her. They’d had at least one more cup, maybe two
while he and TongSu walked. He didn’t have to ask where
Dessine had gone, she was in heaven with two trees full of
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quickie rooms just steps from their table.
From where Gnoisahn and Estry were sitting they could
watch everything happening in this beach house because the
beach side was all open, and it was the most brightly lit point
nearby. Dorrick had his back to it but could see the guys
setting up the boat. They would be starting sound checks any
time, they wanted them done before dinner. They had all met
as the day unfolded. Gnoisahn explained how they got to
keep so much more of their stuff set up and ready to go.
As soon as they left the tap and went back to the boat,
they did begin sound checks. They were about half done
when Dessine came down the stairs with a tall and slender
blond Elf, almost like a Highland Elf.
“Thanks,” she said as they parted on the sand outside the
door of the left trysting tower, “that was great.”
“You were great, amazing,” he said. “Have fun this
evening.”
They waved and parted, she came over and pulled up a
chair next to his. “Where’s TongSu?” she asked.
“Still looking for variety.”
“She left you to my tender ministrations?” Dessine said.
“I’m reminded of someone from a torturer’s guild in some
half-ruined city in the Troubled Times.”
“So that’s what you think of me?” she exclaimed.
“That’s what I think of the phrase, ‘Tender
ministrations’.”
“Yeah, OK, if your head’s in the Troubled Times I can see
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it having that vibe to it.- I assure you I was being much less
veiled than that. I want my ministrations to be tender this
Dawnsleep. I want to let the other side of my soul out.”
“I can appreciate that.”
“Yeah, was Dusksleep a little over-the-top for you too?”
“No it was fine.” One really nice one and done, rest, cozy,
safe and warm sleep was what they had. “But I can still
appreciate a little mellower time than the last time we were
together.”
“I know, but wasn’t that fun?”
“Yeah,” he said but wondered if he should put that
Noonsleep between the two blikes in the trees of the East
Basin and the hundred and fifty foot rope climb into the
burning village in Zil as the most strenuous things he’d done
in his life.
Plans for the sleep didn’t use up the time, they still had
hours til darkmeal, after which the show would begin. “If
only the pocket-eye worked in the dark...” Dessine began.
“The Centorin one does,” he said, and handed it to her.
“I was going to say we could look for the boat from the
space images.”
“If they’re fresh,” Gnoisahn said.
“Yeah, these images are fresh as they can be. The camera
follows any cloud-free lighted regions, constantly updating
the picture. No spot is more than a couple weeks old, some
are only hours. These are probably from the last pass when it
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was still light.”
“But there’s a very good chance the boat could have
gotten thru under clouds,” Dessine said.
“A pretty good chance, but there’s a better chance it’s on
the current scan. You can ask how old any pixel is. It tells you
in Centish time but it’s easy to translate.”
She began to scan with the screen, spent a few minutes at
it. Figured out how to zoom in and out to see how much of
the lake she was covering. There were enough boats on the
lake that she knew she was at the minimum magnification
that would allow her to recognize the boat from the picture
Mrilelle had supplied.
After less than ten minutes she said, “I see the problem.”
“There’s a lot of lake out there.” Magnification that
showed both shores devoted less than a pixel to a vessel the
size of their boat. A scale that allowed her to recognize the
boat from the picture was one hundredth the width of the
narrow parts of the lake. They had to examine it at a
magnification that allowed them to detect boats on the lake,
and examine those dots at a magnification that allowed them
to recognize boats on the lake. Since neither of them was
familiar with a software toolset that could automate that
process, they had to do it manually. In addition, they had to
examine the entire shoreline at a magnification that allowed
them to recognize, not just detect, the boat.
“We need to find a better way than this to track them
down,” she said.
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“Like figure out where they’re going,” Dorrick told her.
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7. Flying the City
TongSu was heading toward the spot they had last seen
the boat, not far from where Gnoisahn woke up on the beach.
It had taken most of the day to get here following Durins
Paddleway, a canal which was actually quite a feat of
engineering with several deep cuts and two tunnels. TongSu
had been surprised to find that not all of Knidola’s beaches
were on the lake. The lakes of the lockway were miles in
extent, as big as the lakes of the Testigar, but much different
in shape. The folds and ripples and layers of the geology had
created a string of round-bottomed basins that had been
dammed at their outlet canyons, making a string of lakes that
did not look like the lakes of a lockway from the air. They
had beaches of their own and some of them were more
crowded than those of the big lake.
They were over Lake Golgor, about eighty or ninety
square miles of blue water and wide sandy beaches, nearly
free of lon and dotted with colorful sails. Cute little houses
stood shoulder to shoulder behind the beach, most of them
plank, sapling and tent with a few brick walls that seemed to
belong to structures long forgotten. From up here the big
archwood towers of Golgor Locks could be seen, but they
were distant. Gnoisahn and OKangKhone had been playing at
Ossogeen, a little beach town just east of the Hemptvesh
Peninsula. They could see the peninsula now, it was largely
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an uninhabited wilderness of rugged little rocky hills with the
occasional homestead where there was a spot of arable soil. It
was only a couple miles wide, but since she was coming back
down it filled their field of view. There was enough of a
breeze that she could make little headway against it, she
hoped it let up as noon approached.
There was no floater park in Ossogeen but the beach was
wide and pretty empty. It was rocky closer to Hemptvesh, no
one was there at all and it wasn’t much of a walk to the town.
Village would be a better name for it, it all fit in a single
archwood clump plus the sheds and camps around it.
Gnoisahn knew where in the clump to find the rooms they
rented. There was no real inn, just a guy with a list of homes
that were between owners at the moment who rented rooms in
them. It was six floors up, requiring two different staircases
with thirty yards of fourth floor corridor in the limbs between
them.
Thassa was apparently home and blasting yandrille thru a
practice amp that was potent enough for a small show. She
was letting loose with a thundering tower riff that had to be
from Zhlindu. Tongsu didn’t recognize it and she thought she
was pretty deep in the scene.
“She can really get after that yandrille, you say she plays
a hand held?”
“She saw a lesson where a girl sat on a stool cross-legged
and cradled a handheld yandrille on her lap and played it two
handed like a floor model. She’s been practicing that, and
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one-strapping it to let in hang against her chest and playing it
two handed that way.” By then she had the door open and saw
her in the middle of the room with it on her lap, laying on her
knees and the arms of the recliner.
She didn’t notice them for awhile, facing out toward the
Hemptvesh forest and lost in the music. “Well this is Thassa,”
Gnoisahn said when she wound down.
“She sure can wail,” TongSu said, “I bet she could find
work in Zhlindu.”
“I only know what the suntowers tell me about Zhlindu,”
Gnoisahn said, “but the original of this song came by
suntower from there.”
“I’m guessing the original had a chippongga part,”
TongSu said. Most of Zhlindu’s music had at least one of
each, usually the most advanced they could afford, and added
lshi, lween, yggdrasil, theremin and others as available.
“I can keep up with it,” Dessine said.
“She can too,” Gnoisahn added.
Thassa finally noticed them. She was actually in another
room and there were sounds from outside and they weren’t
talking anywhere near as loud as she was playing. She
jumped and her eyes got big. She looked more like a
Highland Elf than one of the natives with long blond hair and
a smooth and sleek but understated figure. Her chin was local,
not as dainty as a true Highland Elf and her eyes and
eyebrows were straight. She was as innocent of clothing as
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any of them, but TongSu noticed she had only a thin line of
down above her slit for pubic hair and found that a little
kinky.
“That was awesome,” TongSu said.
“We’re back,” Gnoisahn said.
“Hi,” was all Dessine said.
“I thought you were up on Yaimhahla?” Thassa said.
“I flew us down,” TongSu said.
“Flew?” she asked.
“She’s got a huge balloon,” Gnoisahn said, “and very
graciously volunteered to take us up to recover the boat.”
Thassa nodded at that but said, “You met guys.”
“I met Estry,” Gnoisahn said by way of introduction, “and
he met a women who sang for the creeps that stole the boat.
They’re on their way north and we intend to find them.”
“Can you deal with that?” Dessine asked.
“Yes I can deal with that,” she gave Dessine a look.
TongSu wondered if her balloon would be big enough for
them all after all.
“So shall we have noonmeal here or...”
“I’m for the ‘or’ Thassa said, unless we can get invited for
supper at the first home on ground level on that side. The
wood he’s burning and the steak he’s marinating smell
fabulous on the breeze, but he’s not cooking in the village
square.”
“Why were we playing here?” Gnoisahn asked, “if you
hated it that much.”
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“I’d never seen it. I figured we’d find three to five studly
guys and retire to the boat. This village was nothing but an
address for this show, it was put on from Jilleese Locks with
special streetcars from the city. This was billed as being on a
wild beach.”
It was wild right up to here, but from here in the other
direction the beach went miles and the walk along the sand
line was packed hard enough and wide enough for carts, and
was the street from here on. Most of the homes along the
street had enough land to feed them, in a long thin strip back
from the beach. Often there were a few extra houses grown in
and over the former front yard. There were no fronds attached
at more than the second floor anywhere else in sight. There
were a few denser concentrations of people in the next mile
and a half, but no apartment trees on the beach til it was
around the next point.
To the other side, there was a rocky beach where Dorrick
was staying with the balloon. It got to be just rocks for
awhile, but beyond that was a beautiful crescent beach with
forest all around. She’d only seen it from the air, but she was
sure everyone in the village must go there. One or more
visitors could be hidden beneath every tree so what looked
deserted from a mile away in the air might not be on closer
inspection.
“We thought we did that,” Gnoisahn said about the guys
they met. “Too bad they turned out to be evil.”
“Yeah, leaving us stuck here,” Thassa said.
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“We got out,” Dessine pointed out.
Thassa didn’t rise to that, she suggested they get going
instead. She was packed in five minutes and out to the beach
in ten. There were only about nine people on the beach and
twenty more sitting up at the only tap in the village, which
overlooked the beach. Thassa knew the whole village by now
and appeared to have been quite a celebrity by the way
everyone saw her off. Everyone wished them well in the
search for the boat.
They had noonmeal in Jileese Locks in a place not far
from one of the four towers offering moorings in the city.
There were quite a few more towers in the city and seven
elevators open to the public. Besides the crystal, many blocks
of the city were ancient brick buildings looming over narrow
cobbled streets. There were some angular Dwarvish motifs
along with graceful Elvish curves, especially in the brick.
Most of the old city was built in early modern times before
people began to feel that they had the time to wait for
buildings to grow.
The restaurant was on a plaza above the docks looking
across Jileese Lake, where a regatta was in progress, the sails
only colored dots from here. She noticed that Thassa sat
opposite Dessine. TongSu put on a wrapskirt but the others
were not about to and they attracted quite a bit of attention,
adding a bit to the band’s reputation and bringing out a few
guys with cameras. They were all happy to pose for a few
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minutes, and let each other take pictures caressing them.
More guys joined in and that went on pretty much until the
meal was brought out.
TongSu was worried they were going to want to find a
quickie room with some of their admirers. It was clear that
even if they were competent musicians, they were at least as
much about the sex as the music, except maybe Thassa, but
she didn’t refuse any of the attention either. Even as they ate
Noonmeal they were aware of the public. Gnoishan liked to
look calm and composed, Dessine liked to ripple with energy
and Thassa liked to watch from the side.
Once they were underway again the wind had shifted
back to its normal direction, meaning they were against it
again. It took all of Noonsleep to fly up the lockway to the
big lake and then follow that shore back to Vinibang Climb
Circle and Mrilelle. She got little sleep on the way, an hour or
two a couple times, maybe a few more short naps.
She saw Mrilelle check out Dorrick with sensitive
instruments as they approached. She was out in the garden
when they came in, she stood up and watched them land.
Dorrick went down the ladder and staked the first nose rope.
He certainly noticed her and certainly noticed that she
approved of him.
“If you’re ready to climb aboard, we don’t need to do a lot
of staking,” TongSu said to her.
“Have you had breakfast?” Mrilelle asked.
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“We’ve got some trail mix up here and a mixed bag of
fruit, including a few cheese apples.”
“I’ve got a hot griddle with some patter mix and inglethor
strips. You guys can spare a half hour for that.”
“No problem,” Estry said without consulting her or
Gnoisahn.
They put the other ropes down and came down the ladder.
Gnoisahn was used to it by now, Dessine was better at it than
Gnoisahn was and Thassa was careful but completely unfazed
by it. Mrilelle’s kitchen fit the seven of them easily. There
was a big crystal stove with cutting table next to it in the
center of the room. The pottery sink and countertop was
behind it, all one piece and probably weighing half a ton. On
either side were alcoves full of shelves and bins. The other
half of the room had a big square table, but only four chairs.
Mrilelle, Estry and Dorrick leaned on the counter and ate
party style. Mrilelle’s inglethor marinade was outstanding
making the victims of her traps taste better than karga or
coriax.
“So what’s the plan?” TongSu asked when the meal was
winding down.
“Get back to Yaimhahla, get the rest of our stuff from the
room and follow them north,” Gnoisahn said.
“Are you still coming with us?” Estry asked Mrilelle.
“I was planning on it. I have a duffel packed, I’ve got
everything cleaned up and put away but these dishes and I’ve
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got the garden so it can be left for awhile. I’ve got a neighbor
checking in every week to pick whats ripe and empty the
traps. What about you? Are you continuing with us?” she
asked Estry.
“Are you kidding, pass up a chance to fly around with
five of the most beautiful naked ladies I’ve ever met?
Certainly the best five in any one place, I already know you
can pick at yourselves and find imperfections, but I see you
have to pick at it with determination to do so. But of course,
I’m ready to see this thru to the conclusion and pitch in any
way I can.”
She smiled at that and said, “So as I see it, we need to just
fly up the lake, scanning the whole shore...”
“Any body of water,” Thassa added. “With the weather
sensors we have today, we can take her out on the open lake
out of sight of land, and we have.” TongSu knew it took a
hazy day because the west shore could always be seen if the
air was clear. “We toured the whole lake,” Thassa continued,
“once in the eleventh decade and again in the fourteenth of
this century. We saw hundreds of miles of wild shore, or
nearly wild with only a few small towns.”
“There’s a lot of water out there to scan,” Gnoisahn said,
“So I vote we get started.”
“I can’t leave the dishes dirty,” Mrilelle said.
“Of course not, we’ll help,” Gnoisahn said, “because I’d
like to start getting closer to that boat instead of farther
away.”
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It was as they did the dishes and helped get the mats down
and a few other last minute chores that she became sure that
Mrilelle was more interested in Dorrick than Estry. Mrilelle
had already had her sleep with Estry. Was it because Dorrick
was the new conquest, or was it that she didn’t care for more
of what she had from Estry?
As they walked out to the balloon Mrilelle asked, “Are
you sure this balloon is going to lift us all?”
“I’ll have to give her some hormone and it may take a
couple minutes to take effect, but we’ll all fly. Since we’re all
traveling light, I could probably get us up to the Yakhan.”
“Now that would be too long a trip,” Mrilelle said, “even
by air. You don’t fly thru the dark do you?”
“We can get halfway thru Dusksleep in this area, Dorrick
and I usually spend Dusksleep, Nightday and Dawnsleep at
an inn and Noonsleep in the air on autopilot when we’re
traveling.”
“I don’t have money for...”
“Your money stays in your pouch,” Dorrick said, “this is
an all-expenses-paid tour.”
“That’s not right.”
“Forget it, it is nothing for us,” Dorrick said.
“Yeah, you have a balloon after all.”
TongSu made a mental note not to talk with Mrilelle
about her weight in aluminum or the tube-car full of titanium
ingot that Dorrick had imported in his name.
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8. In the Net
Dorrick was the last one up the ladder, after letting the last
stake go. It was a few seconds before the Up TongSu had
given her took effect enough to lift one more human from the
ground. He climbed quickly and caught up to Mrilelle as she
climbed into the main net. The front net was too crowded
already.
“Somebody has to get in the back,” TongSu said. “She’s
going to swim like a bottom sucker if we all stay up here.”
“Come on, we can go to the back net,” Mrilelle said, and
gave his arm a little tug. He was pretty sure she meant it to
bump her breast as she did.
Dorrick was a little overwhelmed with all the nude female
beauty that was aboard. Not that TongSu wasn’t enough by
herself, especially since she had been quick to adopt the
band’s dress code as soon as the air temperature reached
eighty Fahrenheit. It was nearly impossible to pick between
them, but he was willing to say it could be the most beautiful
of all had picked him to go to the back with. It may be just
because she was new and he’d had days to look at the others,
but Mrilelle was a stunning piece of flesh. It was pretty clear
that Gnoisahn and Estry were cozy, and that Thassa would be
standing by to catch any crumbs from that. If they didn’t pick
up another male, that meant he was going to have to keep the
other three happy, and he already knew he didn’t have enough
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for Dessine alone.
She hurried, as if she was intent on the mattress and the
little bit of privacy afforded by their duffel. “This view is
absolutely amazing,” she said as they crossed the main net.
The only things in the center net were the big wicker
containers they’d picked up way back in Borlunth and the
kayak and its paddles. None blocked much of the view.
“You’re not from around here?” she asked.
“Bordzvek,” he answered. He had established an official
address at the farm, registered in Bordzvek, Kassidor Yakhan
and Kex. He wasn’t sure how much he wanted to say about
Centorin and all their other travels just yet.
“I’ve heard of it,” she said, “it’s away to the north on a
big canal I heard. They call it the ‘Crystal City’ I think.”
“That’s the one.”
“Long way right?”
“It took us a year to fly down.”
They had reached the back net by now. “Wow, this is nice,
that’s a springflate on a rack right? You can let down this
tapestry to make a wall...”
“Not while we’re trying to move,” he told her.
“Yeah, that makes sense,” she said with a hint of a pout
touching her features if not her voice, “but we can get on the
mattress and watch the countryside go by.”
“We often do. We put the balloon on auto pilot and come
back here for Noonsleep when we’re on a long trip.”
She was already on the bed with the pillow under her
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chest looking forward. “This is awesome, you can see quite a
ways ahead. We can see Gaigiss Bay from here.”
“We can probably see Rahlkar from the front net.” He
tried to look at the scenery, but this woman’s body was
amazing. Just looking at the shape of her ass made his body
react. Her coloring was perfect, her texture, likewise. Her face
was beautiful without being glamorous and without being
exotic. It wasn’t even obvious she was an Elf, he remembered
bodies like this among the Dwarves in the Prvest basin, not
quite as smooth or as lovely a color.
“And we’re not even to Vinibang yet,” she noticed.
“You can relate this to a map.” She wasn’t stupid either.
“It’s a perfectly detailed map held close but without any
names written on it. Now that we’re up here I understand
maps instinctively.” It would be impolite not to lie down on
the mattress beside her, she turned over as he did. “That way
we’ll soon be able to see down the lockway once we get
above Mount of the Lake.” She pointed over him and that
pressed her against him, something he had a hard time
ignoring.
“Maps are very natural from up here,” he said. The whole
horizon was visible around them. Only the view straight in
front was blocked by their duffel, which was strapped to the
back of the rootframe at the back of the main net. TongSu had
hauled Mrilelle’s up and tied to on while she took one last lap
around the garden to make sure everything was secure. They
were rising fast enough that they would be above the small
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mountain that blocked their view of the lockway very soon. It
wasn’t a steep or rocky mountain, being covered with small
farms all the way to the top. “It’s also easy to appreciate the
size of the planet from here.”
Gnoisahn, Estry and Thassa had come into the main net
and sat in a triangle with Thassa facing forward. Since Estry
and Gnoisahn had been up here a week now, they were
playing guide to Thassa. She was as absorbed in it as Mrilelle,
even though she’d already had a day in the air. That had been
Noonsleep, she must have slept well in the main net. They
couldn’t quite follow and participate in their conversation
from here, it was as if they were in a separate room.
Mrilelle was close, in contact with him. The frame under
the mattress did have some give to it and there was a
tendency to roll together. Just enough so it would be obvious
if he tried to keep any distance. They lay face down again, he
put his arm over her shoulders with his hand cupping the top
of her shoulder. They had a space to look thru that could
almost see the horizon. They were leveling off a little, but
they were higher. He figured Dessine was using the scope in
the front net. It should really be Mrilelle that was using it
shouldn’t it? She had seen the boat.
“What is TongSu to you?” Mrilelle asked.
“Keh,” he said. ‘Spouse’ and ‘life partner’ are a couple
translations for that word. There is no public ceremony for it,
as there is on other planets, just a gradual realization that that
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is what you have become to each other. He had come to
realize that the ceremony and institution of marriage is really
all about the pledge of support for the woman and her
children should she become pregnant. “She lost a kidney
lately, I saw her thru that.” He wouldn’t mention the infection
that had nearly taken her when she lost it. It was nearly as
serious as being a father to a child. “This vacation is partly to
celebrate her being well enough to travel. The new kidney
still has a few years to get to full size, but she doesn’t need
any more tending.”
“You saw her thru that?”
“A medical team in Bordzvek actually, I just offered
moral support.”
“You stuck with her, that’s the important thing. You didn’t
say, ‘Well you’re broken so I have to go find someone
functional,’ and move on.”
“We’ve been thru way too much for that.” He didn’t talk
about the guilt he felt about the East Basin trip. If he hadn’t
pushed for that, she wouldn’t have lost that kidney.
“How long have you known her?”
“A decade and something,” he said.
“That’s barely out of the initial infatuation,” she said. “I
shared my house with a guy for twenty four decades once.”
“Then what?”
“The breakup was ugly, he said I should have to buy him
out for all the work he did on my house and I said I should
have charged him back rent.”
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“When did that happen?”
“Oh, late in the 105th,” she said, “not even a half century
ago.”
That meant a hundred Earth years. He was still in harm’s
way in Navorkensville at the time, trying to come clean and
get out of the slums of the south side, trying to find a way to
afford youth for the first time because he was starting to need
it. “That’s still awhile,” he said. Then he realized that twenty
four decades was longer than the average ephemeral human
lifetime.
“Yeah, in practical terms. But you’ve just finished your
first decade. It is great that you stayed with her, even after
that little time together. You must see a lot in her?”
“You mean beyond the beautiful and sexy.”
“Yeah,” she said, “there’s no one on this balloon without
that, male or female, so it’s got to be something beyond that.”
“She’s honest and forthright. She doesn’t hide things or
use weasel words. She’s smart, she’s affectionate and she’s
very capable.”
“Those are good qualities but not unique.”
“We’ve been thru a lot together, done some traveling
together. It was down in the Fronzhorps between Borlunth
and Trenst that we really got close.” A pack of coriax kept
them pinned in a small cave for the whole dark. “It’s the
shared experiences that make people get close. You get to
know and depend on each other.”
“Do you think sex helps people get close?” she asked.
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“To some extent,” he said. He wondered how much of his
life he wanted to tell her. The usual reaction to any of their
tales was disbelief. He didn’t want that. He didn’t know what
TongSu had told Gnoisahn when he wasn’t around, but it
didn’t seem to be anything that lost her trust, so probably not
much. She certainly hadn’t related the East Basin part of their
life. He said, “I know you can’t help but feel closer to anyone
you’ve been intimate with. I’ve heard the mantra that it builds
a relationship many times.”
“Do you believe it?”
“Like I said, to some extent. I’m convinced that seeing
her thru this convalescence has been a lot more important
than all the sex we’ve had.”
He was pretty sure that this talk was an attempt to
encourage him to come on to her. He found he was reluctant
where TongSu could watch. With a pang of guilt he realized
that part of the reason was that he was too attracted to this
woman. A few shared experiences with her might put his
relationship with TongSu in some kind of jeopardy. Part of it
was the way he was feeling ‘kept’ at the farm because he
really had so little part in it. He was unskilled help at best,
even the technology involved in the irrigation system was far
beyond his skills. Coming on to another beauty was not the
way he should handle it. A serious discussion was in order,
but not when it would look like an excuse for why his
attention was wandering.
One thing for sure, by the time they recovered the boat he
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would be totally used to beautiful naked women. He ran his
hand over her a little, he shouldn’t encourage her but his hand
just needed to feel the curve of her bottom. She swayed side
to side a little as he caressed her, but with his arm over her it
was not convenient for her to make anything more happen
and she was limited to a little swaying and purring as a
response.
Once his hand had what it needed he went back to her
shoulder and they watched the scenery a few minutes. It was
typical Elven farmland, not quite as lush as Bordzvek, but
there was little population pressure here. “What’s Bordzvek
like?” she asked.
“You know we’re not supposed to reveal that or show
pictures of the city,” he said. “The merchant’s council thinks
that they are the last surviving remnant of the Energy Age and
that they are carefully managing the most advanced economy
in human space and they might be right.”
“Bordzvek, the Crystal City?”
“Right.”
“I wasn’t sure I believed in what I’ve been told. There
have been others from Bordzvek here in the past, one even
published a book with pictures.”
“Where is he today?” Dorrick asked, knowing the council
would do whatever they could to get that suppressed.
“Oh he went bonkers by the time his book attracted any
attention.”
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Dorrick was relatively sure that would be the work of the
Bordzvek Merchant’s Council, but to say that would probably
cause him to come down with the same disease. They had
methods that came close to defeating the Instinct and they
weren’t afraid to use them in defending their basin against the
billions they thought would move in if knowledge of their
Energy Age lifestyle got out to the remainder of the planet.
Personally he was beginning to think that if the pretty and
pleasant lifestyle of the Elves got to be more well known in
Bordzvek, the migration would be the other way.
“How are you and TongSu about variety?” she asked after
that pause.
“She’s been more possessive since the kidney incident.”
“I wouldn’t blame her for that, that’s quite a big thing. So
are you exclusive?”
“No,” he wouldn’t detail the day and a half with Dessine
to show how far he’d been from exclusive lately. “She’s the
one who said we should get some variety while we were here.
I’m just a little concerned that she never found much.” She’d
had a couple quickies so far, but not spent the whole sleep
with anyone.
“I’m sure she will when we land, last I knew floaters
couldn’t fly thru the dark around here.”
“No, this one can’t anyway, she can go til about the
beginning of Nightday in this climate, but I think the plan is
to get back to Yaimhahla for dusk and spend the dark there.
We already know they came this way.”
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“So she’ll find someone once we’re back to Yaimhahla,
she’s a big girl but beautiful, there will be plenty of guys as
big as Estry there.”
He knew that was true, he had just come from there.
“Yeah, I’m sure she will.” She could have last dark but they
spent Dusksleep together while Gnoisahn was with Estry and
Dawnsleep she went out but found no one who interested her
enough to spend the sleep. She’d come back to the room and
slept on the cushion, causing him quite a bit of
embarrassment after he and Dessine finished a vigorous
wake-up romp.
“And what did you do?”
“Dessine,” he admitted. It was five to one between
Dessine and TongSu since they’d arrived in Knidola, but
telling her that would be too much detail.
She rather suddenly ducked under the arm over her
shoulder, rolled them over and ground her tit into his face. It
was soft and solid at the same time, more resilient the deeper
you pressed. He took it in his hands and nuzzled it, then
sucked the nipple but again did not go on to anything heavier.
He was trying to be polite but was very conscious of the fact
that TongSu could tell what was happening.
“I was guessing this was what you were getting at,” he
said when he let go.
“And I guess what you’re getting at is trying to tell me
you’re not doing anyone while she can see.”
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“I guess it is,” he said dejectedly. She was an outstanding
woman and no doubt she would see this as rejection and turn
against him. He hoped it wouldn’t turn her against helping
recover the boat. If he knew that, maybe he could get close
with her. As close as he had been with TongSu while her
kidney was regenerated, she had felt like his firstwife and he
could not come out of Centorin behavior patterns in that
regard. On Centorin, even if the woman knew her man was
cheating, as long as her friends didn’t know and it wasn’t in
front of her, she would accept it. He didn’t want to be even
that dishonest, while this would be romping on her own bed
with her watching.
At the same time his body ached for her and she could
certainly see it. “You are conflicted,” she said. “You want me
but out of TongSu’s sight. I can appreciate that. I don’t fully
understand it, but I can wait. Can you caress me at all or do
we have to stay separate?”
“I am conflicted. Yes I want you, and I already know it’s
not just for your amazing body. I was afraid you would be
angry and think I was rejecting you.”
“Your bond with TongSu is pretty obvious. Anyone who
would stay with a woman a tenth of the time they had been
together while she healed is deeply in love.”
“I guess I am,” he said.
“I’m sorry I came onto you like that, I hope you can
forgive me.”
“I’m only worried about forgiving myself,” he said, “I’m
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very flattered by your interest. I’m sure there’ll be a time I’m
more comfortable with it.”
“I can wait til then,” she said. “I actually really respect
what you have with her, that’s very romantic. Romance is
something we have almost none of in today’s world.”
He certainly hadn’t seen a trace of it in this basin. There
were a few shreds of it in Bordzvek, but here it seemed like
sex was just about purely an athletic event. “I think romance
really grows out of the woman’s need to be sure she has
support for herself and the child if she gets pregnant,”
Dorrick said.
“Maybe, at the most primitive level, but it feels more
significant than that. Not that I really know, I’ve only
experienced it thru reading ancient literature.”
He would have said he was sorry for that, but didn’t know
how she would take it. He shouldn’t judge a whole basin with
no more knowledge of it than a few days with a nude girl boat
band on a rowdy resort island. He really doubted that what
they had seen so far was representative of the daily lives of
the average inhabitant of this basin.
They watched the scenery. No doubt she was less
interested in being back here now that she knew she wasn’t
going to get any, but she tried to make the most of it. They
watched Thassa get quite a bit of Estry’s attention. Gnoisahn
had a pocket eye, maybe TongSu’s, and was peering into that.
They had passed over Vinibang and Mrilelle narrated all the
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sights they could see from up here. They could see streets,
plazas, major buildings, the docks and stockyards, factories
and warehouses. It was a lot like any small city in Elven
lands. Compared to the Highlands and New Midlands there
was more brick, less grown, more long threads of urban
streets connecting it to other small cities in the area, but those
were just details.
By now they were well over a mile high, much higher
than any of the rounded hills of this countryside. There was a
series of shallow bays along this coast, most of them with a
small urban center at the head, Vinibang was the first.
Amorossa was coming up next, and Nitrell was already in
clear view beyond it. Their view was cut off by the luggage,
but he knew from up front they could already scan Gaigiss
Bay with the scope.
“So sex has great significance for you?” she asked.
“Probably more than it should,” he said. “It’s like a
throwback to ephemeral times, like I haven’t quite
internalized that I am my own descendant.”
“How old are you?”
“Forty two decades,” he said, having calculated it in the
past.
“That’s still pretty young. I’m not much more at a century
and twenty one, but I seem to feel that it’s true. Have you had
children?”
“No, none that I know of.”
“So you are still your own descendant.”
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“Yes, it’s true, but I still can’t think of sex as totally
casual.”
“It’s not, it’s intimacy. I wouldn’t do it with someone who
doesn’t appeal to me, or with someone I don’t like as a
person.”
“You don’t know me as a person.”
“I don’t know anything that would turn you away. I like
the fact that you have strong feelings, I don’t want someone
who treats me like just another notch on the bedpost. I usually
like the people I join with and feel closer to them after. I think
that’s as it should be. After all, in some small way you are
trusting that person with your own genes, not just the genes of
your children. Every person you join with is helping you
become your own descendant.”
“I agree with all that, but that doesn’t change the
symbolism. All I’m saying is it goes deeper than just
intellectual knowledge,” Dorrick said. “Sex isn’t just about
sex, or about recreation or even about species coherency. In
Centorin society and most of Earth’s societies for example it’s
about dominance, about the dominance of the alpha male
fathering all the cubs in the herd.”
For a second she looked at him like he was speaking
Centish, but then it seemed like she had heard of the concept.
“He can only win all the sex in the herd if the females all
agreed. If the females are willing to have sex with a male
other than the dominant one, there will be nothing he can do
about it.”
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“He’s chased all the other males away from the herd.”
“The females can take off with the males he’s driving
away. He can’t corral all of them. I know what you’re talking
about, Mammalian evolution is taught in day schools here
since the Starship Age, I imagine it’s the same in Bordzvek.”
These people weren’t ignorant of human evolution just
because they weren’t born on the planet where it happened.
He wasn’t either for that matter, but a large portion of Earth’s
biosphere had been transferred to Centorin so he had seen
alpha male behavior first hand in other mammalian species.
“Yeah,” he said about the teaching of evolution, “I imagine it
is.”
“So the gist of it all is, here we have variety, we feel good
towards those people, often better after. We feel close to them
but not as close as a full time partner. Each individual is
different, you seem to want a lot of separation between
TongSu and any variety, while many people are only a little
closer to their housemate than one or more others in their life.
You also seem to be afraid to get close to me. Your words and
body tell me you think I’m desirable, so that means you are
afraid I won’t remain casual enough.”
“I guess it does,” he admitted. He admitted it as much to
himself as her. She was better at this than the usual counselor
on Centorin, like she had a doctorate in human behavior.
“And that’s because I told you it means something to me.”
“You explained that,” Dorrick said.
“Yes, but I didn’t try to prove it was really casual and
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meaningless after all did I?”
“No.”
“So you’re worried someone else close to you will harm
your relationship with TongSu?”
“I didn’t say that.”
“Then what is the meaning of your reluctance?” she
asked.
“I guess it’s all leftover conditioning from growing up on
Centorin,” he said. In a way he hated to admit that, but he
would have to do a lot of talking to explain his guilt
otherwise. “I hope you believe in it?” There were were more
people on this planet who thought Centorin was a media
fabrication than there were people on Centorin. There were
more people than that on this planet who had never heard of
Centorin.
“Yeah, I guess so, I hadn’t thought about it that much. It
would explain a lot about your behavior. As long as you
believe in it, it influences your behavior so it really doesn’t
matter if it’s real or not. I do believe in the Kassikan so I
guess I should believe in their discoveries also.”
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9. The Flight to Efertad
TongSu watched Gnoisahn climb back into the front net,
“You know, this pocket eye is really handy,” Gnoisahn said.
Her girl began to tilt again, but she could see that
Gnoisahn was quite excited. “Yeah, we find they can be quite
handy, what did you find?”
“A boat band called Nast’n is playing this Nightday
evening at a town called Efertad, it’s two hundred seventy
five miles up the lake from here.”
TongSu thought a moment, “About eighteen hours,” she
said, maybe a little more with weather. “We’ve got about
twenty four left for her to fly, so we can make it if you think
there’s a good chance it’s them.”
“Mrilelle said they wanted to go to the far end of the
lake,” Thassa said from the main net. She had caught
Gnoisahn’s excitement.
“They could be headed for the North Lake Festival at
Henzna,” Gnoisahn said.
“She also said that they weren’t great sailors,” Thassa
said, also climbing into the front net, “they might not make it
there.”
“We can look for them as long as it’s light,” Dessine said,
still clutching the scope. She was having too much fun with
that to give it up.
“We can move this meeting to the main net,” TongSu said.
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“She’s going nose-down again with us all up here.”
“Oh, right,” Thassa said.
TongSu put her on auto, straight up the lake. It was still a
couple hours before they would get to Yaimhahla. She aimed
them just offshore of the island, which was just an offshore
speck on the horizon from here. They were well above the
Wicketball Headlands that were beyond Nitrell. In half an
hour she should make sure to check where they’re going.
Everyone congregated in the cargo net, including Mrilelle
and Dorrick. She could tell they hadn’t done it, nothing
specific, but she knew, even though she hadn’t been
watching. She wished variety for him had been as quick and
meaningless as it had been for her, but she could tell it would
not, even though he and Mrilelle had not joined, she could see
that more had passed between them then either of the guys
she’d had interludes with since they got here.
She could be demanding and say if she was going to fly
straight thru she needed first shot at both guys on this balloon
or she was landing at Yaimhahla and finding some. What
would it matter, it wasn’t the sex that was worrying her, it was
her relationship with Dorrick and the fact that she could see
meaning between him and these girls. Mrilelle was superb
and the others were very fine also. She couldn’t blame
Dorrick if he wanted to get into all of them. Even Thassa was
pretty, maybe prettier than Dessine, who was wiry with a lot
of muscular definition.
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“So do you think they could make it to Efertad by then?”
Gnoisahn asked Mrilelle.”
“Probably, they will have to get better. I think the only
sailing they had ever done when they took the boat was one
of them, Yeesop, the lshi player, probably had a sail on his
kayak at one time. The others were doing what he told them,
dumbly.”
“So I think it’s them,” Gnoisahn said. “I recommend
flying up there if we can.”
“Oh we can,” TongSu said. “But we might want to think
about a meal, bathrooms, clothes for the dark. We’ve got a lot
of our stuff in those bins and you’re welcome to it but most of
you would swim right out of anything of mine.”
“How long can we stop for?” Gnoisahn asked.
“An hour is good,” she said, “We can grab a few strings
of ribbons to go.”
That plan was universally accepted and she went to the
front net to begin bringing her down and in to Yaimhahla and
their rooms. Mrilelle came to the front net with her and others
stayed in the main net.
“Do you have plans for the sleep?” she asked.
“I’m not gay if that’s what you’re asking.”
Mrilelle laughed, “I’m just asking if you do.”
“Meaning you’ll take dibs on Dorrick if I’m not.”
“He’s concerned that you haven’t had your variety
quotient yet.”
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“I was going to claim first shot off both of them or I’m
staying here.”
“I think that’s a very fair demand, the rest of us can line
up for seconds and thirds.”
“Dessine’s had plenty of Dorrick already. He likes her, but
he’s not that into her that he’ll refuse you.”
“He’s only worried about you.”
“I see,” TongSu said. She wondered why. She’d had a
couple since they got here, nothing special but reasonably
satisfying and certainly enough to re-affirm her engagement
in the human race. It was true that his encounters with
Dessine had been somewhat more than that, but he didn’t
seem that interested in her soul. But then it wasn’t Dessine he
turned down but Mrilelle, someone she didn’t think he would
want to turn down, someone no normal male would ever want
to turn down. If he was doing it out of gallantry, that must
mean Mrilelle was someone he couldn’t treat casually
enough.
Coupling that with her knowledge that he was getting
bored with the farm and possibly Bordzvek in general, she
thought that there might be a real danger that he could be
lured away. How could she handle that? She shouldn’t take it
out on Mrilelle, they hadn’t been together enough to develop
anything, and she was a farmer also. He would get bored with
her as soon as the newness of her fabulous body wore off. She
wondered if the real reason he had stayed had been Honshu,
she presented him with a constant challenge and he seemed to
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need that. He hadn’t really started acting bored until after she
was gone. Of course that was also the same time TongSu was
slowed with medical problems.
While she was thinking that thru Mrilelle asked, “So I
understand the balloon is yours and you met when Dorrick
hired you as a pilot?”
“Yep, that’s how it started. We were back in the Yakhan,
he had just come out of the stargate. He needed a pilot and
guide to Borlunth.”
“From the Yakhan to Borlunth?”
“Yeah, he thought it was going to be like buy a ticket and
sit in a sedan. Well, one major crash, a theirops attack, almost
losing one of the other Centorins, there were three of them to
start with, anyway, almost losing him to the heat of a lockout
in Hrrst, then the Orc country, then the Torilites, then a gang
of thieves from Earth who tried to blow us up with some
plutonic device, before we settled down in Borlunth.”
“He didn’t tell me about any of that.”
TongSu gave her a brief synopsis of what had befallen
them since that day at a little tap on Northside Lockway off
Second Canal when Dorrick first said he needed a ride to
Borlunth. She doubted Mrilelle believed much of it but that
didn’t stop it from all being true.
“Now I know what he meant when he said you’ve been
thru a lot together,” was the comment Mrilelle made at the
end.
If that was why he was staying with her, it wasn’t really a
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solid basis for a relationship, it sounded more like a duty. It
must have seemed like a duty that he had stayed with her thru
the kidney regeneration. Now that that was essentially over,
he could move on from that duty. But even so she knew that
trying to keep Mrilelle away from him would not be the
answer. Maybe what he really needed was getting back to the
adventures they’d had before the East basin. She was actually
glad to get out of them, constant danger and adrenalin highs
were not how she wanted to live. She liked flight for the
serenity, not the danger. Maybe that meant that at the core
they were fundamentally incompatible?
The island was busy as always. It was just about lunch
now. Estry insisted in picking up the ribbons and wouldn’t let
anyone pay him back. TongSu was first in line for the
bathroom and had enough time to suck down a quick one at
the inn’s taps once she was ready to go. There were ten more
hours before black dark. It was still plenty warm and she
hadn’t thought about clothing for now, but brought some for
later. She was getting used to nudity around OKangKhone.
She still found Thassa’s lack of pubic hair a little disturbing,
as if she were a child. She had not exhibited any of the
childlike behavior Gnoisahn had warned her of. On the
contrary she had been a bit reserved but quite pleasant.
As she thought of her, it was Thassa who was next down
with her bag. “Estry filled a sack with ribbons, two meals
worth at least, too bad we have no way to heat them later.”
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“The whole bag of the balloon is filled with hydrogen, an
excellent cooking gas.”
“Is there any...” she stopped, her mouth became an ‘O’
and she said, “no we wouldn’t want to do that.”
“Very astute thinking,” TongSu said and meant it.
“I’ve never eaten them cold.”
“I had never eaten them til a few weeks ago. When we go
home to Bordzvek I’m going to invest in a cook to make them
there. I’m sure it will start a fad.”
“Ribbons Knidola style?” Thassa asked.
“Exactly,” TongSu said. “They need more of your music
up there too. About a thousand boat bands should go up and
fan out along the waterfront of the grand canal.”
“There were three hundred eleven boat bands that got
paying gigs in the kingdom of Knidola last year,” Thassa told
her. She sounded like she was very sure of that information.
“There were twenty on the island last week.”
“That’s why it’s the boat band capital of Knidola,”
“I thought there must be thousands.”
“There are thousands of bands who get paying gigs in
Knidola, but only ten to fifteen percent in any one year are
playing from their own boat.”
“Have you always been in a boat band?”
“This is my first one.”
“How do you like it?” TongSu asked.
“It’s more about how I like the people than how I like the
boat. The people, five stars, the boat, three stars. Dessine and
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Gnoisahn had been on a boat a century but I’ve been with
them only a few decades, three I think. I like to be able to get
more distance in my life, that’s the only problem I have with
the boat. It’s actually quite roomy, once you get used to the
fact that your living room is also the stage.”
“It sounds like it could be fun.”
“Oh it is, we were in our second year on the lockway
lakes. We did a tour around Jillese lake but came back to
Golgor. We were the only all-girl, all-nude boat band on
Golgor Lake this summer.”
“How do you get along with Dessine?” TongSu asked
pointedly.
“Ah, she has no time for my mental frailties, you saw
that.”
“I saw something.”
“That was it,” Thassa said. Gnoisahn doesn’t like it either,
but she is more tolerant.
“You seem fine to me.”
“Most of the time I am, but there are times when I need
time and space. There are times when I need to back away
from things. Dessine is always telling people about the time I
went five years without any sex at all, one year I never even
got wet.” She paused and looked at TongSu, who looked back
like she was still following the story and passing no
judgment. “Dessine wouldn’t go five hours if she had the
opportunity.”
“So you’re like two mindunes in a bag.” Mindunes are
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small but heavily armed carnivores and are not social.
“Not at all, we agree to disagree about some things but
generally have a lot of fun together. I enjoy playing off her in
music. We each lead each other places we’d never go alone.”
“Do you do that in life?”
“Maybe,” Thassa said, “maybe we all deferred too much
to each other’s judgment when we invited Faran, Tarnoi and
Yeesop to spend Noonsleep with us. We all lead each other to
a place we wouldn’t have ventured into alone.”
“You wouldn’t have invited three guys aboard?”
“Dessine usually wants two,” Thassa said, “but no, it was
what I was feeling off of Yeesop that bothered me but didn’t
want to queer the other’s evening.”
Estry and Dorrick arrived together, as if they needed to
band together to survive the female onslaught that was
washing over them. Estry did have a sack of ribbons, wrapped
in a quilt to keep them hot. They’d do a feast for lunch as they
were taking off, and hope they still had some warmth in them
for an early duskmeal.
TongSu slapped back the rest of her cup and headed up
the stairs behind them. Thassa was right behind her. Dessine
and Gnoisahn knew where to find them. When they got to the
balloon and started on the ribbons, she pressed up next to
Estry and asked, “How do you feel about granting sexual
favors to your pilot?”
“Relatively enthusiastic. I’ve seen so much of Gnoisahn
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lately I feel like I have to talk to her about it.”
She chuckled, “I’ve noticed that since you first got off
that lakerunner.”
“So I’ll be glad to grant favors to my pilot.” He caressed
her as he said that, quite sweetly in fact. She was glad to be
nude because he gave her nibs delightful attention. “I’ve been
hoping I could get away from her for a time.
“We’ll go to the back net for sunset,” she said and
returned a lot of his attention as well as pulling his hand
deeper into her flesh. She liked a good firm hand on them and
sometimes Dorrick was a little too light.
Dorrick was looking at her. He probably heard the last of
that. Dessine had just showed up and went straight to the
ribbons. “Gnoisahn is poking at that pocket eye again,” she
told them.
“I’m glad she’s getting some use out of it,” TongSu said.
In truth she could have used the map functions, but the ones
on Dorrick’s Centish pocket eye were just as accurate, but
had very few names. It would do for keeping them on the lake
in the dark, especially since Knidola’s system didn’t operate
in the dark while the motionless stars were always on. There
was another floater coming in that would soon be waiting to
use the boarding platform. “I’m going to have to pull out of
here unless Gnoisahn shows up.”
“Let me get her,” Thassa said, and rolled off the net and
ran toward the stairs.
It was eight floors of stairs and a hundred yards of
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hallway to their room, she would be gone minutes, many
minutes if Gnoisahn delayed. As it was, she must have met
Gnoisahn on the first flight of stairs because they were both
back, and they got on their way without further incident.
It is sixteen hours to Eftertad from Yaimhahla in still air,
but the wind was with them this time and they were hurtling
over twenty five miles of lake every hour and would make it
in six if this kept up. From up here they could easily see both
shores of the lake, in the narrow spots one can see both shores
from a boat, and the steep western shore is visible from the
far shore at almost all points.
There had been three in this net again, but as there were
three in the back net also, she supposed that balanced.
Dorrick had finally convinced Dessine to go keep Mrilelle
company in the middle net, maybe she would let Mrilelle
look thru the scope a little, after all, she was the one who saw
their new sail and tent.
“This is the first time we’ve been alone in the same net
since this voyage started,” Dorrick said.
“It’s been hectic.”
“At this rate it won’t be long after dark when we get
there.”
“We are making good time,” she said, “but this has to turn
easterly at some point. It would be nice if it lasts into dark.”
The weather in this basin was screwy. There were four big
ranges of mountains in the basin with the tallest and shortest
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in the middle, but they weren’t very high. They didn’t control
the weather, just disturbed it. The northeast of the basin was a
high prairie full of settled Borgoths, much more mainstream
than their southwestern cousins. It bred immense
thunderheads that could drift out over the lake, two miles
above it.
“We can use this opportunity now,” he said and got in
close and social.
“Ah good,” she said, “it’s been so many hours they’ve just
been hanging there useless I was beginning to wonder why I
even have them.”
“You’re the one who informed me they’re for social
pleasure,” he said, “I was raised to think they were for
feeding infants.”
“Your society hasn’t gotten used to eternity yet.”
“Most of Centorin society hasn’t experienced it yet.”
“I hate to be reminded of that,” she said, “I think that
should change.”
“If it was to change, all the great Houses would declare
war on the Kassikan.”
“The Species Immunity Complex came from the labs of
Brancettrabble,” she said.
“They don’t care, they see the Kassikan as the
government of Kassidor and they don’t care what the truth is
because their worldview has nowhere to put the truth. The
Kassikan knows that, and knows that their survival depends
on keeping the Species Immunity Complex from spreading
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off Kassidor. The politics of it is further complicated by the
fact that Novo Grosso has appealed to the Kassikan and now
directly to Brancettrabble for the code. Centorin has told
Novo Grosso that will mean war, to which they replied that
we already have war.”
“I’m so glad we don’t live there.”
“I’m afraid the Kassikan may see no alternative but to
close the gate.”
“They do have that,” TongSu said. “How did we get into
this instead of the pure enjoyment of what you’re doing?”
“Centorin society hasn’t gotten used to eternity yet.”
“Yeah. I hope you have?”
“It’s been difficult this week,” he said.
“How so?”
“In Centorin terms I would say there has been too much
temptation, in your terms I would say our near monogamy
since the East Basin has got me thinking too much like a
Centorin again.”
“I see. You feel guilty about Dessine and Mrilelle.”
“Sorry,” he said.
“It’s OK,” she said. “I’ve caused it as much as you have,
but I do owe you my life.”
“I cost you a kidney. If I hadn’t come along and hired
you, you would be lounging at home right now.”
“I think I would have been hired by some other Centorin
expedition. Since we’ve left I’ve heard that’s happened to a
lot of floaters and the Yakhan is short of them.”
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“I was afraid that would happen,” Dorrick said.
She leaned back farther on him, pressed his hands deeper
into her. “I wouldn’t have traded your expedition for any
other,” she said. “But here’s my plan. I’m taking Estry to the
back at sunset, you and Mrilelle can have the back net til then
but save some for me because I didn’t intend Estry to stay for
the sleep.”
“You sure that’s how you want to do it?” he asked,
probing her more sensitive areas.
“If you do that for more than twenty five minutes you’ll
definitely change my plan,” she said, starting to open out
immediately.
“I could probably get you to come in less time than that,”
he said.
“Oh way less.”
Sunset caught them passing a great wilderness of dwarf
archwoods. There were a few small villages right on the lake,
but the land behind them was wild. Efertad was beyond. Estry
was already in the rear net when she arrived, having been
taken there by Thassa as soon as Dorrick and Mrilelle came
forward. “So how much do you have left?” she asked when
she got there.
“I’ll find another.”
“This has been quite a trip for you hasn’t it?”
“I’ll say they’ve more than repaid for any help I could
have given them.”
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“Gnoisahn mentioned that the entertainment you’ve
provided is more than help enough.”
“She’s too kind,” he said, “it was all her. That woman is
very fit and quite strong. I can see you’re even more than
her.”
“Don’t let it scare you, I don’t need a thrill ride.”
“This whole voyage has been a thrill ride. I’ve never
flown before, it’s more awesome than I ever imagined. I
never knew the detail you can see of the ground.”
“Dessine has hardly put the scope down, I’d tell you to try
that but I don’t want to cause a fight.”
“I’ve seen enough from here to keep me mesmerized.”
She had rolled over onto the mattress with him, started to
pet. “I couldn’t go without it again,” she said about flying. He
put one arm around her chest but went right for her sweet spot
with the other. “I’m glad I don’t have to go without that
either,” she said and got into it with him.
“Wow,” he said when he had her all out. She curls right
out there and has a dazzling pattern of pigmentation over the
pink. “I hope I’ve got enough for you.”
“It’s tighter than it looks, but you can take your time.
We’re not making the headway we were a few hours ago so
we’re probably three or four hours more into Efertad.”
“It has been a tiring day,” he said.
“I’ve noticed.”
“I hope you don’t mind.”
“I spoke up,” she said. “I was feeling left out.”
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“You’ve got eyes all over Dorrick.”
“We’ve been together a decade now.”
“So the initial infatuation is drawing to a close and you’re
both wondering where your relationship is going from here?”
Very astute observation. They were both pretty
transparent people weren’t they? “There could be some of
that. There’s some of Dorrick getting bored with the farm
also, I wonder how he’s going to handle that. He might be
getting bored with Bordzvek. He liked it because it was like
Centorin, but I’m afraid it’s not like Centorin enough. One of
his friends has a business going in Kex and asked him if he’s
done bumming around on Kassidor yet.”
“You think he’ll go back?” he asked.
“Someday he will, is that close? Who knows. All I can
really sense is he’s bored with the farm. Maybe he’ll get his
own business going here, even in Bordzvek it’s way easier
than Centorin. He can contact his friend on Centorin any time
from any place with his Centorin pocket eye.”
“What’s it all mean to you?”
“We’ve been thru a lot so there’s a side of me that wants
to stick together. We haven’t gotten enough variety lately,
Dorrick neither when we weren’t flying nude girl boat bands
around.”
“It would be hard for him to go without around these
girls, I hope you forgive him.”
“I told him he had the back net until he was done with
Mrilelle, or until sunset, whichever came first.”
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“It doesn’t sound like a very Centorin relationship.”
She was surprised he knew, he would have had to read
some of their literature. They’re all about the male controlling
the womb, even the women want a wealthy and powerful
male to control them. “This planet ain’t very Centorin,” she
said. She was more into their bodies than the conversation at
this point, that and the magnificent sunset reflecting off the
lake. They were hugging the eastern shore, while the most
direct route would have been ten miles inland at this point.
He must have been distracted by the sunset and the
physical pleasures because he didn’t continue the
conversation either. She got to share her worries with
someone, that was enough. She got to share her body with
someone and that was more than enough. They were slow but
thorough and gentle as a guy who’d been savaged by a nude
girl boat band would need to be.
When they were done he asked, “I hope we get more
chances like this, I really enjoyed this interlude.”
“I don’t see why not, but what about Gnoisahn?”
“She’s fun but rather more energetic than I’m used to, you
were just perfect.”
“Thanks, I had a great time too.”
“How long were you planing on staying in this basin?”
“A few years I guess, we had no fixed agenda.”
“Is there any chance I could get on your list after this
adventure is over?”
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“Well yeah, I guess so. Where in the city are you from?”
“A little town called Ninsti Beach, it’s a few miles from
where Mrilelle lives.”
“What’s your life like?” She probably shouldn’t be asking
questions like these, he was only asking to get on her variety
list, but if Dorrick was going to fall by the wayside, it was
always good to have a backup plan. She noticed a cold hole
open up in her insides when she thought of that however.
“I’ve got a place overlooking the beach, but just enough
land for perishables. I take a lot of day work, whatever I can
get, usually in one of the fishing boat repair businesses in the
area. I can do woodworking and net repair. I can use diving
equipment to do underwater repairs. I also don’t have a
permanent partner if that was part of your question.”
“It shouldn’t be part of my question. I know Dorrick’s
been seriously distracted the last few days but I don’t see us
separating while we’re here on vacation. The part I worry
about is when I tell him I’m ready to go back up to Bordzvek
and the farm.”
He asked about the farm in Bordzvek and she told him.
He was most interested in the luxuriousness of the house. It
really was a lot more than they needed, and honestly more
than she was really comfortable with.
“Well if he refuses to go back to it with you, you can
always look me up, I can’t see myself refusing a place like
that.”
“I’ll keep that in mind,” she said, but somehow that
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statement made her less interested, not more.
It was full dark by the time they got to Efertad, and well
into Dusksleep. The city was bigger than she expected with
beautiful townhomes along the lake for miles, a spacious
harbor and twenty floors of apartment trees above the docks.
The beach was to the north and that was where the gig would
be held. There was no floater park in town so they had to tree
anchor a few miles away and wait for Nightday to do
anything more.
Everyone slept in the nets, sometime during Dusksleep
Estry found some more semen for someone, she didn’t bother
to see who it was. It was a call from below that wakened her
and a few of the others, “Hey, what are you doing in my
sweetnut tree?” She peeked over the edge of the mattress. The
guy yelling had a torch and with it she could see that it was a
vedn field below, with this tree in the middle of it. “How
many of you are up there anyway. Make sure you don’t shit in
my crops.”
“We had nowhere to tie up. Can you tell us a better spot, a
sheltered field would be best. We’ll be gone with the dawn.”
“Gone with the dawn?”
“We’re only here for the show on the beach this Nightday
evening.”
“Might as well stay there if you don’t hurt the tree.”
“It’s not real convenient to get down from here,” she said.
They were at least a hundred feet off the ground.
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“I got that field right there if you can get in and out
without stepping on the crops, and if I get to take one of you
to Dawnsleep. You’re all pretty enough for me so I don’t care
who.”
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10. Efertad
“You’ve hardly let go of that scope since you came on
board,” Dorrick said to Dessine. Mrilelle was still seeking a
little privacy in the back net after their delightful encounter.
He had to think about something else or he would get lost in
that woman.
“This is the true palantir,” Dessine said. She turned
around and took it from her eye but did not put it away. “So
how is she?”
“Should I answer that question if she asks about you?”
“Of course; and you should say I left you spent and
dreaming.”
Spent was true, the bed in her room at the inn wasn’t up to
the task and he had to repair it before they could sleep.
“Mrilelle has left me dreaming, but maybe not as spent as you
left me.” He had to concentrate on Dessine to see her and not
Mrilelle as she had looked moments ago when they were
joined.
She smiled and touched his nose. “Well for your
information, I thought it was quite a workout too.” She didn’t
go on to ask when she was next up. He could use a break,
especially if he was going to spend the sleep with TongSu.
As soon as Mrilelle emerged from the back net, Thassa
took Estry by the hand and pulled him in that direction. They
had been idly playing with each other when he came out, and
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their ardor had only intensified since. Gnoisahn had gone to
the front to sit with TongSu as soon as he had come out. He
lay in the middle of the main net, Dessine and Mrilelle lay
down beside and on top of him so they had him in a naked
girl sandwich. They managed to get all four breasts on his
upper arms and shoulders in the process.
“Are you two trying to squeeze even more out of me?” he
asked. This could turn into a real lust scene if there were one
or two more able-bodied males aboard.
“Not really,” Dessine said, “we’re just thinking we can go
to town on you now without wasting anything.” They were
crawling over top of him, their muffs on his cheeks, each had
a leg between his. “You OK with this,” she said and moved
her leg against Mrilelle’s.”
“Oh yeah, I’ll do tits with other girls, but that’s about as
far as I go toward that pole.”
“I don’t mind tits with girls, but I don’t initiate it,”
Dessine said. “I’m really comfortable with this, and we’re
deep enough in this net to see the horizon.”
He could see the horizon fine from here. He was stoned
on the pleasure of their bodies. They were both firm but
Mrilelle was more supple, Dessine was harder. She probably
had all the strength of Gnoisahn but with little of the padding.
Even her breasts were harder than Mrilelle’s, except
Mrilelle’s were firmer at the core. If he wasn’t spent he would
get hard from those four mounds moving over him as they
talked. They each had an arm on his back, each had a hand
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gently stroking the back of his neck. He was about to pass out
from the pleasure of it.
Mrilelle brought the skin of blue with her, not leaving it in
the back. He knew Estry had a skin of three penny green, but
this stuff Mrilelle had was ten penny on that scale. Somehow
with a couple more shots of that and the girls and the lake
drifting by below, the remainder of Afternoonday was lost.
The next thing he knew it was almost dark and Estry had
come out of the back net. Once he remembered that skin of
blue so dark it was good for ink, he understood. TongSu was
coming from the front and sat with him. “It’s still a few hours
to Efertad, why don’t we get some sleep? Gnoisahn isn’t
sleepy, she’ll wake me up if we go off course.
The next thing he knew after that, Nightday was starting
with a guy claiming one of the girls for Dawnsleep as the
price of parking. Dorrick was too sleepy to jump right down
and lay into the asshole and it was a good thing because he
was shouting from over a hundred feet below.
“I’ll do you,” Gnoisahn shouted down to him, “that way I
won’t have to worry about being social at the gig,” she said to
those aboard.
“Then come on down over here,” he said, and lead the
way with his torch.
“I have to ask you not to get that torch anywhere near this
balloon,” TongSu said. “If you want us to land in this field
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you’ll have to keep that torch out of it.”
“How will you see?”
“By the light of Kunae,” she said, it was enough light to
get them here, that and the lights of the city.
Dorrick went after his pocket light, but he didn’t know if
it was charged. After eight Earth years it didn’t hold a charge
the way it did and there were no replacement batteries within
many years flight of here. He was so glad the solar strip was
working or there would be no charge within many years flight
of here. He would dig for it in the duffel if the light of Kunae
proved insufficient. He was pretty sure he could get the stakes
planted by feel.
It was easy to see the layout of this garden. It had much
wider aisles and a lot more space in each bed than a garden in
Bordzvek. It was amazing what population pressure will do,
but their farm fed over three people per acre including meat.
This one was doing two at the most, and there was no
livestock, any meat it produced would be in the pest traps. He
was amazed that he already knew that much about
agriculture, even though he thought he was bored with it. At
least he was able to understand what the parts of the irrigation
and nutrition system did enough to install and maintain it,
even if he didn’t understand how the parts did what they did.
As they approached the ground he swung down and hung
by his hands from the net until they were over a path, then
dropped and ran to a tailrope that Dessine was dropping. He
had the stakes on him and began screwing one into the
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ground between path and bed. They were crystal and pushed
small rocks aside, but there was a big one that didn’t let him
get it quite all the way in. The second one went all the way
down so he called the tails secure. He met Estry at the front.
He had the other two stakes, they each took one and began
twisting it in. They have a built-in crank a foot long that one
uses to twist them into the ground. There’s a pad you can rest
your chest on if the ground argues about taking the stake, and
it will go down into years-old crushed stone if one tries. This
one went only about ten inches into the the ground before it
hit what felt like bedrock. He could screw up soil til he used
up all the time in the universe but he wasn’t going any farther.
He had to try five times to find a place that missed that
boulder that was lurking only a few inches under the ground.
This parking place wasn’t that close to town, it was three
and a half miles on foot to the town center, five and a half
miles more out to the beach. The landowner assured them
there would be streetcars, but seeing one on the walk into
town was hit or miss, best keep walking. The guy was even
nice enough to point them to the nearest good breakfast. It
was a neighborhood cook’s court, there were several doing
hand-pressed fruit nut bars, a couple guys doing zhlindu rolls
and a girl frying eggs over fried boiled tell, which looked and
tasted like fried rice.
“You heard anything about the boat band playing this
evening?” he asked the girl who was cooking.
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“Out at the beach?” she asked. “There’s one playing this
evening?”
“That’s what we’ve heard,” he said and waved his arm at
the others who were standing in other cook’s lines for the
rolls.
“I’ll have to check it out, I’m only on this grill til lunch is
over. As soon as I can catch up with the lunch cleaning, I’m
out of here, closed til darkmeal when the dinner chef shows
up.”
“We’re on our way there.”
“You’ll have plenty of time. The beach isn’t much in the
dark.”
“The girls want to watch the sound checks and
everything.”
“Do you know who’s playing?” she asked.
“Nast’n,” Dorrick answered. She was slicing the fried egg
onto the fried tell. He was glad one didn’t have to worry
about fats with the different ecology, the equivalent of
saturated fats in the native biosphere were indigestible by
humans. It showed on the curves of the women, including this
one who was a cute but stubby blond with melon-like hooters.
The Elves of this basin were certainly the bustiest Elves, on
average, but any size one wanted was available in a pill in the
Yakhan. “It seems slow here this wakeup,” Dorrick said.
“Yeah, it usually is. I seldom have three stools full. I think
it’s because no one wants to hang around and give back the
bowl.”
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“I’m glad to, we have plenty of time to get out there.”
“That stool’s the best,” she said as she handed him the
bowl. He gave her two pennies instead of one and told her it’s
because she filled it extra. “So tell me about this band?” she
asked.
“One of the girls with us sang with them once, and the
others are interested in their gear.”
“Why is that?”
“They used to have similar stuff.”
“So you know what they have? They seldom list that on
the eye.”
“There’s a picture, you can see the sound cabinet and the
drivers. You can see the yandrille block and the weight set.
The girl who once sang with them, that’s her, the one who’s
naked except for the nightcoat and boots, got a good look at
it.”
“That’s a nice nightcoat, I wouldn’t need anything under
it if I ha... Oh I see, from the back I couldn’t tell it was open.”
It was except for one clasp at her navel, Mrilelle still had the
three points of sexual interest uncovered. “They were a nude
girl boat band before their boat was stolen.”
“Do they think Nast’n stole their boat?”
“They aren’t sure, the mainsail and tent canvas have been
changed. It comes down to things like scratches and dents to
make sure the things are theirs.”
“Then what?” With nothing else to do, she leaned on the
counter and let him look down into her top. It was a gauzy
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thing that hadn’t hidden much, and it was loose enough to fall
away completely.
“We’re not sure,” he said. By now he was sure there was
no more eye etiquette in this society than any other land of
Elves.
“You’ll have a hard time getting anyone to believe you,”
she said, “especially if the band’s any good.”
“They’re sorta good I guess, but not as good as they
should be to have a boat and gear like that.”
“I’ll think about that, if I get there,” she said. She moved
a little to make them sway, he couldn’t help but look, and she
noticed. “If you want to play around with them to pass the
time I’m all for it,” she said.
“Does it get boring here?” he asked as he gave her a
squeeze. She was a little soft, but she was big and heavy, he
could work out lifting these.
“It can, this sure helps. You pump these like it’s nothing,
both on the back of one hand, impressive,” she said.
“You’re impressive,” he said.
“Honestly, it can get tiring carrying them, what you’re
doing feels good all the way down my back and ass. I can
even feel it in my knees.”
She really wasn’t that big, bigger than average for sure,
and probably heavier, but she wasn’t very much bigger than
Gnoisahn or TongSu. “You could set them on the counter,” he
suggested.
“Oh I do,” she said, “but I have to get down on a stool.
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Now if I was to come around and stand behind you while
you’re sitting there,” she said while she did so. Her counter
was only three feet long beside the grill. “Your shoulders are
just the right height. Ahh.”
“It sounds to me like you’re sorry you got them,” he said.
“I didn’t, it was my father’s mother. No doubt she had
plenty of entertainment with them, but she didn’t have to
hang them over this grill every week. It’s a lot more
expensive going smaller than bigger, but I’ll probably do it
some day. Not that I’ll be going after those little Elfin
cupcakes that so many girls are jiggling around with. At least
if a theirops strolls into town, they can run, no way I can, not
without time to strap ‘em up.”
“I doubt a theirops is going to make its way this far into
town.” It was miles to the nearest wilderness, and there were
few in this basin, “and if one did I bet you’d find you could
run after all, and wouldn’t be the slowest.” He gave her thigh
a squeeze and caress, she was strong, probably from standing
at this grill.
“That's one of the reasons I’m here. I can’t live in country
where speed is a survival advantage.”
He wondered why she was complaining so, she wasn’t
that overly large in fact. She was busty, a little bigger than
Gnoisahn and Mrilelle or TongSu, but there was a woman at a
stool by one of the fruit-nut presses who was significantly
bigger and sloppier, one who should be giving the complaints
that this girl was. “You don’t need to carry those around for
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me,” Dorrick said. “Dessine or Thassa is perfectly fine for
me.”
“The dainty little cupcake style.”
“I wouldn’t call them that,” he said, “I guess I was seeing
pancake when you said cupcake. If Thassa’s a cupcake then
cupcakes are fine.”
“I see,” she said, “So you probably call these sandbags.”
“The girl by that fruit-nut press has sandbags and at least
your nipples are dark.”
“Yeah, and I have some shape.” The other girl had none.
“You have a lot of shape, but you should be what you
want to be, have the body you feel at home in, and you should
be thankful that you can do that.”
“Well, I need a lot more customers than this to pay for it.”
“I thought you were being paid by someone.”
“I buy his leftovers from the day before and use his gear.
There’s four of us but only I get the leftovers and it was just
this boiled tell today. I’m pretty much on my own and have
been here a shift and some for three pennies on two
occasions. Weeks when I make a whole iron are special.”
“Nightday breakfast isn’t prime time,” Dorrick said.
“That’s why I’m stuck with it,” she said.
Thassa came over, asked, “When do you want to head
down toward the beach?”
“I’m ready when everyone else is,” Dorrick said. “I
thought Gnoisahn was sort of calling the shots.”
“She sent me to ask you.”
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“That must mean she’s ready,” he stood up as he spooned
up the last few mouthfuls in the bowl and gave the bowl and
spoon back. “Thanks for everything,” he told the girl and
gave her another tweak.
She grabbed his hands and pulled them in one time and
said, “Hope I see you at the show.”
As the farmer warned, they walked most of the way to
town by the time a streetcar came by. Five girls and two guys
nearly filled it, and the guys next to her could tell Mrilelle
had nothing on but the nightcoat. At least all three clasps were
closed now, and hopefully until they reached the beach. The
place had a little different vibe than the three towns of
Knidola that he’d seen. The people had rounder features,
darker skin, and were a little more conservative than the
people of Knidola. It was still loose and vibrant compared to
Bordzvek or even Traguzar. Personally, from his experience,
Traguzar is more a part of Zil than a separate basin. Each
basin has a characteristic when seen from above. Bordzvek is
the gnarl spurs and the larger farms. In modern Elf country
it’s the bursting greenery and very random but vaguely
hexagonal boundaries. Zil had small villages with fields
around them. A farmer might live on the third floor in the
village and walk a mile to his fields.
He sat between TongSu and Mrilelle. “How much do you
think we can do at this gig?” he asked. “Do you think we can
get the boat back today?”
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“We can try,” Mrilelle said, “but I think it would be better
if we just gathered intelligence at this gig and set them up
somehow at the next.”
“I wonder what Gnoisahn wants to do?” Dorrick asked.
“She probably thinks she can just walk up and take the
boat back and they will go running,” Mrilelle said.
“I think you’re right,” TongSu said.
“She hasn’t thought thru the fact that we’re far enough
from the city that no one’s heard of OKangKhone out here.
No one will recognize them,” Mrilelle said. “Come to think of
it, the posting about this show that’s on the eye has two
pictures from the show at Ninsti Beach. Both of them have
me as lead singer.”
Gnoisahn was sitting right behind them and turned to say,
“We shouldn’t let them see you with us, we might be able to
use that. They could use those same pictures in their
application for the North Lake Festival.”
“I wonder who they have singing for them now?” Mrilelle
asked.
“We’ll see in a matter of hours,” TongSu said. “I think we
should poke around in the center of town til lunch and then
ride out.”
“I want to be there when they sail in,” Gnoisahn said.
“There’s no reason we all have to be out there, but that’s
where I want to be. Why don’t you and Mrilelle and Dorrick
stay out of sight. They’ve already seen Estry so there’s no
need to keep him back.”
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“We want to be there during their show.”
“There will probably be enough people there to cover you
if you stay in the back,” Gnoisahn said, “and don’t draw
attention to yourselves. We need to make sure they don’t
know Mrilelle is with us, because they will probably
recognize us.”
“I’ll stay with them,” Mrilelle said, pointing to Dorrick
and TongSu. “If they see me, I’m not with you. If whoever
they have singing is terrible, maybe I can get them to pick me
and I can work from within to find a way to get the boat
back.”
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11. Believe Me
Gnoisahn had little trouble finding Lystrin, the person in
charge of this venue. He strode the beach like a cargomaster,
dressed in black leggings and a cape with a long thicknit
worker underneath. He had shiny black hair and a square chin
more like Dorrick’s than anyone she’d seen before. He was a
slightly built Elf, but at least as tall as she was. She would
have no chance if she walked up to him while he was this
busy. Once he got the gig set up and the bar ready, he would
be more relaxed.
It was very hard staying in the background while their
boat pulled up and began setting up their gear for someone
else. She immediately recognized the three of them, even
from this distance. She made sure they wouldn’t recognize
her by being dressed, her hair in a tail, and being a dot in a
distant crowd. Estry was with her, Dessine and Thassa were
on the far side of the bar arguing about something they’d seen
in the center of town. Dorrick, TongSu and Mrilelle had
stayed in town and wouldn’t be out here til the show started.
They were all willing to let her take the lead in
approaching Lystrin. Dessine and Thassa were ready to play
innocent bystanders if needed. She wasn’t sure how she
wanted to approach this. If he was a little more attractive she
would use flesh to do it. It was a little harder during the dark
because it was too cold to be nude, but she had snagged men
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while dressed in the past. She was in a knee-length knit
worker in blended earthtones with delicately tooled and
shaped leather leggings set with gems at the ankles. Her hair
was held by a big Borgothian medallion. She was just a little
afraid the sexual approach wouldn’t work this time because
she would have to fake most of the attraction.
It was late before he really slowed down, but when he did
he came to the stool right next to her. With a quick smile at
her, he waved to the tap girl. She knew his preference it
seemed and got him a house cup of the penny yellow. He
looked around behind the rail to see how things were going,
looked in the cash jar and took a handful, rolling the iron into
a pretty fat pouch and putting most of the pennies back.
“You’re a busy man I see.”
He turned her way, flashed another quick smile and said,
“I think I’ve got it under control now,” he said. “It’s all about
getting set up, from then on it’s all about being ready to
handle any emergencies that come up.”
“You do the booking too?” she asked.
“Yeah, I took a chance on these guys,” he said.
“Probably because you saw their boat and gear on the
flyer.”
“That’s about all I had to go by,” he said. “I figured three
hyadune could play that gear and it would still sound better
than most of the four or five boats a year that pull up here.”
“What about local boys?” she asked.
“I’m always ready to plug in any local boys, or girls for
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that matter, who can pull up here and play a recognizable
song. People are here to socialize as much as be entertained.
As long as I can provide a party and cheap yaag and beer,
they’ll come out.”
“It’s too bad the city is so far up the river, that hour ride
on the streetcar makes it seem far.”
“I’m guessing you’re new around here.”
“Yes,” Gnoisahn said, “I’m from Knidola, Peeburtar Far
Shore to be specific.”
“Knidola the city?”
“Of which Peeburtar is a part.”
“What brings you up here?” he asked.
“The search for gigs.”
“Oh?” he took a closer look at her now, head to toe. “Do
you also take the stage?”
“Nude, lead vocal.”
“That must be interesting.”
“We can also play music,” Gnoisahn said, “all originals,
all available for download.”
“Sounds big city all right. Have I heard of you?”
“OKangKhone.” His eyebrows went up a good fraction of
a foot. He looked from head to toe again, concentrating on
her chest this time. Her shape remained the same in this
garment, but she wasn’t very pointed. It was actually still a
little warm for all this clothing. “You wouldn’t recognize me
with clothes on, we try pretty hard to keep any dressed
pictures of us out of the media.”
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“I see,” he said, and looked her over again.
She went into the shouderpocket of her worker and
brought out a hand-out for OKangKhone. “This is our fact
sheet as of 110,23,00.”
He looked at it. “You girls are very big city, I’m surprised
you would be interested in the puny rates I can offer.”
“If we were just touring the area because we want to see
it, a nickel would be sufficient.”
“I see,” he said and swallowed again.
“If you look you’ll see we have the same boat and gear as
Nast’n, with better musicians and the added attraction of nude
women.”
“Are they as well built as you?”
“I do have the biggest tits of the three of us, but none of
us is deficient. Our lshi is a hard body, our yandrille has the
look of a Highlander.”
“You do have the same boat and gear. You don’t show it
as much as they do, but I see enough of it. But they aren’t
getting nickel, not unless we have a big crowd. Three irons
and one of thirty six pennies on the house yellow.” It would
take two and a half thousand cups to make two more irons out
of that. That means everyone here has to have at least three.
“What do they get off the beer?” she asked.
“Nothing, I made them chose one or the other, they made
the wrong choice, what can I say.”
There was a lot of beer being poured here and most of the
people drinking it were crowded around the fire, not the boat.
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That would change when the show started, she was sure.
“How is this for a crowd?” she asked him.
“Not bad for a Nightday,” he said. “It’s the worst time for
a beach party.”
“We would want dusk, how is this crowd for a dusk?”
“Dusk is our best show.”
“Then you can do a nickel, keep whatever you make on
the yaag and the beer. I’ll give you a code that lets you put
our songs on your speakers, play one now and then and
announce the date we agree on, you’ll get a lot more people
out here. I’m sure you know the number of people you get out
here has more to do with how you promote it than anything
we do.”
“What you do has a lot to do with how many bite the next
time I promote something.”
“Here,” she still had TongSu’s pocket eye, she dialed up
Night Wish by Nemo and let him hear a few bars of that thru
the earplugs. This recording was Thassa’s tribute to a well
known band from Zhlindu. She thought it would unseat
Zhindola as the heaviest band in the city.
“That’s you singing?”
“Yep,” she admitted.
“A nickel you say.”
“That’s because we’re going to be going by anyway. If it
wasn’t for that it would take copper to get us to pull up.”
“Yeah?” He was a shrewd man, no doubt he knew it was
true, big city and all. They didn’t always get it, but that’s what
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they asked.
“But you’ll take a nickel?”
“It’s a special offer,” she said. “We like it here, we want to
tour up here. It won’t be as hectic as it is in the city.”
“When were you planning on doing that?” he asked.
“It could be as early as this evening,” she said.
“What?”
“It all depends on when we get out boat and gear back,”
she said.
“What are you talking about?”
“We have the same gear and boat because it is the same
gear and boat. They changed the mainsail, but you don’t even
see that, and the cabin canvas. But if you look close in this
picture,” she held up their publicity flier, “you’ll see that it’s
bungeed on.”
“You claim they stole your boat and all your gear?”
“Right,” she said, “and until we get them back, we can’t
play any gigs anywhere.”
“But this is not proof,” he said.
“I can tell you all kinds of details about that boat, like
there’s a big scratch in the port pontoon’s all-in-one and a
dent in the paneling of the second crew bunk in that
pontoon.”
“You say this and that about scratches and dents, it’s your
word against theirs. I agree, looking at these photos, that you
had a Loriscraft 47 with Zanggoth drivers and a Hyasten
photovoltaic rack, but this picture doesn’t show scratches and
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dents and I know I made this agreement with this band in
good faith and I’m going to assume they did the same with
me until I see some actual evidence, not the same brand with
different canvas and a nice pair of tits, no offense, but that’s
what you have for evidence.”
“Well thanks for the compliment,” she sighed. “What I
have is a stolen boat, along with all our gear, most of our
clothing and personal effects, our food, our bedding, shit, our
whole lives are in that boat.” She should have stopped but she
lost her control, lost it like watching the rope you forgot to tie
slip off the dock and into the water, as the boat drifts out into
the channel. Meanwhile her mouth said, “Meanwhile the
assholes who got us puking drunk and left us to wake up from
Noonsleep on the beach in Ossogeen are making contracts
with you to use the boat and gear and lives they stole from us
to get gigs like this up in outsylvania.” She knew as soon as
she said it that she didn’t make a friend with that statement,
but what more proof did he need, “I’ll tell you where dents
are, which stair is loose...”
“I agree you’ve been on their boat. I bet they fucked you
once and sent you down the ramp and that’s why you want to
call us names just because our city is a little smaller than one
or two cities at your end of the lake.”
“I’m sorry about that, but I’m frustrated. We see our boat,
our gear, the instruments we’ve played for a century, right on
this poster, right on this beach, and we get a little annoyed.”
“But anyone could say that.”
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“I’d have several acting trophies if I could pull off faking
being as pissed as I really am. It’s only the Instinct that’s
allowed guys as weak as you to survive, without it girls like
me would tear you to trap mix sized bits.”
He did step back, but said, “I don’t think you have
anything more to rationally discuss, so I’m asking you to
leave our grounds peacefully.”
“I ...”
“Or would you like me to sound a general alarm?”
“...guess you don’t want to discuss it further,” she said as
she got up.
She walked away from the beach and onto the path that
lead to the lot where the streetcars came by. All the time
looking back and glowering. She doubled back in the
shadows of the streetcar stand to the other side of this sand
spit and strolled the edge of the marsh, then came up the
beach the other way. There were boats pulled up all along
there, and a few houses and gardens out here on the lakeshore
beyond the marsh. The beachwalk was only a path, but it was
well traveled this evening.
She came up to the beach shack from the other side,
slipped into an empty chair at the table where Dessine and
Thassa were sitting. They jumped when she did, each was in
her own world, they weren’t drinking the penny yellow.
“What happened?” Dessine was the first to ask.
“He threw me out, I walked out that way and snuck back
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around. Don’t call his attention this way.”
“Why’d he throw you out?” Thassa asked.
“Because I told him it was only the Instinct that was
preventing me from clawing him to trap-mix sized pieces.”
Dessine’s yaag nearly came out her nose. “Why’d you say
that?”
“Because he didn’t believe me. He said intimate
knowledge of the boat only proved we had been in it.”
“You didn’t tell him to look it up in the registry?”
“It’s dark. I didn’t even think of it, and he would just say
it proves we had a boat like it, not that this boat is ours.”
“I was afraid it wasn’t going to be that easy,” Thassa said.
“Let’s not give up,” Dessine said, “we have to think of
something.”
“It’s going to be hard when no one has heard of us up
here,” Gnoisahn said.
“We do have the old canvas under the new one,” Thassa
said.
“That new one isn’t strong enough, it’s being held up by
the old one,” Dessine said. “We can always hope the wind
comes up and shreds the new one and our name comes thru.”
“That would be convenient,” Thassa said. “Maybe one of
us can swim out there and cut the new one off. There’s almost
enough breeze to lift it if the bungees were cut.”
“I could probably do it,” Dessine said, “but we don’t have
the good knife on us.”
“No, but it’s probably right where we left it on the boat.”
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“I’m not going to try and be that much of a suspense
thriller star,” Dessine said.
“Good,” Gnoisahn said, “neither am I.”
They knew Thassa would not volunteer for something like
that except in self preservation. She was relatively new to the
boat band world, still a landlubber at heart and still had a
patch of ground that she returned to from time to time, often
enough to keep the garden salvageable if not productive.
“Then we’re going to have to come up with another plan
to get that boat back,” Gnoisahn told them.
She joined them in the green, which was quite tasty as
well as potent as she ever needed. They discussed it amongst
themselves and with most of the guys who came by to chat
them up. Both Dessine and Thassa seduced one and took
them out among the dunes, which served as the trysting suites
in this area. Gnoisahn didn’t attempt to seduce anyone, it
would be too cold for her out there, no matter how hot the
guy was. She enjoyed a little petting from a few of the guys
who stopped to meet them, but didn’t pursue it beyond that
with any of them. She wasn’t completely thrilled with the
promise she made to the farmer who’s field they were parked
in, but wouldn’t back out of it and wouldn’t come in used up.
Most of the people who were here early brought darkmeal
with them, trail bars and jam and butter ribbons were popular,
but so was holding marinated inglethor over small campfires.
There was one commercial cook and he had ribbons. They
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weren’t the best, but considering the time and place, they
were fine. A little fatter than most ribbons as if they needed to
put a lot in your stomach to blunt the effects of the yaag and
alcohol.
So far they had not noticed TongSu and her group, they
should be staying in the back of the crowd where they
wouldn’t be noticed. They were pretty close to the back of the
crowd themselves, but it was too late to get out of sight when
they did watch someone walk by, Yeesop. He had seen them
all, but tried to walk casually by without them noticing him.
He was already by when she pointed him out to the others.
“He saw us,” Dessine said, “I caught his eye.”
He walked across the beach and up the plank to the stage.
“Welcome everyone to Nast’n,” he introduced them all, she
knew them already, except for, “...and Arza, our lead vocal.”
There was a smattering of applause for her also. “And now
we’d like to begin with a cover of a band from down where
we come from called OKangKhone and a song called Believe
Me.”
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12. The Efertad Gig
TongSu, Dorrick and Mrilelle spent Nightday in the city
of Efertad, walking around the old brick and stone block
waterfront a little, walking a few blocks on some back streets
and settling in a dockside watering hole overgrown with vines
and limewort. They watched a giant ship from Bordzvek
unload, talked about the population pressure in the Bordzvek
basin and the lack of population pressure in the Knidola. Not
until they were done with darkmeal did they get a streetcar to
the beach.
There were very few beach houses here, and only a
couple trees with more than two stories of rooms in them as
far as she could see. Kunae was up, so she could see the
extent of the sand, it went about two miles to the first channel
of the river, and maybe five miles in the other direction til it
became rocky. Kunae wasn’t enough light to see much, it
might look altogether different in daylight than what she
imagined now. There was marshland behind the beach, from
the river, to a point over a mile beyond this causeway to the
beach. In the Bordzvek basin it would be dredged for lon,
here it was left wild and the calls of Nightday lumins came
from it.
The show was all set up, the bonfires were lit and the
torches were flaring. Kegs were piled three levels tall and the
MC was just introducing them when they got off the streetcar.
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There might have been a thousand people there, but not much
more. There was enough light that quite a few torrock balls
were in the air, but people were just popping them around like
casual mish with no actual game happening. People were
pretty rowdy, but they quieted enough to hear the MC.
“I can’t believe they just did that,” Mrilelle said when
their massive chippongga player announced that they were
going to cover OKangKhone as their first song.
“That is so low,” TongSu said. “I wonder if they know
that they’re here?”
“I don’t see them from here,” Mrilelle said, “but we were
supposed to stay away from them and don’t acknowledge
them if our paths cross.”
“Because the band doesn’t know us?” TongSu asked.
“Right,” Mrilelle said.
“Well I want to know them,” Dorrick said. “I’m going to
leave you girls here for a moment...”
“Why?” TongSu asked. “If they don’t know either of us,
what does it matter if we’re together? People wandering
around alone studying them are the ones who stand out.”
“True,” Mrilelle added. “You can get right down in the
passion pit and boogie. I’m the one they’ve seen before, so
I’ve got to stay in the back.”
“We don’t want to leave you alone.”
“I don’t think I’ll have to stay alone very long at this
party,” Mrilelle said. “I see three guys I think I could
persuade to keep me company back here.” She smiled at a
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group that were running quite a bit of eye over her.
“You have a definite point there,” TongSu said. Glad in a
way because she wouldn’t have to compete with Mrilelle for
Dorrick. “Or did you want to go alone for that same reason?”
she asked him.
“You’re the one with catching up to do,” Dorrick said.
“I’d just as soon catch up with you, I don’t like the odds
of finding anyone else my size in this crowd.”
“Then let’s walk by and see what they look like. Who
knows, we might get a little stimulation on the way by.”
They bid goodbye to Mrilelle and began to walk away. It
wasn’t far to the crowded part of the beach, they had to thread
their way but it wasn’t packed. It wasn’t rampaging erotica
like it was on Yaimhahla Island, but there was still more than
in most clubs in Bordzvek.
The singer they had now wasn’t very good, her voice was
scratchy and she didn’t have much range. She was over
expressive and it didn’t fit the song. She was generally the
same look as Thassa but her hair was dry and knotty and she
had hollow eyes. She wasn’t as smooth or as nice a color,
being much ruddier and unevenly tanned like she was usually
dressed in a tank.
The guys weren’t the musicians the crowd was expecting,
but they made up for the limited talent by playing only well
known and popular songs. The chippongga player really was
a work of flesh art and she was severely distracted. Now he
was a guy who didn’t need to fear her size, he would probably
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relish it. She wondered if she could do them any good by
picking him for the evening. She worried that Dorrick would
notice her attention on him, and tried to play it down, but kept
them here at the front of the crowd thru three cups while she
watched his body in action.
He was nude to the waist in spite of the cool weather, and
working the chippongga pads hard enough to work up a sheen
of sweat. She could tell he was flexing as much as he was
playing, if he really hit the pads that hard with those muscles
he would break the heads. She noticed that she wasn’t the
only girl hypnotized by his performance. It was when the big
guy noticed her attention and smiled at her that she knew she
better back off before Dorrick noticed and got his Centorin
ass in a twist.
Over the next hour they worked their way back in the
crowd, all the while facing front and bouncing to the tunes.
They were some good songs, rendered OK but not great. The
crowd was having fun but paying more attention to each other
than the music. There were no trysting suites here, so couples
had to wander away over the dunes where they met the
marsh. It was so cold they would need two quilts but most of
them didn’t have any. She wished she had worn more, a
wrapskirt and nightcoat were not enough. She would not have
to worry about her nibs going soft even though she had closed
the nightcoat all the way up. She was pretty sure it was well
below seventy F.
Eventually they went to the fire behind the beach house.
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By that time they probably had four or five more songs in the
set and maybe an encore, but she doubted it. Most of the
crowd that remained was back here by the fire or by the
smaller fire in front of the beach house. Most were pretty
sloshed by now, and those remaining were more into the ale
than the yaag. The streetcars back into the city were all full,
mostly with couples who thought the dunes were too cold this
time of the week.
Gnoisahn and Estry met them and related their
adventures. “So it’s not going to be so simple getting the boat
back as we thought,” Estry concluded.
“What do we have for proof of ownership?” Dorrick
asked.
“It’s in a registry in Peeburtar,” Gnoisahn said, “We can
try that.”
“Providing we’re in a place with data access,” Dessine
said. “Notice they have their gigs during dark when there’s no
data access.”
“You would have to bring the registry certificate with
you,” TongSu said.
“It’s on the boat,” Gnoisahn said ruefully.
“But it has your signatures and thumbprints?”
“Mine, yes, and Dessine’s also.”
“If they’re really stupid,” Estry said, “which they
probably are, they haven’t burned that.”
“They probably burned the whole document box in their
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first campfire,” Gnoisahn said.
“I wonder if I could get aboard and find that document
box,” TongSu said, thinking it would be a good excuse to try
out their chippongga player. “What’s it look like?”
“Just a strong wooden box reinforced with crystal corner
plates and a seven digit pneumatic lock.”
“I doubt I could get into that, what does it weigh?”
“The box itself is about a hundred pounds,” Gnoisahn
said.
“I could make off with that, if it’s still there.”
“But we use it as a pedestal for the Hyathuum,” Dessine
said, and that weighs at least four hundred.
“Can you tell if that amp is still there?” TongSu asked.
“Not from where we were,” Gnoishan said, “it’s behind
their chipponngga setup if it’s still there at all.”
“It sounds like they’re using it,” Dessine said, “but that
doesn’t mean the document box is still under it.”
TongSu thought the sound had the mellow power of
something from old Zhlindu, but couldn’t tell if it was
Hyathuum, Kniydi or a vintage Klikenstra. “I could try
getting aboard the boat,” TongSu said.
“How would you do that?” Dessine asked.
“I’m just the right size for that chippongga player,”
TongSu said, watching Dorrick the whole time.
“He’s the right size for you anyway,” Dorrick said, “so I
won’t get in your way.”
She noticed Dessine look Dorrick’s way.
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“Be careful,” Gnoisahn said, “don’t let them ply you with
what they gave us. Just knowing the box is there is useful
information, even if you can’t get it off the boat.”
“I’ll see what I can do,” TongSu said. “I’ll go back down
front, it seems like they’re wrapping up.”
“When can we expect you back to the balloon?” Dorrick
asked.
“Don’t leave without me,” TongSu said.
She still felt a little guilty, but knew she shouldn’t.
Dessine would probably be all over Dorrick as soon as she
was around the beach house, he probably wouldn’t get much
sleep. She filled her cup once more on the way back to the
front. It wasn’t as crowded now and the guy noticed her
immediately and noticed that she was alone. Now it was
probably a good thing that she had only a nightcoat and a
wrapskirt. In spite of the temperature, she opened the top of
the coat. She moved more energetically with the music to
generate a little more heat. He definitely noticed that, and the
yandrille player gave him a poke.
After two more songs it was obvious that the only people
remaining here in front were those girls who wanted some of
them and a few guys who for some strange reason wanted
some of the singer. During their last song they pointed at
people and beckoned them aboard, she was one of three
picked by the chippongga player, the lshi player picked three
more, the yandrille player only one and the singer picked all
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the guys who showed her a bone.
They each invited the girls to come pet as they wrapped
up the song. She wouldn’t normally do something like that,
especially as one of a crowd, but it was all in the line of duty.
The other two he had picked rushed him and were on him
before she got to him. By the time she got there, she found he
was overbuilt in everything but that, but still adequate.
It was their yandrille player who was overbuilt sexually,
enough so that she didn’t think the girls he had chosen were
going to be able to get on. One of them knew she wouldn’t
and backed off. TongSu had been on things that size, but
wasn’t going to go after it, she was still more interested in the
body she was fondling. This guy was hard as well as big, she
wished she was on a wrestling league with him.
They made a mess of the ending of that song, all of them
too distracted by the petting. It was the yandrille player who
took the mic and bid good night to the crowd, but most of the
people remaining were up by the fires or waiting for
streetcars. Most of the applause at the end was from the girls
and boys who were already up on the boat.
He backed away from the chippongga and powered it off.
“My name’s Faran in case you missed our introductions,” he
said, “Let me know who you are?”
He squeezed the breasts of each of them as they told him,
TongSu didn’t bother to remember the names of the other
girls. As soon as he squeezed her it seemed like he forgot
them also. He squeezed hard, but with muscles like his she
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expected it, and she was built for it. She could see that he hurt
one of the other girls, she tried to hide it but wasn’t
successful. He probably came close to getting the Instinct.
“I’m sorry that you have to be pretty rugged to be around
me,” he apologized.
“I’m sorry too, I was hoping you could be gentle in spite
of your strength.” She backed away, rubbing herself.
For TongSu it wasn’t a problem at all. She’d been on
wrestling leagues where she’d been gripped quite a bit harder
than that during a match and pulled out of it. She actually got
turned on by it but she still had her wrapskirt on so that didn’t
show. Dorrick would never grip her that hard, which was
probably good because she wouldn’t want it all the time.
“At least you two seem nice and tough,” he said, and
pulled their nipples hard.
“Are you just looking for the toughest?” the other girl
said, “because if you are, my nibs are leather, go ahead and
show me your strength.”
TongSu wondered if the girl was Torilite, she sort of had
the look and they are incredibly strong and tough. She
thought of some of the antics she’d seen in the tribe they’d
run into on the way to Borlunth. That was on the far side of
this basin. He did with both of them, the pinch was pretty
painful but she could stand it long enough.
He then went thru powering down the remaining system.
As he did he said, “I’m sorry but we’re going to have to make
this quick this evening, we don’t get to tie up here for the
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sleep. I’ve got the bed on the left, why don’t you meet me
back there?”
She didn’t know if she was up for a quick three-way, but
she stepped over the patch hoses and went into the inner
cabin of the boat. She recognized the Hyathuum sonic block.
It was ancient and worn, several of the patching holes we
loose and re-plugged. There were chips and scrapes, but the
gear from Zhlindu was nearly indestructible and would last
centuries more.
Under it was a strong box of thick wood with crystal
reinforcement. She couldn’t see the lock from here and didn’t
want to look like she was investigating it. Instead she wanted
to look like she was waiting for Faran. “You know,” she said,
caressing his ass, “I wasn’t really looking for a quickie.”
“Well you can spend the sleep if you don’t mind being
fifty miles up the coast by dawn.”
She wondered if she could get Dorrick to bring the
balloon up after her. He could probably do it but then she
worried about weather. Besides that, how would she get word
to him? She thought she could probably convince this guy to
let her go and come back, but then worried that he could get
suspicious. “I’m sorry, I can’t do that either,” she said.
“We have to be going, we’re going to shove off in an
hour,” he did look a little distressed by that.
“Well, have a good time anyway,” she said, “and thanks
for the offer.”
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“You’re leaving?” he asked, squeezing her again, not as
hard this time, more sensuously and with his arms around her.
It was hard pulling out of arms like his, not because he
was forcing her, but because of her atavistic desire to feel this
flesh. Summoning a burst of willpower she said, “Sorry,” and
turned herself out of his grasp and began walking over the
stage and down the plank.
“Suit yourself,” he said and turned to the other girl who
was already waiting on the bed.
She got back to where the others were and found they
hadn’t left yet, they were still sitting with cups behind the
beach house looking at the streetcar line that was still pretty
long. Dessine was sitting with Dorrick, no doubt thinking she
had him for the sleep once again, Estry was back with
Gnoisahn, maybe forgetting that she was promised to the guy
who owned the field they parked in.
“I can’t believe you didn’t get picked,” Dorrick said.
“I got picked,” she said, “but decided not to stay.”
“Why? I could tell you were interested, it’s been quite a
while since you’ve had a ride like that.”
“He’s not built everywhere,” she said, “besides that
they’re pulling out in an hour so all he had to offer was a
quick three way, but the main reason I came back is I already
found out that the strongbox is still aboard.”
“So we know that much,” Gnoisahn said, “but we don’t
know what’s still in it.”
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“The lock and lid isn’t visible the way it sits, they may not
know it’s anything more than a stand for that amp.”
“They can’t be that dumb,” Gnoisahn said.
“They can too,” TongSu said, “they were dumb enough to
steal a boat and gear they barely know how to operate. I’m
really surprised the beachmaster didn’t believe you.”
“It could be because she lost it with him,” Dessine said.
Gnoisahn made a face but changed the subject, “By the
way, where’s Mrilelle?”
“She probably went back to the city by now,” TongSu
said. “She said she meant to socialize. As long as she gets
back to the airship by dawn it won’t matter.”
“That’s probably good. They saw us by the way, we better
split up again,” Gnoisahn said.
“Where’s Thassa?” TongSu asked.
“She went off with some guy almost an hour ago,”
Gnoisahn said, “as soon as the streetcars started showing up.
She promised to be back at the airship by dawn. When were
you planning on going back?”
“Right about now I guess,” TongSu said, “unless you
want to try working that strong box off of there while they’re
all hullabalooing in bed or something like that?”
“I don’t think we’d get away with that,” Gnoisahn said,
“we’d never move that Hyathuum quietly. Maybe if they
party so hard they pass out, but I bet they don’t, not if they
plan to sail in an hour. We need a better plan, a sea monster
maybe, I don’t know. I wish I had a plan.”
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“I plan Dawnsleep and Dorrick,” TongSu said, “If you
agree?” she asked him.
“Of course I agree,” he said, looking sheepishly at
Dessine.
She only smiled and said, “I’m going to have another
yellow and hit on a few more guys. I’ll see you all by dawn at
the latest.” She got up and headed back to the tap rail.
“Then lets catch a street car,” TongSu said. “We’ll
probably have to walk from the center of town.”
“We’ll meet you there,” Gnoisahn said, “We can’t be seen
together.” With that she lead Estry around the other side of
the building and she and Dorrick headed for the streetcar line.
They did walk all the way from the city center to the
balloon. She used the walk to enjoy his elbow as much as she
could. On the dark and quiet streets they had the chance to do
quite a bit more than that. “You know,” she said, “there sure
is a lot of sex around here, but in spite of that we seem to
wind up with each other a lot.”
“The thrill of someone new is offset by the need to
perform. We don’t have anything to prove to each other, we
can just lay back and enjoy.”
“But there is so much offered here.”
“I’m sure if we weren’t hanging around with a nude girl
boat band the amount on offer would be much more normal.
There’s a lot of things offered that we pass by every day. That
thrill is there any time...”
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“For you,” TongSu said.
“I’m sure it would be the other way around if it was an
all-boy naked boat band.”
“Maybe; if they were your size.”
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13. The Plan
Dorrick woke at first grey, chilly in spite of TongSu and a
thick quilt. There was dew on everything, he didn’t want to
go out into it but his bladder gave him no choice. He saw
Dessine was back and sleeping with some guy in the main
net. Estry was in the front alone, but they had still been awake
when he got back, Dessine had come in sometime when they
were asleep. Dessine was also awake and waved, getting only
a few fingers out of the quilt.
They could now see the beach where the show had been.
He didn’t get back into bed but put on a thicknit worker and
matching leggings. Most leggings here were leather and
decorative, but these from Bordzvek were more comfortable.
He could sit and look at the beach, it was actually to the
southwest of them and was already well enough lit to see that
the boat had pulled out.
He felt the balloon move as Dessine climbed over beside
him, she also noticed them gone and spoke softly, “Figures
they would do that since they saw us, that’s probably why
they decided to move away during dark rather entertain the
local women thru Dawnsleep.”
“Doesn’t sound like them,” Dorrick said, “they probably
all ganged up on their new vocalist. She seemed to have the
mileage for something like that,” he said. She chuckled once,
didn’t say more. “I hope you had a good sleep.”
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She chuckled once more, “Miss me already?” she asked
and put her arm around him.
“Hey, I like you and I want you to enjoy life.”
“Yeah, well it was fine, that’s Rakmil by the way. I have a
feeling he’ll sleep late.”
“You can tire a guy out you know,” Dorrick said.
She gave him a pseudo-wicked grin and chuckled once
more. They looked at the dawn a little more, he asked,
“What’s your place like?”
“You saw the three tip-outs on the boat right? Well mine
is the one on the right. Gnoisahn has the one in the back.”
“You don’t have a land home?”
“Not since the 105th,” she said. “I was never there so why
worry about it. I had an acre and a half so I got an aluminum
and six for it.”
“What was the house like?” he asked, for something to
talk about.
“I didn’t start calling it a house until I tried to sell it. I
called it a camp before that. I bought just the land, I piled
some rocks and dug some gravel to level a floor and planted
archwoods, one with a compost chamber. I was there about
twenty decades, but it was little more than a tent with an allin-one up in the fattest tree next to it at first.”
“And what you sold?”
“I had the floor of the upstairs, what is supposed to be the
actual house, planked in. I didn’t have the mats up and the
roof is more starter tarp than leafed in. There’s still some
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grafting to do, so of course the insulation isn’t in.”
She told him all about the place, it would be beautiful
when it was finished, but she wouldn’t be there. When she
sold it she was actually still living in the spot where the tent
had been, in what was slated to be storage deep in the lowerfloor barn. She had used most of what would be barn space,
but since she had a going farm at the time, most of it was
already in use. He detected a bit of nostalgia in her narration.
For sure she wanted to see the place when it was complete,
and she knew she was going to be disappointed in what the
new owner had done. She was still keeping her voice low, and
though TongSu rolled over, she wasn’t fully awake. As she
was doing that they spotted Mrilelle coming around the
farmhouse and up the path that lead to this field.
Just as Mrilelle walked up, there was a clatter of keda
claws behind her and a big long-legged tawny-striped ten
came around the farmhouse with Thassa on it, holding onto a
guy who was riding the spirited animal one-handed. He was a
bit of a viking, wearing a leather vest and leggings over a
thicknit tank. He had a long thick pony tail and beard, both
gathered in a polished wooden bead.
“It was really great,” he said as he pulled up and Thassa
jumped down, “and I hope you get your boat back.”
“Thanks,” she said, “thanks for everything, I mean it. If
we’re ever back this way I’ll look you up.”
“I’d welcome that,” he said. They gave each other a kiss
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and a feel, she petted the keda one time and then he wheeled
and rode off at a twine.
“I bet you’ve already had breakfast,” Mrilelle said as she
started up the ladder.
“You haven’t?” she asked.
“I thought I should get here early,” Mrilelle said. She was
still dressed only in that fur she had worn at the show, but no
one would think she felt warm.
“Yeah I guess it is dawn,” TongSu muttered as she sat up.
She was going to let the quilt drop, but as soon as she felt the
air she wrapped it around herself again. “I’m up,” TongSu
said loud enough for all of them to hear. “Is everybody here?
What’s this about breakfast?”
Estry said something to Thassa, but he couldn’t hear it.
Thassa replied, “It’s much more usual than that,” and began
climbing the ladder. Her weight didn’t effect their altitude, so
her balloon was probably straining her bonds with the dawn
approaching. The instinct of the wild tjareme is to rise at
dawn and dusk to the limit of their altitude to get more rays of
sunlight.
“Yo Estry,” TongSu shouted, no doubt noticing that also.
“What?”
“Squeeze the down bulb twice.”
“Morning,” Dessine said to TongSu.
“How long have you been back?”
“You were asleep, I’d guess it was about forty fifth hour.”
“And you’re up?”
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“I don’t have that home I was telling Dorrick about, I
lived on that boat, we’ll tie up somewhere and recoup once
this is over but right now we’re a little hyper, at least I am.”
“I was too hyper,” Thassa said, “I might have exploded,
I’m sorry I had to force a chill.”
“Don’t worry about it,” Dessine said. “How was your
evening?”
By now Thassa was at the top of the ladder and they had
only the length of the cargo net separating them, so they
weren’t quite shouting. Dessine went straight to her quilt and
wrapped in that. No doubt what she would like most about
breakfast was a fire. Thru all of this Rakmil snoozed on,
making Dorrick wonder if they should check for a pulse.
“Do we have enough on here for breakfast?” Dessine
asked.
“We might have enough to make the vicious pangs stand
down til we can find a nice brunch,” TongSu said.
“Let’s do that,” Thassa said. “I had breakfast but that
sport rider is a way better lay than he is a cook.”
“In that case I can have us over the lake in time for
morning ablutions.”
Rakmil was so hard to wake up that Dorrick worried that
he would have to carry him down the ladder. They had a drop
net, they could have used that, but he did regain
consciousness long enough to climb down.
While he was doing that, Gnoisahn came up the path with
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the farmer following. He was trying to convince her to stay
for breakfast at least, maybe more. She was trying to ignore
him politely. She waited while Rakmil finished his climb
down, giving the guy a quiet but firm lecture. Dorrick was
already down there unscrewing the anchors and heard that she
was telling him ‘never again, not a chance, be grateful I
stayed til now,’ and things to that effect. As soon as Rakmil
was off the ladder she was on it. She didn’t even say ‘hi’ to
him. The farmer stood at the bottom of the ladder with his
hands on his hips. Dorrick had the mooring lines free and the
balloon was starting to rise. “Sorry guy,” he said to the guy
before the ladder was out of reach.
With him on it the balloon stopped rising but started
drifting back toward the sweetnut tree. TongSu had made it to
the controls by now and swerved around it. The farmer
glowered at them as they drifted away.
They had already seen the boat by the time they saw a
town that might have a decent cook at it. The pocket eye was
working again and they could discover that there was no
actual floater tie-up in town. If a city the size of Efertad didn’t
have one, why would a town one tenth the size? At least the
town one tenth the size had the beach right on the main street
like many places in Knidola.
They anchored on the beach, right across from the place
they had brunch. It was a fish sear, and was probably the town
hot spot. This part of the shore was pretty heavily populated
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but not urban. There were a few small towns spread around a
wide bight in the lakeshore, but there was enough wild shore
between them that it was obvious they were not connected
into a single city by a streetcar and small businesses. There
were no places to pull up a cargo ship, they anchored off
shore and cargo was transferred with flatboats. There wasn’t
much, these communities were probably pretty self sufficient.
On the deck where they ate it no longer mattered that it
was outdoors, the sun was as warm as a fire would have been
by now and Mrilelle sat full in it, but in a thicknit worker.
There were plenty of fish and they were used in a dozen
different flavors and textures of fish cakes, as well as toasted,
breaded, fried and baked. There were four different species of
cottle shells done four different ways. There was lon, many
root vegetables in various didds, with a sauce much more
translucent than in the Highlands. They got a big table and
picked at it for an hour.
“We’ve got to come up with a way to get that boat back,”
Gnoisahn said. “I’m really sorry I haven’t thought of one, but
I admit, I’m out of ideas. We don’t have a good enough way
to prove our ownership.”
“We know they didn’t burn your file cabinet,” Estry
suggested, “Can we think of a way to get it off of there?”
“Well if it involves waiting for them all to be off the boat,
why wouldn’t we just sail the boat away?” Dessine asked.
“Good point,” Estry said. “So you think they’ll always
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leave someone on the boat?”
“They did the time I sang with them,” Mrilelle said.
“Honestly,” Estry said, “even if I only heard you talk I
would know you’re a much better singer than that former sex
worker and part time cleaning lady they’ve got now.”
“Oh that stung,” Thassa said.
“Sorry to her,” Estry said, “but she wasn’t very good.”
“It didn’t seem to matter that much,” Gnoisahn said, “they
were an easy crowd.”
“We probably should come back and play there,” Thassa
said, “maybe again a couple weeks later.”
“We don’t know what kind of crowd they get at noon and
dusk,” Gnoisahn said, “but I have no intention of giving that
piece of thub dung the pleasure.”
Dorrick was listening to them, but he had the pocket eye
now and was fumbling around trying to ask where the boat
band Nast’n was playing. There seemed to be quite a few boat
bands on the planet using that name. He asked again with ‘in
the Knidola Basin’ and found there were only three boat
bands using that name in the basin, one playing a long list of
gigs in the lower limeface, one playing a few shows along the
upper Knidola river in the Janek Basin, and one playing a gig
called the ‘North Lake Festival’ at Henzna. “Have any of you
heard of the ‘North Lake Festival’ at Henzna?”
“I have,” Gnoisahn said, “don’t tell me you’ve just found
they’re booked there?”
“They wrap up just before duskmeal, thirtieth hour,”
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Dorrick said.
“And when is that?” Gnoisahn asked.
“Voratainin.”
“Two weeks,” she said. “We’ve got all of Kivundeer and
half of Voratainin.”
By the time they were back in the air the boat was out of
sight, but they were pretty sure they would be continuing
north in as open water as they could find, never getting within
a mile of land. The southeast breeze continued and TongSu
kept her balloon as low as she could and still see both shores
of the lake. Dessine was clutching the scope again and
scanning the horizon continually.
TongSu and Gnoisahn were in the front net, Dorrick was
sitting with everyone else in the main net, but they were as
close to the front as they could get, so they could all be in the
same conversation. Mrilelle was telling all of them about her
plan for getting the boat back. “What I need to do is convince
them that I’ve reconsidered and would like a life of sailing to
the ends of the lake as their singer, even if I don’t get to be
their bedmates after the gigs. I need to convince them I still
want to be bedmates with them on the way to the next gig.”
“Do you think you can do that?” Thassa asked.
“I think I can. You heard who they’ve got singing for
them now, she sounds like a boy with his balls cut off. I’m
nowhere near as good as you at singing,” she said to
Gnoisahn, “not in clarity, power or precision, but I’m
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certainly closer to you than I am to her.”
There was no one here that was going to dispute that.
Dessine had the scope, she interrupted. “I’ve got them
again I think,” she said as she climbed skillfully thru the net.
Dorrick was surprised at how easily she had adapted to life in
the air, but she was proficient at everything physical.
Mrilelle took the scope, looked at it longer than before.
“Let’s get a little closer,” she said to TongSu. “That boat with
the blue sail with orange circle.” The blue sky and orange sun
mainsail, one of the most common and most competitively
priced mainsails in all sizes. It was available in dyed and
stitched versions from several manufacturers. Dessine was the
expert on all the rigging and fittings on their boat.
“So you don’t dismiss it?” Gnoisahn asked her.
“No, it’s still a ‘could be,’” Mrilelle said.
Dorrick wondered if Gnoisahn was used to being the
alpha in any situation and the fact that Mrilelle was not
intimidated by her was disconcerting.
They took a few minutes to get closer, they all took turns
with the scope, all were saying to get closer. Everyone in the
front net made the balloon tilt down, Dorrick and Estry went
to the back net leaving the five girls in front. He grabbed the
local pocket eye as he did. He was going to try and figure out
where the thieves could be headed, so he needed the maps
that had some names on them.
Estry was mystified by the Centorin comm, but Dorrick
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didn’t want to power it up unless absolutely necessary
because there was no replacement on this planet. He knew it
wouldn’t last very much longer just because it was off, but
any little bit helped. It was already three years beyond its
projected lifetime. The projector had already given out, as
well as the speaker and ringer. It could still establish a voice
channel and the inner speaker still worked, but there were few
on Centorin to talk with since Wild World was taken down.
The native device had a marble that one used as an
eyepiece, it was hard to get two people looking at it at once
that way. “How much do you know about this end of the
lake?” Dorrick asked him.
“I know it’s up here and I’ve seen it on a map. I never
memorized the map. I’m pretty sure that festival is right at the
northern tip of the lake.”
Dorrick had the map adjusted to all the lake north of
them. The city where the North Lake Festival would happen
was indeed at the very northwest point of the lake, and looked
bigger than the numbers indicated when he brought up a
detailed map. It was at the mouth of a river that came thru a
wide and fertile valley, there were wide avenues leading miles
in all directions, quite a few docks. The beach was out away
from the city like Efertad, but Henzna was four times as big
by the numbers, but looked ten times as big on the map. He
let Estry take a long look at it.
“I couldn’t find anyplace else they’re booked,” Dorrick
said, “but there are still a lot of places that have no presence
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on the Eye.”
“Even more so up here, I’m surprised it works in this
area.”
“Because we’re pretty high above the ground, we get a
connection much easier. This is connected to a tower in
Henzna, even though we’re still two hundred miles away. The
longer waves this uses bend around the curve of the planet
somewhat.”
Estry gave a ‘yeah whatever’ look, so Dorrick guessed he
had little background with the physics of the data system.
That wasn’t unusual, even in Bordzvek. They might use it,
but they knew nothing more about how it works than how to
operate the user interface.
For the next few minutes Dorrick looked up the detail
maps of the whole shoreline looking for boat band venues. He
looked at aerials of the ones he had seen from the ground, so
he would know what they looked like. About the only thing
common to them all was a large beach house, which might or
might not have apartment or hotel trees over it. About all he
learned is that he can scroll quickly over totally uninhabited
areas. He hoped they would stay on the east side of the lake.
They probably thought they would be harder to find there, but
now they knew OKangKhone was using a balloon.
He hoped the thieves didn’t remember seeing him at the
show. He thought it was unlikely, he was just a face in a
pretty big crowd, but they could very well be wary. If they
went back to the other side of the lake, it would be a lot
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harder to find them because there were plenty of big farms
and towns every few miles. TongSu was turning toward that
side and descending so they would be just over the trees once
they got over the shore. It was miles away but it would take
them less than fifteen minutes because they were now going
with the breeze. She could only be doing this because the
guys on the boat had spotted them. They were pretty close,
the boat was clearly visible to the naked eye, he could see the
mainsail and tent cover.
“You and TongSu seem quite close,” Estry said.
“We sometimes forget to get enough variety. It’s hard for
her in Elf country where she’s taller than many of the guys
and stronger them most of them.”
“Gnoisahn has confessed to the same problem,” he said,
“and it’s not an easy thing to change.”
“She’s contemplated moving to a Nordic or Troll area like
Elevnos or Quanwark,” Dorrick said.
“Both in the Zhlindu, and I’ve noticed she likes her yaag.”
“She does have a habit, but she’s not a slave to it.”
“What about in Bordzvek?” Estry asked, “Are the men
her size there?”
“Tall enough is common, but her strength is hard to
match. Of the men on our farm, only one more can match her,
the other two can’t match her left arm.”
“Does she get enough?”
“It’s different there. Variety is scheduled, like an
appointment. You have an itinerary, quite often it is a swap of
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couples, we did that a lot. Now it’s all arranged over the Eye
and very few new variety relationships are initiated in the
pubs. The pubs and plaza’s are quite proper, you often go
with people from the office or farm in stylish clothes. The
music is poppy and too sweet. The décor is all fit and finished
and polished. It’s just not like here at all.”
“So you scheduled enough?”
“We had a couple couples that we saw, TongSu was
friendly with two of the guys on the farm, I had a couple
friends in the city. We had adapted to life there pretty well.”
He wondered if he should try and tell him what extra-marital
sex was like in Centorin society. The Alpha has the legal right
to take the life of anyone having relations with any women in
his household, whether it was consensual or not. If it was
consensual, he also has the legal right to take her life.
He could no longer support the Centorin system could he?
It might be nice to have a law enforcement agency to get the
boat back for them. It might be nice to be able to take action
on their own. Dorrick was relatively certain he knew how to
take down their big guy, in spite of his muscles, in a
preemptive strike. The other two he felt he could deal with at
his leisure unless they were armed. Of course they would be
if there was no Instinct, like Centorin, everyone would be
carrying all the firepower they could afford.
Landless women got plenty of variety, but little of it was
really consensual. If it was guys they knew they might give
them time to get ready, but single women really don’t have
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the right to refuse. The polite guys will give them a few
credits when they leave. The only thing that saves many of
them is that they are not attractive enough to attract men. Any
attractive girls that somehow manage to reach puberty among
the landless are taken into the harems of the Alphas. If their
families sell them willingly, they are paid handsomely. If they
refuse to sell, the girls are taken and the families are not
compensated for any damage that happens in the raid. Family
members who attempt to defend them are blasted and if they
don’t survive, or if they need care, that’s their problem.
“You were worried that TongSu wasn’t getting enough
here,” Estry said, snapping him back to the present and a
much more easy-going society.
“It’s been a comedy of errors for her.”
“I intend to have all of them before we’re done,” Estry
said. “They’re all superb women, even Thassa.”
“She looks like a Highland girl.”
“We didn’t talk about it, but I suspect a lot of her look has
been added. She and Dessine talked about body pills in depth
and I got the feeling Thassa was the authority.”
“That’s fine, the result is quite attractive,” Dorrick said.
“She’s high strung though. She doesn’t do anything wrong
but you can feel it in her body when you hold her or make
love with her.”
“I haven’t had the pleasure.”
“You probably will, if you want, I can tell you she would
say yes.”
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“In the mood she’s in now.”
“Yeah, I only met her when you did, when we picked her
up.”
“So who are you missing?” Dorrick asked.
“Mrilelle,” he said. He was too quick with that.
Dorrick knew there was something more, and the only
one he could possibly be afraid to mention would be TongSu.
It would serve him right if she strayed, he’d been way too
attentive to Mrilelle. He tried not to show it, but his eyes
followed her of their own volition any time she was in sight.
He wondered if he should talk about that or stick to what
Estry was willing to say. “But you’ve had her before.”
“She doesn’t seem to want more.”
“You’ve been busy with Gnoisahn,” Dorrick said. “It
seems like you two are already into something that might last
beyond this adventure.”
“I’ve got a house and garden to get back to, she’s got a
life touring on that boat to get back to. I feel privileged that
we’ve hit it off so well while this is happening, but I have no
illusion that it can continue after.”
It was then that Mrilelle came into the net. She had only
an open half-jacket on now, it was halfway to lunch time
already. “I understand you have the pocket eye,” she said to
Dorrick.
“Yeah,” he admitted.
“If I could use it, I think I know how to message Nast’n.”
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14. Let Go
TongSu watched Dorrick head to the back net, noticed
that he had both pocket eyes. She wondered what he was
going to do with them. Estry joined him so now there were
only five in the front net. She still wasn’t level, but if she
chased any from the front, they would all go and then she
wouldn’t be part of this any more. If they were in adjacent
nets as they were a few minutes ago, it would be a little better
also. TongSu moved as close to the back of the net as the
control stalk would let her.
“I wonder where our sail is?” Thassa said. “It’s no good to
anyone else.”
“Probably stuffed in one of the crew’s cabins,” Gnoisahn
said. “If they could have sold it I’m sure they would.”
“I’m guessing it has your name on it?” TongSu asked.
“It’s got our name in six foot sigils and the words, ‘All
nude,’ in sigils three feet high,” Dessine told her.
They were getting close enough to the boat that they must
be very obvious in the sky, even though they were quite low.
Mrilelle had the scope again when she said, “It’s them, I
recognize Tarnoi. He’s naked and there’s no mistaking him
when he is.”
“Let me see,” Thassa said. She took the scope, looked at
the boat below, “Yeah that’s him, and there’s Faran, there’s no
mistaking him either.”
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Gnoisahn took the scope, “Yeah, that’s them and they’ve
seen the balloon. They’re getting out a scope, our navigation
scope. They’ve seen us for sure. They might not be able to see
Mrilelle right now, but they surely recognize us.”
“That’s a complication,” TongSu said.
“Too bad you don’t have a sedan on this with a scope that
peeks thru a window,” Thassa said.
“And a steam turbine with four props and staterooms?”
TongSu asked.
“In the Energy Age they did,” Thassa said. TongSu had
heard they had teams of men pedaling the props. Technology
changed rapidly during the Energy Age, but even so she
couldn’t see fire on a hydrogen filled balloon, not on hers
anyway.
Mrilelle had snuck behind the cargo pods and kept her
face out of their sight. Her body was great but almost
indistinguishable from Gnoisahn’s without a face to go with
it. She went back thru all the cargo and into the back net with
the guys. Maybe she planned to put on a show that would
distract them.
“Now that we have them in sight, we can’t lose them can
we?”
“We can track them all thru the light, but I can’t fly thru
the dark,” TongSu said, “while they can sail. We’ll have to
find them again with the dawn if it goes that far. If they have
the money to buy another new mainsail and tentcloth
somewhere during the dark, we might miss them.”
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“They’re probably going to try and get a gig for
darkmeal,” Thassa said. “We need to go ahead to a big party
spot with bonfire pits on the beach.”
“If they didn’t recognize Mrilelle with us,” Gnoisahn said,
“she could show up and ask to sing with them again.”
“What good would that do?” Thassa asked, “other than
earn them a bigger gate?”
“If she could get our file cabinet off the boat, we might
have a chance of proving our claim,” Gnoisahn said.
TongSu turned the balloon around and toward the western
shore of the lake, then brought the balloon north and then
along the coast but well away from the lake. She kept low so
they were in the ground clutter and the guys on the boat
couldn’t see them. The coast was settled here, but not heavily,
big farms and clans.
Not long after lunch they were already nearing the north
end of the lake, where it was at its widest and the shores were
least steep. Dessine and Thassa had gone back to the main net
with the scope, Gnoisahn was with her in the front net. “That
grey over there is the far shore,” TongSu said, “it looks like
Henzna is actually in sight but we’re too far away to see.”
“We got way ahead of them,” Gnoisahn said, “They will
be lucky to make it here by next week.”
“The wind was very favorable, we were doing twenty five
knots ground speed for awhile. A hundred miles went by
since we saw them. Don’t forget it’s another hundred to
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Henzna.”
“It’s easy to forget that up here. Things so far away look
so close from here.”
“That’s one of the things I like about flying. It extends
your reach, it makes you bigger,” TongSu said.
“I see what you mean.”
Mrilelle came forward just then. She stopped in the main
net with Dessine and Thassa for a few minutes and then came
forward. TongSu was glad the others didn’t pile in with her.
“Dorrick wasn’t able to find anywhere they are playing
other than the north lake festival, but I was able to message
the Eye you have on the boat to get in touch with them. I told
them I had taken a lakerunner to Fzahtzneel and could meet
them there.”
TongSu had to pull her maps to find Fzahtzneel. It was
about forty miles east of Henzna on the northeast corner of
the lake. It was smaller than Efertad, maybe even less than a
hundred thousand urban.
“Do you think you can get me there by Noonmeal?”
Mrilelle asked.
“So they want you to sing for them?”
“If they get the message I’m pretty sure they will. I’m
sure they don’t want to go to the Northlake Festival with that
angry cat they got singing for them now.”
“I don’t blame them,” TongSu said.
“How will we communicate?” Gnoisahn asked.
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“I don’t know if they’ll let me use the Eye. They want me
singing, but I know they won’t trust me. I don’t think they
trust the other girl either. I should try to get to you when we
get to Henzna.”
“We need to agree on a meeting place,” Gnoisahn said.
“That’s going to be pretty hard when we don’t know what
the place looks like.”
“Do we have time to fly over it at least?”
“I’m not sure we have time to get to Fzahtzneel, much
less come in from a side where they won’t see us over the
lake.”
“We probably have most of Noonsleep,” Mrilelle said,
“they must have stopped and argued after we saw them
because Dorrick was able to find out they are still a hundred
and seventeen miles from the tower in Henzna.”
“I’m surprised the Eye on your boat can see that far.”
“Its receptor is at the top of the mast, we can get service
from the Rahlkar tower all the way up to and beyond Prairie
Island.”
“We’re still sixty miles from Henzna,” TongSu said, “that
will take us three hours the way the wind is blowing, and then
it will take us four to get over to Fzahtzneel if this weather
holds. There’s quite a few puffballs, we may get tall clouds
this week, if we do we stake the balloon out in a field that just
fits her with plenty of tall trees around it.”
“We’ve got eight hours, that gets us to Fzahtzneel by forty
third.”
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“And when do you expect them?”
“Before dark,” Mrilelle said. “I bet they never bought a
spinnaker so they’ll be figuring out how to do a boom run for
most of the rest of the day.”
“If they’re a hundred and seventeen from Henzna,”
TongSu said, consulting the map, “They’re at most a hundred
and ten from Fzahtzneel. With this wind they should make it
in ten hours at most.”
“With a spinnaker,” Mrilelle said, “I assume your
spinnaker is similar to your main?” she asked Gnoisahn.
“It just has our name, but it’s in the same Kortrax band
font. They were a set. We’ve got a jib also, but we only use it
alone in rough weather. It’s just the background orange with
no markings.”
“So even if they’re sailing on main alone they can’t take
more than twenty hours.”
“That’s lunch time tomorrow,” Mrilelle said, “and I think
they’ll do even worse than that. They’ll probably tack
because they don’t know how to run with just a main.”
“If they’re that bad they’ll never be able to get the boat
back down the lake,” TongSu said.
“They’d have to wait for backweather,” Gnoisahn said,
“but I don’t intend to give them a chance to worry about
that.”
“Seven hours is way less than twenty,” Mrilelle said.
When they reached Henzna, she thought it was bigger in
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real life than it was on paper. She would have said a million,
maybe two, but the atlas said four hundred thousand. The lots
in the plots were a little big, so maybe a lot of the people that
looked urban were really rural and grew more than they ate.
The plots were pretty lush. This was the biggest river flowing
into the lake, the Traguzar. Any water traffic from Bordzvek,
Traguzar, Platicivetre or any of the basins beyond came down
this river. As they flew over it they could see that the traffic
was heavy.
It was a five mile road from the city’s center to the beach,
it was straight and wide with two lines of trees separating
keda traffic from human. There were dozens of streetcars and
hundreds of people running out to meet them. This was where
she turned into the breeze and it took her just over half an
hour to get there. The good news was, it was on the way to
Fzahtzneel.
The grounds where the festival would be held were now a
flurry of activity. Plank-built booths were being set up. A row
of all-in-ones was being planted in the sand to each side. A
big windwheel was being set up and a big bladder pool was
being filled to store the compressed air. There was an
auxiliary sound system being set up, speakers facing out
farther down the beach. People were setting up camps all thru
the dunes for a mile in both directions. A lot of them cheered
the airship and lifted cups or sparked bongs. It was still a
week til the festival really got going. These early arrivals
were likely to be comatose by then.
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“We need a place where they won’t see us meet,”
Gnoisahn said.
“I’d have to shake them,” she said.
“That might not be easy,” Gnoisahn said, “especially if
they’re suspicious of you. Even if they’re not, they won’t
want to get separated.”
“They aren’t going to follow me into the toilet.”
“Then we’ll have to meet there,” Gnoisahn said.
“It’s just a row of all-in-ones,”
“They’re big, we can all squeeze in.”
“That’s crazy,” Mrilelle said.
Gnoisahn turned toward her, “So then what’s your plan?”
“I’ll find a way to slip away.”
“It will make them suspicious,” Gnoisahn said, “this
won’t. When?”
“Before they go on, say twenty second hour of
Afternoonday.”
“Get a message out sooner if you can get to the Eye, you
know TongSu’s alias right?”
“SouthSideDO’She,” Mrilelle recited. The pocket eye was
actually Dorrick’s and he had installed that address.
They made the trip to Fzahtzneel in well under four hours.
On the way Mrilelle got a return message from Nast’n.
Mrilelle We would be honored if you would sing for us, but we have
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been warned that there is a group of people who are trying to
steal our boat. Because of that we will not be docking in
Fzahtzneel. If you mean to join us in good faith, please come
out to the beach at least five miles beyond the last settlement
of the city. The beach is wild out there. We would like you to
come alone, but we understand that an unarmed woman
might be reluctant to come that far into the wilds. We will allow
you to bring one escort with you, but your escort will not be
boarding the boat with us.
We will be reaching that area early in Afternoonday. We will
have one day to practice on the way to Henzna. If we suspect
anything, we will stay off shore and you will lose your
opportunity to perform at the North Lake Festival. I’m sorry we
have to take these precautions but Lystrin, the owner of the
last venue where we played, warned us that the people trying
to steal our boat are vicious and will do anything the Instinct
allows to harm us.
We look forward to meeting you again and working with you
again this coming Afternoonday.
- Faran

“That gives us time for a late Noonmeal on the beach
when you drop us off,” Mrilelle said.
“Us?” TongSu asked.
“I certainly won’t spend the sleep on a beach in a
wilderness alone,” Mrilelle said. I know this isn’t the most
dangerous countryside in the world but I’m still not falling
asleep alone out there.”
“I wouldn’t want you to.” Gnoisahn said, “I suppose I can
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give up Estry for one sleep.”
“He knows one of them, Faran, that’s what made him
suspicious of them playing from your boat,” Mrilelle said.
“So it has to be Dorrick,” TongSu said, probably making
her concern more obvious than she meant to.
“I’ll stay off of him if you want,” she told TongSu.
“No, don’t be silly. You’re not as rough on him as Dessine
is.” Gnoisahn got a chuckle out of that. “Have fun and don’t
get hurt.”
“He worries about you, he’s told me already.”
“We’re in Wood Elf country,” TongSu said, “I’m at a
disadvantage.”
“You sure this is good?” TongSu asked Mrilelle once
they were a few miles past the town.
“It’s about as far from habitation as you can get around
here. I’ve got to assume they’re going to sail all the way up
this coast, they expect me to be walking the beach from
Fzahtzneel and they’re sailing from the south.”
She was bringing the balloon down over one of the most
beautiful stretches of deserted beach she had ever seen. Inland
there was open forest of archwood and clawleaf, the sand was
soft and smooth and lying in unbroken curves to the horizon,
even from the air. The beach was wide enough that the
hundred and thirty foot balloon had no danger of hitting the
trees on the way down no matter which way the wind curled.
It was just after 40th hour and the tide was nearly full. Still she
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staked the balloon as close to the water as possible so their
tracks would be covered as much as possible, the tide lagged
Kortrax by a few hours simply due to the momentum of the
water sliding northwestward in the lake.
“I don’t think they’ve got the skills to sail in this,” Thassa
said as the balloon rocked and swayed in the fidgety breeze
down here near the water.
“It’s a little better off shore,” TongSu said. “What have
you got for a scope on that thing?”
“Oh it’s a good one,” Gnoisahn said, “it zooms to a
hundred times and it’s got a four inch collector with a gimbal
mount. They’ll probably stay a couple miles out where the
breeze is light and steady and scan the beach with that.”
TongSu said, “We’ll have noonmeal and we’ll be off long
before they get here.”
All they were having was some brined karga slices on
waybread with a bag of fruit on the side. They didn’t want to
leave a campfire. Since Dorrick would be away from her for
as much as a day, Dessine was all over him as much as she
could be during the meal, which they ate sitting on the sand in
a circle around Estry’s skin of blue. TongSu was afraid
Dessine was going to ask for a shot of semen before he left
but she refrained, no doubt knowing that he was going to
need all he had for a sleep on this wild beach with Mrilelle.
Back at Kalakmeel House, or even at the farm in
Bordzvek, she didn’t worry about it. Even though these Elves
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were robust, this was still Elf country and almost half the
guys were intimidated by her. The only other male with them
was Estry and the thieves knew him. They knew he would
know there was no way this was their boat. That was why
Dorrick had to play the part of the boyfriend, and she was
confident he could play that part with feeling. She was
genuinely worried Mrilelle might stir his hormones more than
she did these days.
Still, she wished the Elf girls wouldn’t chase after him so
much, even Thassa wanted a piece of him, though she wasn’t
pushing. Those girls could land the guys that were scared of
her, well maybe. Neither Gnoisahn or Dessine would be
attracted to a mini-man either. So Gnoisahn had Estry, who
had a little of Thassa on the side, while Dessine and Mrilelle
took all they could get of Dorrick. She was going to insist that
the next sleep, Dusksleep, was hers. After that would be the
North Lake Festival and this would end one way or the other.
“We should walk east,” Dorrick said, “so it will look like
we walked out from town.”
“Yeah, you want to get at least a mile away from here,”
Dessine said.
They could see that easily down this beach. “The tide will
come in a little more and wash over some of our tracks, from
a mile away it will look like a herd of lenta came down to the
shore here.”
At least Dorrick hugged her warmly before he left while
he did he said softly, “I’m not seeing enough of you lately.”
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“Dusksleep,” she said.
“That’s a plan,” he said, before he turned and walked up
the beach with Mrilelle.
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15. Walking the Beach
Dorrick and Mrilelle had walked up the beach only a few
hundred yards by the time the balloon lifted. For some reason
he was afraid to get too close to Mrilelle until they were out
of sight. It was probably silly, just him thinking like a
Centorin after eight years on this planet. He was worried it
was more than that. What he felt for Mrilelle felt illicit
because it was more than bodily lust, at least more than the
simple lust he felt about variety in Bordzvek. Extreme lust he
could understand, Mrilelle had a perfect face and figure and
the grace that went with it. She was not flamboyant and
raunchy, just beautiful and sexy.
Once the balloon was pulling away, he was more
comfortable with Mrilelle and she noticed right away, “You
didn’t want TongSu to be hurt by our affection?”
“I haven’t been seeing enough of her lately, we just made
plans for Dusksleep.”
“Meaning we’ll have to make the most of Noonsleep.”
She touched him to emphasize that, he reacted.
He took the jams off and wrapped them in her skirt with
the rest of their gear, but did not encourage her to keep
petting him by keeping his own hands out of her sex. “Unless
they do show up today,” Dorrick said.
“They’ll be lucky if they can sail that thing to Henzna for
the festival, Mrilelle said. “They had quite the time getting it
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two and a half miles down the beach and to the shore in the
right place when I was with them.”
“They might have hired a crew.”
“Not with two-iron gigs they’re not.”
“That’s true,” he said, really distracted by the curves of
her body against his.
This woman was too enticing, that was his biggest
problem. During the two thousand years this basin of Elves
had been isolated from all others, these Elves grew a little
bigger and huskier than their brethren to the west of the
Ttharmine, and on Mrilelle the results were nothing short of
spectacular.
“This is something totally different for me,” Mrilelle said,
looking around. She was still pressed close with her arm
around his waist, staying in step with him though her hip was
inches lower. She might have a bit of Dwarf in her because
her legs were a bit short.
“What?” Dorrick asked.
“The solitude. I’ve lived all my life in the same place, at
least as far as I can remember, and that’s the Knidola coast.
Now that the balloon is out of sight we could be the only
people on this whole planet.” He wondered how much coast
the city had, his best guess from looking at the map was three
hundred forty seven miles of urban shoreline in the
contiguous urban area. That urban area took up only a tenth
of the shoreline of this lake, but all of the shores of the nine
smaller lakes down the lockway.
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He looked around, he couldn’t see any sign of human
presence, not a sail on the lake or a floater in the sky, not a
footprint anywhere in the sand but theirs and various lento’s
coming to the lake to drink. “It never ceases to amaze me that
the most heavily populated planet in human space seems by
far the most wild.”
“You would know,” she said. “You’re the one who’s been
on four planets. Do any of them have sunny beaches like
this?”
“The major nations of Earth all do, and many of the
minor, no planet has oceans like Earth. There could be a
million miles of beach there. I’ve heard that Naiho has great
beaches, but I never got near them. The best ones are in the
war zones.”
“I would think this beach would be one conquerors would
fight over.”
It was beautiful. The lake was north and south, the tides
weren’t massive, but they were noticeable and the gentle
slope made it move a long way. It was coming in and would
soon be up to the high water mark, marked mainly by
driftwood, there was little free-floating seaweed in the lake
and very few shells, making the sand very pure. Lacy, bright
green shaftwoods came right to the sand. The sand was
gleaming gold and silver, shimmering rainbows as the water
ran off it.
“Conquerors fight over people actually, not land. The land
just comes with them. To me this beach is priceless, I can
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hardly believe that on a planet with forty billion people, this
is uninhabited.”
“The soil is sandy,” she swept her arm at the vast expanse
of sand around them, “and not very fertile. Where there are
rivers coming in there’s more fertile soil and some towns. I’m
sure people hike out here now and then, camp and fish, we
might even see someone.”
He didn’t see anyone around. The balloon was already out
of sight beyond the shaftwoods. His hand had a hard time
staying on her waist, but explored her hip and ass, enjoying
the life in her stride. Her hand on him, doing likewise, was
making him respond. “It’s still pretty amazing that this is here
and it’s all ours.”
Her hand went up over his chest, meaning that she wanted
likewise. “And getting flown in to it makes me feel like a
celebrity.”
“You wouldn’t have this privacy if you a celebrity,” he
said. She had the most incredible curves, but then so did
TongSu.
Unlike TongSu, who loved to enjoy kneading for hours,
Mrilelle soon wanted to move on. “Come on, lets put that
privacy to good use,” she said and pulled him down on top of
her.
They were laying where the spray was just reaching their
feet. It had come up the beach another foot while they sated
themselves. “So what prompted that?” Dorrick asked.
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“We’re here, it’s beautiful and why not?”
“I guess sex is more casual here than it is in Bordzvek,”
where it is a thousand times more casual than in a Centorin
whore house right outside a military base.
“Probably, I would expect so. I’ve heard they’re pretty
uptight about everything there.”
“Some are, not everyone. They’re an Energy Age society
with tubes all over the city and elevators in most buildings,
big conveyors moving cargo from the docks like on Centorin,
only they have some conveyors that have been in use since
before Centorin was settled. Lots of people work two days a
week, they’re very career oriented there.”
They were both up on their elbows, not the most
comfortable position, “We should have brought beach chairs,”
she said.
“I’ll dig us a couple,” Dorrick said, and began scooping
sand with his hands a little farther up the beach where they
would stay dry. He heaped sand from both directions to make
backrests, then scooped little pockets for ankles.
“Do you do this kind of thing for TongSu?”
“No, I do things for her like flying her back across Hell to
get her kidney re-grown.”
“Uh.”
“That was right after almost getting asphyxiated fighting a
couple blikes that were up in the tree the dactyl had dropped
her in.”
“I will admit, compared to that, digging this lounge really
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isn’t much, but it’s still a really nice thing to do. Even this
little thing makes me feel cared for.”
“Well thanks,” he said, a little embarrassed. Instead of
blushing, he waded out far enough to rinse off his hands, then
settled into the right side.
She settled into the left, “I’m glad you didn’t make it too
wide,” she said, cuddling up to him.
“You’re too desirable for that,” he said.
“How would TongSu take to us?” she asked.
“Is there an ‘us’ already?”
“If we saw each other now and then while you’re here, in
Knidola I mean. I don’t mean leave her for me, I mean is she
alright with me on your variety list?”
“She’s been different while she’s been regrowing that
kidney. She likes the Bordzvek version of variety now, she’s
afraid I’ll care for you too much, and not without reason.
You’re amazing and I’m enthralled. I’m proud that you find
me acceptable.”
“Oh you are, and you’re here. Half the guys I meet are
acceptable. I admit, I get many invitations and I accept about
half of them. You’re well beyond merely acceptable, you’re
fine. A little less leg and you’d be close enough to perfect. No
complaints at all.”
“Well thanks. I really appreciate this. I’m honored that
I’ve had the opportunity once again.” He was a little ashamed
he enjoyed it as much as he did. This was their third time,
they could still claim ‘new to each other’ but not first timers
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or just met. Maybe Bordzvek was more like Centorin than he
thought. Variety there was a lot more formal and there was no
mistaking that variety was all it was. It was still fun and still
an adventure, but it never interfered with home life. Usually
another couple came over for dinner and took turns with each
other. It got as exciting as, ‘We’ve been playing under the
table so we claim the bedroom first, you can leave us the
dishes and find some dreamy music to put on.’
“Ah, please, don’t get like that,” she said. “It was a good
time and place, why not?”
“Perhaps I’m reading too much into it.” He was thinking
too much of it, what was he seeing or smelling in her that was
distracting him so much from TongSu?
“What about Centorin, how casual is it there?”
“Not at all,” he said. “There it is all about reproduction,
which male owns the woman’s womb, who owns the child.”
“But you are no longer ephemeral?”
“The poor are, but it is the rich who are most concerned
with ownership of the womb and who has sex with whom.
Among the moderately poor, those who can afford birth
control, sex is usually paid, the male pays the female. A good
meal for a blow job, a week’s worth of groceries for an allnight.”
“What about the women who are not professionals?”
“Women who can’t afford birth control can’t dare have
sex for fear they might get pregnant, if they do, they have a
fifty fifty chance of survival.”
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“So there is no Sterility Plague there either?” she asked.
“No, that would free the poorest women to compete with
the professionals in the sex trade.”
“So sex is a really big deal there?”
“It is the biggest deal there is, especially when an Alpha
chooses a firstwife. But it is always a big deal. It’s the
Reproduction vs. Recreation difference.”
“Sex is more than recreation here,” Mrilelle told him.
“The Species Immunity Complex uses your partner’s genetic
material to check for errors in your own. It also causes genes
to migrate from person to person so we continue to evolve
even though each individual is eternal. Without sex we can’t
evolve. As we evolve, we gradually pick up traits that are
most common in our partners.”
“Yes, I’ve heard that before.”
“That’s why we pick partners that appeal to us, because
we will be more like them over time. It’s about as slow as
evolution among ephemerals so we don’t change that fast.”
“You don’t want to change,” he said.
“I will change, we will continue to improve because
people keep buying enhancements. No one is born hideous
any more because anyone who is has to get it fixed before
people will mate with them. If I didn’t evolve with them in a
few dozen centuries I’d be a throwback to an olden time. But
compared to Centorin, we must seem very casual.”
“I’ve been here, and by ‘here’ I mean on this planet, for
more than a decade. Basins vary a little, but it is just about as
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casual in all of them. It’s raunchier in Borlunth and deviant in
Trenst, more like Centorin in certain parts of Zil, more formal
in Bordzvek, but everywhere just as casual. Centorin thinks
that Kassidor all about sex, they don’t understand the truth at
all, Kassidor is so much less about sex.”
“It’s not about power and control here,” she said, “at least
most of the time. It’s enjoyable and important, it’s
participation in humanity.”
They were silent for awhile, staring at the water with their
arms around each other, leaning on each other. “What’s the
chances they’ll show?” Dorrick asked.
“Pppp, I haven’t a clue. I’d say we got ourselves a fine
Noonsleep to spend together on this fine beach where we
know no one else is going to bother us.”
“How late are you willing to wait?”
“Til dark if we have to.”
“We don’t have any food or enough water or enough
yaag.”
“TongSu will have to come back and re-supply us
tomorrow, you’ll have to summon her with that pocket-eye.”
The Centorin comm had to go via satellite to the gatehead,
thru the wormhole to Centorin, get patched into the Kassikan
and then back thru the wormhole to Kassidor’s suntower
system, where it is re-transmitted tower by tower a third of
the way around the planet, before it can reach the pocket eye
in TongSu’s possession. “But really, they don’t have any real
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chance at playing in that festival if they don’t get here by
breakfast.”
“They would see the balloon flying in if they’re within
fifty miles of us. Seriously, what are we doing for food?”
“We could do some sandfish, or do you think you could
get a beachcomber with that knife?”
“We couldn’t eat one.” They are slow moving filter
feeders that weigh close to a hundred pounds. They have been
in Bordzvek since locks from the Great Canal of the Republic
reached this basin back around the time Troy fell to the
Greeks.
“Then we’ll have to poke around for some sandfish when
we get hungry. We’ve got nothing to steam any shells in, so
they won’t do us any good. There’s probably some berries or
something inland that we might find.” She was looking out to
sea. She asked, “What do you think of this basin so far?”
“The women are beautiful and hot, the yaag is great and
flows freely, the scenery ranges from pretty to spectacular, the
food is great, but mostly the women are beautiful and hot.”
“By ‘hot’ do you mean ‘horny’?”
“More like ‘sexy,’ it is definitely a positive expression.”
“Unique to Bordzvek?”
“I’m not sure, maybe unique to Centorin. I didn’t know it
was unique until now.” He often forgot that Kassidorian’s
almost never euphemised, but Bordzvek was the place where
it was most common.
“So you like the women here?”
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“I’ve been with you and Dessine so far and enjoyed it a
lot. She’s a little too energetic but you’re just right.”
“She could be just working off some of the frustration of
having the boat stolen.”
“That’s true,” he said.
“You go on vacations for variety?” she asked.
“We always engage while on vacation, but that isn’t the
reason we travel. Although if I knew what I was going to
experience when I got here I would have added it to the
reasons for picking this basin.”
“I’m glad you’re having a good time.”
“I hope you are?”
“Yes,” she said, “and I think it’s important that we take
action against thieves. This evening has been fun. I like
meeting people and getting to know them intimately. It’s
always been a thrill for me. Even if I don’t wind up liking
them, just meeting them and getting onto them is a thrill.”
“Do you have regrets about bad genes you might have
inherited?”
“One time with someone isn’t going to make a gene
transfer, you have to be with someone at least a hundred times
before you’ll pick up anything that isn’t contagious.”
“So you haven’t passed me any of your beauty yet.”
“You have enough of your own to get by,” she said. She
took the bag made out of her wrapskirt. and put it behind her
head. “One of these skins has yaag I hope.”
“We in Bordzvek still understand the vine,” he said, “two
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of them do.”
“Ah, you do understand.” She said and fished in the bag.
“The ones with the colorful skins I bet.”
“Of course.”
They settled against each other and passed the yaag back
and forth a couple times. “You know the highest Alpha on
Centorin can’t find a better way to spend an evening than
this.”
“Power isn’t everything. I’ve seen the movies, I know
they can command packs of women as lush as me, but they
can’t buy themselves as much affection as I have for you.”
“Why should you have any special affection for me if we
are just participating in evolution together?” Dorrick asked.
“Why not?” she asked. “You’ve been fine, you’re on a
heroic mission, you’re good looking, you’re gentle and
considerate. I have no respect for Centorin, their Alphas, their
power, their might, their dominance. I’m much more
impressed with guys like you, calm and considerate and
affectionate. Not dominating, that’s the key, the opposite of
Centorin.”
“But I am Centorin.”
She laughed once, said, “You have the legs and the chin,
but you don’t have any of the meanness.”
She should have been there the night the Caribe tried to
overwhelm their camp with numbers and their point five
megawatt fusion cell strained to keep up with the demands of
their blasters. “You mean you don’t believe it?”
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She laughed again, “Oh I guess I do. It’s hard, you’re not
like in the movies.”
After a pause while she stared at the empty horizon he
asked, “You sure you want to do this?” Why did he fear for
her? They couldn’t hurt her even if they found out she was a
mole. They could drive her out but they couldn’t hurt her.
“Oh yeah, they pissed me off. I saved their gig and they
didn’t want me for the sleep.”
“I’m sure they figured you had better things to do than
them.”
“They were ready at the first beach where I met them. I
must not have been good enough for the sleep.”
“I’m sure it wasn’t that, I was more than satisfied. I’m
still in awe.” He put his arm around her shoulders.
She gave a single laugh, “Well they weren’t.”
“You wanted them instead of Estry?”
“I didn’t know Estry at the time, I know he’s a much
better catch now, and I’ll be looking him up seriously once
this all settles down, if he doesn’t stay with Gnoisahn that is.
He lives kind of far, but it’s still only two pennies each way
on the street car and less than two hours including the waits.
No, I was just miffed that I did a show for them and didn’t get
the sleep. Honestly, there weren’t any better bodies there...”
“The laws of physics don’t allow it,” Dorrick interjected.
“...that evening. And I’m not perfect either, my shoulders
are skinny.”
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“Tend a lot of vines above your head and that will
change.”
“Good idea,” she said, “I could make my trellises higher.
I’d get more pods and beans and have more room underneath
for some fairy thesh or something.”
“You grow your own?”
“I don’t still it, I give the pods to a neighbor in return for a
couple barrels. Small barrels. They’re about seventy pounds
but I can get them up on the stand I’ve got right outside the
kitchen door on the porch.”
“Sounds like fun,” he said.
“What’s your life like?” she asked.
While they waited he talked of their luxurious
underground farmhouse and its tenants, about a hundred
twenty miles south of Bordzvek Harbor. That got them onto
the ‘Wild World’ series, what happened to Honshu and how
stupid they were to enter the East Basin.
After awhile they walked a little farther along the beach,
mostly so they could splash in the water and stay cool, the
noon was starting to get hot.
“Where do you think we should sleep?” he asked when
they were walking along the sand, arms around each other.
“Right here on the sand,” she said, and lay down just out
of the water, “so they can see us if they come up during
Noonsleep.”
“What do you think the chances are?”
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“They way they sail, I’ll be surprised if they get here
during the sleep.”
He lay down beside her, “I wish we had something to put
over the sand,” he said.
“We can use my wrapskit and your jams to keep the sand
out of our faces at least.” She mounded up some sand for a
pillow, he did likewise. He lay against her with his arm over
her, she pulled it to her and snuggled. Then she turned, “Can
we have one more?” she asked, crawling over his chest.
He sighed, “Because you’re so sexy, I’m sure I can come
up with one more.”
“Am I putting you out?”
“I’m kidding,” he said, and began to caress her.
It was their longest yet, a slow and careful one. A deep
one. One like he’d had with no one but TongSu since he’d
been on this planet. One that was exquisite and one that made
him feel a little guilty for having such a complete and deep
union with someone other than TongSu.
It took at least an hour, and when they were done they
must have drifted off to sleep. Maybe they did, but with her
still on top of him wrapped in his arms. It was a sound that
roused them. A bell, he realized he had been hearing that for a
few minutes now but it hadn’t gotten thru to his conscious
mind. The other was a shout, “Mrilelle!” which had also been
repeating hadn’t it?
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16. Practice
Mrilelle waved to Dorrick as the boat pulled away. It
would be a long time til they were out of sight, he turned back
toward Fzahtzneel as soon as they were a hundred yards out.
These guys hadn’t become crack sailors in the last four weeks
and would take hours to get out of sight.
“So your boyfriend didn’t argue to come with you?”
Faran asked.
“I warned him you wouldn’t allow it, and he’s not really a
boyfriend, just someone I met on the trip up,” she said
truthfully.
“On the lakerunner?”
“Actually at a lakeside breakfast place before we boarded,
but yeah.”
“Did you share a cabin?” he asked.
“Why not?” she replied.
“You seem to have a preference for big men,” he said,
ignoring her question.
“I’m a big girl,” she said. “You know if you let the boom
around another ten degrees and set your heading fifteen
degrees north you’d make a lot more progress out of this
bight.”
“Yes, we would wouldn’t we,” he said. “We’ve got a
week, we all think we should get some practice in.”
“We’ve got to stop in Fzahtzneel to pick up my things, I
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may travel light but a wrapskirt, a pouch, a water skin and a
pair of sandals to come four hundred miles?”
“You’ll have to leave it, we told you we can’t afford to
stop in Fzahtzneel.”
“We have things,” Yeesop said, stepping over to them.
Tarnoi was still at the wheel, the rest of them at the stern rail
behind the cabin. “We have everything you’ll need.”
“O.K.” Mrillelle said, “so you’re on the run from
something.”
“Like we said in the message,” Faran said.
“Let’s go forward a minute,” Yeesop said to him, “I think
we need to check the bow rudders,” he snapped his head. The
deck continues thru the cabin. The gear was all retracted into
the cabin, but half of the front end was still open.
They walked away from her. Tarnoi looked at her, letting
her know that she was expected to stay here. She wondered if
they were discussing what a risk they were taking, letting her
on board. She was sure they were suspicious, they had been
since she first contacted them. The point is, she was here.
Even from here she was able to see the strongbox and it
didn’t appear damaged. They were using is as a stand for the
chippongga block, which didn’t have a mountable panel but
had its controls right on the stone like a fiftieth century
model. At least they had an interest in keeping that box intact.
She thought she was strong enough to drag that box across
the deck and down the ramp, but that ancient power block
could weigh four hundred pounds. No wonder Faran was
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overbuilt the way he was.
She could tell she had slept well, as well as any
Noonsleep. The lull of the waves must have done it. What she
was missing was breakfast and from the position of Kortrax it
was tenth hour of Afternoonday. Most people have breakfast
done and cleaned up and are about the day’s business by now.
Dorrick was no doubt feeling it too, and it would be a while
before TongSu could come in to pick him up. That could be
what they were lingering for, checking to see if she was
connected to that balloon.
The guys came back from their walk to the front. “I
thought of something else I need to go back for.”
“Yes?” Faran asked.
“Food.”
“You missed breakfast?” Yeesop asked.
“We slept in,” she said.
“At least he did,” Yeesop chuckled.
Faran only snorted.
“Yeah?” she said.
“He’s just jealous,” Faran said.
“He had his chance.”
“It’s part of our image,” Faran said, “We thrill as many of
our female fans as we are able after every show. The
remainder of the week is fine but on show nights everyone
has to chip in and do their part. Like you did with that guy
you went off with. Do you remember?”
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“Yeah, I remember it wasn’t what I wanted to do. I feel
sorry for him, I was distracted and not as attentive as I usually
am.”
“Do you remember his name?”
“Estin, Destry, Enstri, something like that. Like I said, I
wasn’t up to what I should have been that evening and
haven’t done him since.”
“Do you know where he lives?”
“Back in Ninsti Beach on the bluff right in the center of
town. His bedroom overlooks that beach.”
“Have you seen him since?”
“Yes,” she said, the truth, “I borrowed a longshirt and fur
and brought them back the next week, but I only stayed an
hour. He tried to be polite but I knew it was never going to be
anything.” Also the truth. She was pretty sure her pheromones
were not going to be effected.
“I see,” he said, not satisfied.
“How well do you know OkangKhone?” Yeesop asked,
drawing a stare from Faran and causing Tarnoi to glance
back.
She pretended not to notice, instead answered with more
truth, “I’ve got three of their recordings and I intended to see
them when they came to the Vinibang area.”
“Now you don’t?”
“I’m no longer in the Vinibang area.”
Seeing them in the balloon had obviously spooked them,
and having her show up so soon after helped make them
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suspicious. It was pretty obvious they wouldn’t have agreed
to this if they weren’t desperate for a singer. She wondered
what they had done with the other girl, probably put her
ashore at the next town they passed after she contacted them.
At least they fed her lunch, but she cooked it. They pulled
in for lunch as soon as they landed a big enough fish. It was a
big leathershell, but Faran cleaved it open and cleaned it for
her. It was a lot of meat, and she made it up three different
ways. She made bacon of the belly, coins of the backstrap and
sausage patties of the rest. They had some lon to go with it,
not as fresh as she liked it, but then it was almost rare on this
lake. There were plenty of spices, especially blackseed, and
she cracked big chunks of that into the sausage patties so they
were the best part of the feast. She made them bite sized and
had hers on biscuits with a layer of lon.
Just as she had it ready they pulled up to the beach just
around the point from where Dorrick had entered the woods.
No doubt they were waiting for the Balloon to appear. All
thru lunch it did not. They cleaned up from lunch and it still
had not appeared. By twos they often had to go do something
out of her hearing. There was always at least one them them
in sight of her at all times. The only exception was when she
was in the boat’s tiny all-in-one, which was behind the
kitchen closet. It had a port hole big enough to get an arm out
of, but maybe not Faran’s arm. If she had the pocket eye she
could message them, but she couldn’t get out.
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She understood that it would be that way. The plan to
meet in the all-in-one at the show looked like a stroke of
genius. As soon as they were done with clean-up they began
practice. It seemed that they meant to spend the dark on this
beach. She doubted they could make Henzna by twenty third
hour of Morningday, which was their sign in time, if they
started at dawn. If they don’t make it, their spot can be given
to the next band in the stand-by line. When they had flown
over yesterday the stand-by line had at least thirty boats in it.
After a grueling session it was getting closer to duskmeal
than lunch. She and Faran had been working on an
AmosHoop keen-stomp oldie by themselves for awhile. The
other two had gone back into the cabin. When she went back
in, she found they weren’t there.
“Where’d they go?” she asked Faran.
“For a nature walk most likely,” he said. “We could
indulge in a little nature ourselves,” and pressed and squeezed
her breast toward her nib.
“You know,” she said, “there’s been a bad vibe around
here, I’ve noticed it before and you’ve only gotten more
secretive and watchful, suspicious even. You couldn’t go into
Fzahtzneel, you want to hide out here rather than getting into
the festival early...”
“We needed to practice, you need it too. We just can’t
walk into the North Lake Festival cold like it was a two iron
gig on a country beach.”
“With a boat like this you guys should be seasoned pros.”
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“We haven’t had it long,” he said.
“Oh?” she said.
“I told you about it the evening we met, the first time you
sat in with us. We come from a small town down the lockway,
we all had land, but we got together over music. We had some
pretty shabby gear, I had an Erstwij block, half the weight and
an eighth the power of the ancient Hyathuum on this boat.”
That meant it was actually Dessine’s amp didn’t it? “It’s a
genuine import too, cast in the foundries of Hyathuum in
Zhlindu itself back in 455105.” Twenty one centuries ago.
“How would that ever find its way here?” she asked.
There was no route at all from here to Zhlindu until the 50th.
The city was only myth and legend in these parts til then.
Even now with the ladder open thru the TduunZhorp it was a
journey of years and there were still people who didn’t
believe the city was real.
“Couldn’t tell you,” he said, “anyhow, how we got this
boat. We knew the girl who wanted to sell it. She’d been
touring with a band for decades and was tired of it. She
wanted to sell the boat, the gear and that whole phase of her
life. She wanted more than we could afford. We talked about
it and decided that this was our chance to live our dream. We
all sold our land, our homes and all our farm gear, even our
old musical gear, and went for it. They did one last show, we
met them at the party after, and it was hummer of a party.
Only their yandrille player was awake in the morning, but we
did the deal anyway, the others had already signed over their
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shares, she put on the final signature, took her personal
effects, and left. It was still the waning hours of Noonsleep,
and we had to take the boat out by ourselves. We could hardly
sail it. I was the only one who’s ever sailed on anything
bigger than a kayak before, but we got it out of sight before
the town woke up for Afternoonday.”
No doubt he was trying to say Thassa had bilked them,
pretending to sell them the boat when the others didn’t know
about it. “Did you ever talk to either of the other members of
the band?” she asked him.
“Yes, we partied with them all evening,” he said. “I had
sex with all three of them, even that big amazon singer.”
“But did you talk about the boat, what you were there for?
Did the other two know you weren’t just groupies?”
“We mostly talked to their yandrille player about that, but
they both mentioned it would be their last show for awhile.”
“So you never talked about the boat to Gnoisahn?”
“She’s the one that gave us the whole tour, showed us the
crew’s quarters, the motors, which we can’t afford fuel for by
the way. Each of them went over their gear with us.”
“Did they know you intended to possess it, or was it more
like, ‘Oh you play? Well what do you think of this gear?’”
“You think Gnoisahn and Dessine didn’t know Thassa
was selling us the boat and gear?”
“That’s what it sounds like to me.”
All the wheels that turned and gears that gnashed in his
head after that was the most convincing argument that he was
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telling the truth. “I honestly can’t say that I can remember
that it was actually spoken of in their presence. Thassa told us
that the girls would show them around, that sort of worked its
way into the party, and the party had already begun by the
time we got out of the cabin with Thassa.”
“And you’re going to tell me Thassa was pouring the
drinks that evening?”
“Actually it was one of the crew until late, then we were
filling our own, too many of our own. I know we party after
the shows, but nothing like that evening after their last show.”
“Who’d you sleep with?” she asked.
“I woke up on the damn deck under Thassa’s effects rack.
It’s dusty under there, my face was this far from a mignon
rind, an old one. There was a puddle of vomit, no more than
hours old, only another couple feet away.”
“Where were the girls?” she asked.
“No idea,” he said.
“How’d they get off the boat?”
“We figured they walked, the plank was still down, at
least the gear was stowed, they made sure of that while they
were showing us how it worked and I saw Gnoisahn check it
a little later, while the crewman was still pouring.
“Tarnoi was first up, he said we had only an hour to get
off the space, we had to be clear by fifty fifth hour. We took
half of that just levering it off the beach. We probably should
have learned about the beaching pumps before we started
partying, now we know they only gave us a cursory tour.”
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“Yeah,” she said, “but I didn’t know about them either.”
“Have you seen any of them since?” she asked,
wondering if he would own up to seeing them at Efertad and
in the balloon the next day.
“We saw Thassa, we met her in Jileese Locks the next
week, she had the updated registry documents. I remember it
well because we had to lift the Hyathuum off the document
chest. If that crewman hadn’t come with her, I’m not sure we
could have done it.”
“Come on, you must be able to lift one end yourself.”
“Yes, I can, but the other two can’t lift the other end. Me
and her friend did it. It was harder putting it back up after.”
“Did you put the documents in there?” she asked.
“Thassa showed them to us as she put them in, made sure
we all got a good look at them. This was just the registry
update, the title was already done, that’s the important one.”
She was just about to tell them they better check what’s in
that box when she stopped. If he was lying, she would be
giving too much away. If he was lying, he now knew he had
to destroy that document box. If he was lying, they had
probably already destroyed the original documents and
probably replaced them with fake ones that showed that they
had indeed bought the boat fair and square. “What did you
pay for it?” she asked.
“Two aluminums.”
“In aluminum?” she asked.
“In two golds, fourteen coppers, seventy irons, fourteen
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tenners and twelve pennies. We emptied our spare pouches
and each worked off the boards two double shifts in Jileese
Locks to get the last of it together.”
That hoard would be hard to hide in one place, if Thassa
was walking around with that in her pouch someone would
notice. If she changed it to aluminum on deposit, she could
tap it as she needed over the next century and not attract any
particular notice. She had plenty of time to do that while
Gnoisahn and Dessine were away and she was still in
Ossogeen pretending to be unable to cope with the situation.
Still, there was no real evidence that his tale was true. It fit
into what she knew, but it could be that he knew more about
their movements than she thought he did.
It was late when the other two came back, only Kunae for
light. They reported to Faran out of her hearing. She had no
idea if he told them what they’d talked about. They acted like
he never mentioned it. If he wasn’t going to bring it up with
them, she wouldn’t either. The fact that he didn’t tell them
could mean that they wouldn’t back up his story, or it could
mean that they would not approve of him telling her.
There was no more practice that day, duskmeal and
arguments over who she would sleep with took up the
remainder of the evening. At one point she was afraid those
arguments would bring out the Instinct. There were only three
bunks on OKangKhone’s boat, she didn’t think of the crew
quarters at the time, so she had to go to one or sleep on the
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floor. It should be her prerogative to chose, but so far she
hadn’t been consulted. Apparently they were all totally sure
she would pick them.
If she picked Faran, she could ask him more, but if she
picked one of the others, she could see if he told the same
story. She wouldn’t pick Tarnoi because his was too big, that
meant Yeesop, the one with the most unpleasant personality.
One thing for sure, if she didn’t assert herself and pick one of
them soon, they were going to get nasty.
“Guys, stop this,” she finally said. “I get a say in this
whether you like it or not.”
“Then say something,” Yeesop said.
“You’re too big,” she said to Tarnoi, “and you’re too
nasty,” she said to Yeesop, “So that leaves Faran.”
“No,” Tarnoi said.
“No way,” Yeesop added. “What were you talking about
while we were out protecting your interest?”
“Look, I know you’re a band and all and have to be close
and agree with each other and all that, but you don’t get to tell
either of us who we sleep with.”
“Faran,” Yeesop said, “no.”
“You want to leave her out there in the room?” Faran
asked.
“You’re choices are too big or too nasty, which will it
be?” Yeesop told her.
“I’ll sleep on the floor.”
“I don’t think so,” he said.
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“You don’t trust me then you don’t have a vocalist for the
North Lake Festival. I don’t know where you left off the one
you had, but it’s a cinch you don’t have time to go back for
her. You’re going to have to start selling off this stuff you
couldn’t afford or stop eating.”
“She stayed in Efertad,” Faran said. “She found a stash of
jell and wasn’t about to leave it.”
“Your mouth is going to end this,” Yeesop said.
“She’s right, if we’re going to play this festival, we’ve got
to tell her what’s going on. Keep acting suspicious of her and
we won’t play that gig.”
“You do the vocals.”
“It would be a travesty,” Faran said.
“Well I say let’s put her ashore now and let her friends
come get her,” Yeesop said.
“You know yourself that balloon did not come back for
her boyfriend,” Faran said.
“Oh great,” Yeesop said, “why don’t you just go ahead
and tell her everything?”
“Why don’t we look in that document box?” Faran said,
“and see what’s really in there. You think because we’ve got
the sale documented that we’re safe, but I’m not sure we
know how safe we are.”
“We can’t move the Hyathuum,” Yeesop pointed out.
“We have four of us now. I’m sure with Mrilelle helping
you guys we can get it off there.”
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She was glad she hadn’t suggested it, but glad he thought
of it. She was really curious to see what was really in there.
With the four of them they were able to get the sound block
off the document chest and onto the floor.
They didn’t have to strike off the lock, Tarnoi had a key.
That in itself was significant. If their story was false, he
wouldn’t have the key would he? But if the girl’s story was
true, he could have easily taken it when they were passed out.
So it wasn’t so significant after all. All it really meant was
that they could have tampered with the documents in here all
they wanted.
She wondered what she should do when she met up with
OKangKhone again. She probably shouldn’t be completely
open about it. In either story, Gnoisahn and Dessine were
innocent, but they would stick up for Thassa wouldn’t they?
There might be some tension between them, but they both
admitted that they needed her and both admitted that they
didn’t get to be well known and well respected until Thassa
joined them. She wondered how Gnoisahn and Dessine came
to possess this boat. Whatever happened she was going to
have to play her cards carefully.
Yeesop knew which folder, he yanked it out, thru it open,
shuffled thru a few sheets, found a very important-looking
one laminated in plastic and barked an explicative.
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17. Riding
Dorrick figured that the thieves were going to flounder
around just off shore as long as he was in sight. No doubt
they were suspicious of Mrilelle and looked at him closely
enough that he was afraid they did recognize him from
Efertad. He and Mrilelle did the requisite amount of waves
and blown kisses to finish up the act. Seeing them asleep
while joined must have been pretty convincing. It was too
convincing for him anyway. Was he holding to TongSu out of
a sense of duty, or drawn to Mrilelle out of a sense of
adventure?
Of course he never wanted to go thru the adventures that
he had been thru with TongSu again. Mrilelle was a different
kind of adventure, a new mind to explore. Did that mean he
exhausted any novelty in TongSu? Her interest in the farm
was no longer new. He knew from Kahlekmeel House that
she was a farmer, and for the first standard year it had been
interesting for him also. Now he knew that the number of
relationships in the farm was unending. Knowing it was an
unending field of study was daunting. He knew his interest in
it didn’t run that deep.
Was it boredom with the farm that had his eye wandering
as much as it was? He thought so. There was nothing wrong
with TongSu, they still fit together well, he just didn’t want to
feel kept. He should start a career away from the farm or
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apart from the farm. Video reporting was something he liked.
He could just post whatever he wanted to report on, he didn’t
need the income, he probably possessed the largest single
fortune on the planet.
He considered how much his guilt about the East Basin
was still scrambling his conscious, did he see getting away
from TongSu as a way to get away from that guilt? Or was the
guilt the only thing that was keeping him from Mrilelle? Was
it possible that he would have pursued her purposefully if he
felt free to do so, sending TongSu back to her farm and the
Crystal city?
How much worse would his guilt have been if he thought
Honshu had died? She never once dropped them even a note,
but he knew what happened to her by the sex videos she
posted from Hbananvek, the Hotblood city in the Hbanan
delta. He knew his guilt over what happened to TongSu was
just as great because he was much closer to her. TongSu
shouldn’t have believed that he was doing it for Honshu, she
had to know he went there from his own adrenaline addiction.
An addiction that was easily satisfied by just the usual and
necessary military action. No way did he need things like that
Caribe attack or most of their time in the East Basin. But
were the hormones Mrilelle generated just a substitute for that
adrenaline?
The forest he entered was open, the small archwoods were
widely spaced, their branches reached twenty feet and they
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were nearly that high. Their trunks were about six inches and
there were a dozen or more fronds in each clump. There was
little underbrush and a threadbare carpet of ribbonleaves over
the soft sand. Lorisaurs burbled in the branches and a few
bagmouths flew under the fronds. It was almost like being a
mouse in a fern patch.
He saw there were tracks of lenta and kargon in here, but
he didn’t see any. The top carnivore in these woods were
three species of hyadune, all of them dangerous, but wary of
humans. They can reach four hundred pounds, but are still
brought down by the average crossbow bolt. If you’ve got a
sturdy hunting knife and have the skill and courage to wield
it, you can hurt it more than it wants to pay for the meal. He
had that sturdy hunting knife, but no crossbow.
He knew there was a path thru this forest, it was less than
a day’s hike to the next town, and only three hours back to
Fzahtzneel. It was a cinch TongSu wouldn’t come onto the
beach with them watching, so he might as well just do that,
hike back to town and meet them at the field where they
parked.
He wanted to cut back toward the water and see what they
were up to, but if they came ashore they would see his tracks
clearly in this sand and know something was up. Because of
that he just hiked north at a forty five degree angle to the
shore and straight toward Fzahtzneel. As he did he noticed the
woods getting deeper and the ground cover thicker. He was
almost an hour into the wood when he heard a keda
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approaching at a twine. The beat on the ground is as
distinctive as a horse’s gallop, but a completely different
rhythm.
It was Thassa riding it, completely naked as always with
her hair streaming behind her and riding as easily as a puff of
smoke over the keda’s back. She charged right up to him, then
laid her hands down flat in the sign for stop. She leapt as the
keda braked and sailed over its head to land right in front of
him and stop herself only a yard away from him. “I came to
see if you could use a lift.”
“I want to score you nine point five for that dismount.”
“Hey, a girl’s got to have some fun when she can. This is
TwoBob,” she held out her hand to the keda, who had already
grabbed a mouthful of ribbonleaves and was chewing them as
he raised his chin for a scratch. “He’s from the place where
we parked the balloon.”
“Hi there TwoBob,” Dorrick said and the animal bobbed
its second eye one time, acknowledging him and saying ‘hi.’
Dorrick had been around a horse, a dog and several cats in his
life, and kedas are definitely more intelligent. They can learn
grammar school arithmetic and reading and spell ‘feed me’ in
the dirt if they need to. Many of them can be told to take the
wagon home and put it away. There are even a couple who sit
on the governing board of a couple very successful street car
companies, one in Yondure and the other in Trenst. He
brought his chin over to Dorrick for a scratch, their favorite
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form of petting. This one was a peaches-and-cream color with
long soft fur. His manes were dark brown and long. He was
an eight, the natural number of legs for a keda, but the tens
and twelves that were engineered during the early Energy Age
bred true.
“So lets let him munch a bit of this shade grown
ribbonleaf and entertain ourselves for a bit.” She had a bag
with her. It had two skins of water and one of yaag in it, and a
half dozen breakfast bars. Those bars in this basin are mostly
nuts and dried, pressed fruit, baked in a thin waybread crust.
They would be a treat on Centorin, but are too healthy for the
Centorin Medical Association to allow thru the tube.
She sat down on a slight slope where the ribbonleaves
were thickest. TwoBob was happy where they were thinner,
where he could clear the sand completely off and leave only
the crowns of the ribbonleaves like stubble on the sand.
Dorrick looked at her sitting there, she was both the hardest
and the softest of them, the only one he hadn’t had. He
noticed that there was a towel in that bag, but no clothing of
any kind. “Should I ask what entertainment you had in
mind?”
“We’ve got this skin right here,” that she was taking a
swig from, “that can be the answer til you figure it out.”
“I see,” he said, sure he had already figured it out,
reluctant to launch right into her without getting to know her
a bit more. He sat next to her and took a pull from the yaag
skin. He almost lost it and sprayed it, but stopped himself. A
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bit went up his nasal passages but didn’t come out. That was
fiery. “What is this?”
“I mix a nice blue, any one, with some homemade
yoonberry wine.”
“The thick stuff,” he said, not a question. It was the
strongest wine in human space, thick as sherry and purple as
merlot. It was cured in a special wood that let a lot of the
water evaporate while retaining the alcohol.
“Yeah, I’ve got water in these, not lantern fuel.”
He took another swallow. It even had a bit of fume to it.
She leaned on him. She was another beautiful girl, the
smallest of them, and with least figure. That was to say, she
had only a little bit more shape than average. On Centorin she
would be a firstwife of a major alpha with battalions of
servants at her beck and call, even if she was bought from an
illiterate farm family a few weeks ago. He found her tiny
eyelash of public hair a little disconcerting, her thin mons was
bare. He knew it was done thru genetics, turning the hairs to
tiny body hairs, not by shaving, that made it a little more
bearable. These genetic modifications were applied as a
cream, they would take effect the next time that follicle grew
a hair.
“What would you be doing right now if the boat hadn’t
been stolen?” he asked, just looking for something to talk
about so they didn’t charge right into sex.
“Camping on the Hemptvesh Peninsula,” she answered.
“How’s that?”
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“It’s fine as long as the guys want to continue. The last
ones didn’t, that’s why we were playing in Ossogeen. The
guys who stole the boat were supposed to be the next group
we would take out there.”
“Sounds like fun,” he said.
“If you like hanging around being useless,” she said,
“hunting and fishing and gathering wild berries. If you ask
me, I was done with it, but they wanted to go back.”
“Why was that?”
“They were sick of playing actually. They needed a break
from it.”
“And you don’t?” Dorrick asked.
“I can’t live without it. It doesn’t even have to be in
public, but that peninsula’s not that big and if we started
jamming out there, people would come by. It’s not even an
hour hike across it. It’s about two hours around it if you
follow the shore trail.”
“And how many people do?” he asked.
“Maybe a dozen a day. There’s three farms out there, we
met them all, one’s a clan. But Gnoisahn and Dessine were
just tired of playing. They told everybody it was our last show
for awhile.”
“What were you going to do?”
“I don’t know, it depends on how long is ‘awhile,’” she
said. “If it’s a year or two, I’ll just noodle and jam for awhile,
if it’s a decade or two, it’s going to be ‘have yandrille will
travel,’ for me.”
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“So where would you go?”
“Down the road and round the bend,” she said. “I’d shed
my tears but that’s what I’d do. I couldn’t go for decades
without playing out.”
“It’s too bad the boat got stolen on the last gig.”
“It’s probably because the blow-out was so unconscious. I
have no idea how I got to the inn I woke up in. There was no
one there. I didn’t feel like I’d done anyone anyway, I was
still dry and fresh. I was the only one of us that turned those
guys down you know.”
“Why did you do that?”
“I just got a bad vibe is all. Nothing like I get from you
guys,” she said and leaned into him so her chest pressed his
arm. That perfect firm softness made it tempting to hold her.
“That’s good to hear,” he said. “So you turned them down
cold?”
“I was polite, and it wasn’t cold, I did a lot of ‘not yet’s
and ‘maybe a little later’s. I wanted to just go to bed alone but
it wasn’t possible. They paid off the crew right after the show,
but Tarveess was still there sitting by the tap and filling cups
like he was hired as a bartender. He seemed like he already
knew those guys but even so I got close to him and he helped
keep them off of me.”
“But you kept drinking?”
“I guess so, I don’t remember what happened after that. I
was sitting there with him a while and then I woke up in that
inn where you met me.”
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“Who’s Tarveess?”
“He was our sailor and pilot. We could all steer the boat
and Dessine was as good at it as he was, but he usually
handled what he could of the sailing and the rest of us
manned ropes when we had to.”
“How well did you know him?”
“He spent more time in my bed than his own I think. I
could have gone down to his room for that sleep, but he
usually had stuff piled on the bed and I wasn’t up for trying to
find a place to pack it away so I could lie down. I should have
just set it on the floor, things might be different today.”
“So did you ask him if he brought you to the inn?”
“I haven’t seen him.”
“Isn’t that a little suspicious?”
“Not really,” she said, blinking hard. “We were really just
fuck buddies.”
Her expressions told him not to believe that, but he didn’t
want to argue with someone rumored to be unstable. “I’ve
had relationships that were all soul and no body, so I can
extrapolate.”
“Is your relationship with Dessine like that?” she asked.
“It’s closer to all body and no soul, but not there. She’s a
little too hot for me to handle, but I still like her and care
what happens to her. I admire her energy and skill, I admire
her friendship with Gnoisahn.”
“Well I did care,” she admitted with more emotion in her
voice than she wanted to share, “but he didn’t seem to
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because he just left without even a note.”
This agreed more with her body language. “I’m sorry,” he
said and hugged her.
She responded warmly but a bit distractedly. “I like the
way you and TongSu are with each other. There’s nothing
fake about it.”
“There’s nothing fake about TongSu. She doesn’t know
how to use deception.”
“I wish everyone was like that,” she said.
“There’s a much higher percentage of deception free
people here than on Centorin. It’s almost fatal to be honest
and open there. You have to be on your guard all the time.
Every word is a weapon in all-out war for social position.”
“I’d hate that. I wouldn’t last. I admit I’m fragile, I could
never survive on a hostile planet, or in a hostile society
anyway. I can imagine myself an action heroine in the wilds,
but I’ve never tried it and will probably only try it in my
imagination.”
Conversation lapsed for a minute, she leaned back on him
and wanted his arm around her. He figured she wanted to be
caressed and started that. She pressed into it. She was firm
and quite resilient, liked a lot of movement and action and
liked a lot of attention on her nibs.
“So what brought you to nudism?” he asked, trying not to
get too lost in those hills.
“They did, Gnoisahn and Dessine. I wasn’t really
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particular before, I went nude on the beach but not many
other places. I’ve never minded it, I keep myself OK but I
don’t work too hard at it.”
“You’re really pretty and you feel great too.”
“I’m glad. I supposed if I looked bad enough where it was
a problem with my performance I would have to take
something. As it is, all I’ve ever done is get my hair color
changed a little.”
“And your bush?”
“Some ancestor must have got that. I keep thinking about
getting that fixed but I’m not sure what I want. I think I want
it narrow, just as wide as my mons with a point up to here.”
She pointed to about the bikini line. “By the way, you notice
you are turning me on.”
“I could stop...”
“Or move on,” she said. “I’m ready for my turn.” She was
going to be direct about it. “I just wish we could go to the
beach but I was sent out because the thieves are watching it
so right here will have to do.”
“I wonder what kedas think of that?”
“They think humans are hypersexed, they don’t
understand the entertainment value at all.”
“It’s hard to understand intellectually,” Dorrick said, and
began to caress more of her body. He was not worried about
Thassa, she was pretty and lively and firm, but wasn’t in
danger of getting between him and TongSu. She was variety,
a fun frolic, a nice interlude, not even a ‘fuck buddy.’ He
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could feel about her the way he did about Dalico and Honshu,
but didn’t because she was worlds more stable and together
than either of them, maybe not perfect, but she was fine, and
could obviously be fun to be with.
“I see it didn’t take you long to get ready either,” she said
and swung up onto him. She pushed him gently to the ground,
“so you can get in deeper,” she said, “like that,” she said and
wriggled a little, then stopped. “Can you go long?” she asked.
I like to just stay here like this and rock gently. You ever
listen to any tower?”
“You mean like from Zhlindu?” he asked.
“They have tower in many basins, even the Highlands,
but yeah, like Secret Sorceress and Halakanon and YingyMarluke?”
“I’ve heard of the first one,” he said, “I think you were
playing one of their songs when we first met.”
“I like to make love to their rhythms more than ours.
Rock to OKangKhone and you’ll come in just a few minutes,
move to Secret Sorceress and you can last an hour.”
“Or at least the whole song,” he said.
“We can probably spare an hour. There’s a motor-coach to
Henzna over Nightday. It’s an iron each but TongSu offered
to buy. She couldn’t leave the balloon unguarded during the
upcoming festivities if it was in Henzna, and that could also
tip them off that we’re there. Could you squeeze out toward
the nib a little more, yeah. Don’t worry about them, they’re
sensitive but tough.”
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He didn’t say any more for a minute, she was slowly
writhing with her eyes closed more than going up and down.
“It feels like you haven’t had one yet today,” she said.
“Maybe we can use up that hour.”
They did use up that hour. It was pleasant but she talked
of Tarveess quite a bit and how he liked the various positions
they tried. It was easy duty to console her and she testified to
enjoying every second of it. She said it was nice to try all
these with someone new, it would help her get over him.
Dorrick understood that she was actually more broken up
over the loss of Tarveess than the boat.
Riding two on a keda is not like two on a horse. They
were on different segments, his head was on the small of her
back so he could reach her to knead her, she wanted that often
on the ride. It was a lot farther to the road than he expected,
they were riding thru miles of that open forest. He suspected
she wanted to stay off the trail. They didn’t go at a twine with
two on a keda, but a walk for a keda is five or six miles per
hour, not three.
“So it was more to you than just bodies wasn’t it?” he
asked.
“It shouldn’t be, I was stupid to think it was more than
that. I was just convenient while he had the job, I came with
the boat, a fringe benefit of the job.”
“Did he lead you on? Lie to you?”
She didn’t answer right away, finally said, “Maybe not,
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but I think he did. He let me believe things that weren’t true.
Granted we kept saying it was only physical, but the only
times we weren’t together were the afterparties. We went out
together on Nightdays quite often when no one would
recognize me.”
“Because you were dressed.”
“Yeah.”
“I’m sorry it didn’t work out.”
“Thanks, sorry to burden you with it, but a million thanks
for helping me get past it. I feel a lot better after sharing it
with someone. You’re more than just a fuck you know, I’m
more grateful than I can show for what you guys are doing for
us.”
He kissed her back, below her silky hair, it was ridiculous
what a girl like this would cost on Centorin. And she is the
plainest on their balloon. “Don’t mention it, this is making
this vacation for us. If we didn’t have this excuse to fly
around the countryside we’d probably spend the whole
vacation on the beaches of Yaimhala basking in the sex and
music and claim we’ve seen the Knidola.”
“At least you’re seeing a reasonable fraction of Elf
country in the Knidola basin in the chase we brought you on.
Now you’ve only got time to give my tits one more good
workout before we get back to town.”
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18. At the Festival Site
TongSu wasn’t going to bring the balloon into Henzna.
She used Noonsleep to catch up on variety and help make
sure the farmer who was watching the balloon had an interest
in that balloon. It had become an excellent encounter and she
was just coming down from his deck when Thassa delivered
Dorrick to this keda farm. She could tell Thassa was glowing
from an excellent encounter also. While she and Dorrick
found their way to the best spa in Fzahtzneel, which was
excellent by the way, Thassa also convinced that farmer to
have a personal interest in that balloon thru Dusksleep.
She had never been on a motorcoach before though she
had been on motorboats quite often. Back when she lived in
the Yakhan there were times when she had money for
needleboats, and of course she’d been on canal gliders and
even a couple garden floats. She had been on the tubes a few
times, once just to see what it was like, once with a client, a
couple other times that she remembered vaguely, but the
tubes were far too expensive for her to use casually or often.
But she had never been on a motorized wheeled vehicle
before.
It was a pretty standard coach with a needleboat motor on
the back truck and a ship’s wheel turning the front truck,
rather than a string of kedas. It ran on bean oil, which was
going for about an iron a bag now back in the Yakhan
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anyway, about an iron and thirty five in Bordzvek, she didn’t
know what it was here. There was a lantern with reflector,
pointed at the road ahead.
There were seats for six, Dessine sat up with the driver so
she and Dorrick had a bench, Estry sat between Gnoisahn and
Thassa, they each took one of his hands over their shoulder to
entertain themselves with. She and Dorrick joined them in
that play. This was a custom that seemed to hold over most of
this planet, maybe a little less in Bordzvek than Elven lands,
but it was at least as common here as back in the Highlands.
The road was not what you find in the Bordzvek basin,
fine hard sand that hardens to a concrete-like consistency
after a century or so. This was gravel, course and poorly
graded. They were proceeding at the speed of a standard walk
in a keda-drawn coach, and were soon out of the town of
Fzahtzneel and into the rural land around it. Kunae allowed
them to see neat little farms with homes in small archwoods.
It looked like the barn was just that area below the floor in the
middle of the archwood clump. Few were more than three
floors counting the barn, most seemed to house a couple or
two. They were shadows in the dark, but it was the same type
of countryside they had seen from the air, the same as the
homes of a billion or more Elves in the Highlands.
There were fewer of the big clan homes in the bigger
archwoods than there were on the west shore of the lake. She
saw the light of campfires and heard the partying around
them. The road followed the shore, usually a block back,
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unless the shore was rugged, then it might be a mile back.
They passed thru two towns larger than Fzahtzneel, one of
which had an elevator building, a fifth floor commercial street
and enough traffic to slow them down.
From the second one of those towns on till Henzna, the
road was straight and wide, before long it even had a median,
then separate lanes on the side for foot traffic, separated by
additional medians. There were large homes in stately
archwoods that shaded the street, each on two acres or more
and easily growing more than the residents ate, even if there
were eight or a dozen people in the house. The farms were
long and narrow behind them, it was quite a distance to the
next street. There were some side streets with smallholds here
and there, more as they got closer to the city. It already
looked like city while the homes still had enough land to live
from. Once the land was finally urban, it was affluent. There
were enough lanterns in the central city to make it look more
like a city four times bigger than it was on paper.
Because they were the only passengers and they were all
going to the same place, their coachman agreed to detour and
take them to the beach. It was down a well-traveled side street
with plenty of commercial establishments along it. The beach
was a glorified sandbar miles from the central city, which was
visible across the marsh on the back side of the beach. In the
central city there was a street grid on the tenth floor and
another on the fourth. There were at least a dozen crystal
elevator buildings, the biggest clump of buildings she’d seen
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since Jileese Locks in Knidola.
On the beach there were a few six-story shaftwoods
holding fast to the sand. There were the usual beach houses
and camps, a really large public camping area with a bizarre
assortment of wild camps, and a few more shaftwoods
holding small apartments or short stay rooms.
“Well here we are,” Gnoisahn said as they watched the
coach rumble away, back off the beach and into Henzna
center, where he hoped to get four or more passengers to
bring back to Fzahtzneel. “We should probably find out if
Nast’n is in yet.”
“Yeah,” Dessine said, “but they don’t have to be here til
this time tomorrow.”
“We need to find the guy who runs this,” Thassa said,
“find out what he likes so we know which one of us has to go
try and get him on our side.”
“If you want to,” Dessine said, “fine, but I’m not signing
up for favors til I see the guy. I’ll get on you guys any time
you let me,” she said to Dorrick and Estry, “but there are
plenty that are out, ‘I’m not sharing genes with that’ kind of
out.”
They gave her a chuckle, Gnoisahn started walking down
the main promenade. It was paved with thick, rough stone set
in fine gravel. Even in Nightday, many were nude, or nude
but for a fur wrapped around their shoulders. It was
Kivundeer, first of two or three weeks of mid summer in these
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parts, so it was still almost seventy F this late in the week.
None of them were naked, TongSu was in a thicknit sheath
that reached below her knees, soft enough to cling snugly and
translucent enough to show a hint of her color. Thassa was in
a thicknit worker and matching leggings. Gnoisahn was in a
nightcoat, open but for one clasp at the waist with thicknit
sleeves and leggings, patterned like leatherwork.
“Where do you think the festival office would be?”
Gnoisahn asked them all.
TongSu did feel like the rest of them were part of
Gnoisahn’s entourage in some way. “Overlooking the stage?”
she asked.
“Sounds logical, the stage is the main beach. If we go out
there where the boats will be, it may be obvious where the
office will be.”
They weren’t sure of anything more than which side the
marsh was on. The very first bands were allowed to begin
when the first rays of Kortrax reached the beach with the
dawn of week Voratainin. Where they would draw up should
be evident by now. The beach walk was at least a mile long,
but the brightest lights were about one third of the way down.
“This feels strange,” Dessine said, “all these naked people
and we’re not.”
“This end of the lake is that much closer to the
mountains,” Gnoisahn said, “this might feel a lot warmer to
them, or they might have something to put on after lunch. I
could be nude now, and the main reason I’m not is because I
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don’t want the crowds to know it’s us and I don’t want to lug
a bag around for later.”
“I agree with your reasons,” Dessine said, “I’m just
noticing how unusual it is. A century ago we probably would
have toughed it out later like Mrilelle did last week. We were
really dedicated to facing the world with skin alone as much
as possible then.”
“Is it some kind of religion or something?” TongSu asked.
“It’s a branch of Mother Nature,” Gnoisahn said, “the
ancestral goddess of the Elves, the most revered figure in our
religions. Nudity is a sacrament to us.”
“Sounds nice,” TongSu answered. She had to admit that
there was a temptation for her. She was big but well shaped
and there might be a few more opportunities to show the
flower around them. “What else is involved in this religion?”
“It’s Mother Nature with nudity, that’s all. Nature is your
pastor, all of nature is our cathedral and the wilds are the
word of God.”
“Sounds like I’m already signed up,” TongSu said.
“I thought so from the first time we talked,” Gnoisahn
said.
They didn’t have to go out to the beach to figure out
where the boat would pull up. There were auxiliary speakers,
a sound board that four guys were still setting up, and a utility
hut with a compressor standing by to power the whole thing.
Two rooms had been taken in each of the nearby suite-trees
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with professional cameras being set up.
“Wow,” Thassa said. “Yaimhahla may have the most boat
band pull-ins in the world, but this has got to be the biggest.”
“Maybe,” Gnoisahn said, “but the beach isn’t very wide
and there isn’t much backdrop. I still think Mingstrom Beach
is bigger than this, I don’t see any camera on the twentieth
floor here.” There were only a couple penthouses that were
above the sixth floor.
“Yeah, but this beach is bigger and a lot less trampled.”
There were satellite speakers as far as two hundred yards each
way down the beach. There were four more firepits being
readied down the beach on each side, as well as the one
behind the the beach house that was the center of this. The
extra ones weren’t burning this dark, but the one here was.
“I would figure the owner of this place would be the one
who was putting on the festival,” Thassa said.
“That would certainly be a good place to start,” Gnoisahn
said. She turned to Estry, “why don’t you chat up one of the
tap girls and see if you can find out who the owner is, or even
if they know who’s putting on the festival.”
“I can give it a shot, it will certainly be pleasant duty,” he
smiled and petted her once as he moved away. The girls
working here were in a uniform of a soft and tight thicknit
worker with tooled and shined thinskin leggings to the point
of their knee and matching half-sleeves. The tops of the
workers buttoned and all but one had them open. Estry
wandered toward the closest one who wasn’t busy at the
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moment, the girl tapping the four-penny special purple. The
one with the finest tits.
TongSu couldn’t hear them from here, and they thought it
best if they didn’t watch so she might not think he was
representing them. The girls talked about convincing the
festival manager that the boat was theirs. They brought up the
fact that they really should wait to hear from Mrilelle before
making any concrete plans. Gnoisahn said the possibility that
their paperwork still existed was too remote to consider. Both
she and Thassa were pretty convinced that step one was going
to be ‘get the manager in bed’ and step two would be ‘try to
make our case.’
“You’ve been a little short of variety,” Gnoisahn said to
TongSu a little later when they had just filled their cups the
second time, “would you be interested in taking this?”
“Well I’ll never say no, I’m as likely as anyone to see a
piece of flesh I can’t resist, but I feel almost caught up by
now.” That farmer had a very fertile pubic region.
“Well, I’ll still keep you on the list in case he’s
irresistible. What if he found you irresistible?”
“Here?” TongSu said, “With you three and these
thousands of sleek and lively Elf girls around?”
“Yeah, if he doesn’t like cute little Elf girls you’re going
to be our only hope.”
“You aren’t little and neither is Dessine,” TongSu said.
“But we are Elves.”
“You hardly look it,” TongSu said.
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“There was a Troll in there somewhere and a Highland Elf
grandfather,” she said. “That’s where the blond came from.
So would you help us if it came to that?”
“I’m not much of a seductress.”
“You don’t have to campaign, just be from us and give
him a good time.”
“I don’t do oral.”
“None of us do,” Gnoisahn and Dessine said together.
TongSu just happened to turn that way and noticed that
both Estry and the tap girl were gone. The girl at the green tap
was also looking toward the untended one. “Where’d they
go?” she asked Dorrick.
“Out that way,” he pointed to the back of the building,
“Maybe she’s taking him to the owner, I wouldn’t be
surprised if he’s here today.”
“Maybe we should go check?” Thassa said.
“I think we should stay out of it til called,” Gnoisahn said.
“If we make it obvious that he’s got an agenda, that could
make things worse. We probably want to pretend we have no
connection to him, at least at first.”
“In that case I’m getting a second also,” Thassa said and
got up. “I’ll still be ready to do my part if he was to pick me,”
she said as she stepped to the bar.
“You’re likely to be his first pick,” Dessine said, but she
might already be too far to hear in this crowd. “So how are
we going to do this, all come up to him at once and see who
he’s interested in?”
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Gnoisahn answered, “We probably have to do something
like that, we don’t have time to canvass his friends and see
what they recommend.”
“But how are we going to do that?” Dessine asked, “all
march into his office?”
“It depends on where and when he works and how. It
would be nice if he was just hanging at a nearby tap and we
could come up with a thirst.”
“Then maybe I shouldn’t have got one now,” Thassa said
as she got back to the table.
“It could be hours,” Gnoisahn said, “and I’ve seen you
fine after four.”
“I’m still thinking of that afterparty,” Thassa said. “I must
have done way more than four, and I don’t remember that. I
think I was only starting my second when my memory
stopped recording.”
“They put something in it, I’m sure,” Gnoisahn said.
“We were bending them back,” Dessine said. “I know I
was on my fourth when Yeesop first came up to me. I was
still seeing but I don’t think I was making much sense.”
“I know I was fine until the third,” Gnoisahn said. “I
noticed Tarveess was pouring, was he sticking around for one
more sleep with you?”
“Not that I know of,” Thassa said. “We hadn’t discussed
it. He didn’t even know he was getting paid off.”
“You told him this would be our last show for awhile,
because he came to me about it.”
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“But he thought he would be captaining out on the
peninsula again.”
“If we were going to go up to the big lake I might have
had him stay on. You wanted him to stay on didn’t you?”
“I guess I wouldn’t have minded, but it’s been fun getting
to know some other guys too. What hurts is that he didn’t
even say goodby, just disappeared when I passed out.”
“He never was much for extreme partying,” Dessine said.
“I was only on my second.”
“There was something in it,” Gnoisahn said.
“Then it would have had to be Tarveess that put it there
because he was pouring,” TongSu said, knowing none of
them would want to admit it.
“Did you watch?” Dessine asked.
“Tarnoi was putting on his show,” Thassa said.
TongSu hadn’t seen that show, but she could imagine
what show the most well-hung of them would be putting on.
She’d seen plenty of those shows in her fourteen centuries but
most of them during the ten years she’d spent in Borlunth.
“So what if it was Tarveess?” Gnoisahn asked.
“He’s been with us longer than Thassa has,” Dessine said,
“why would he turn on us now, and what good has it done
him, they aren’t going to hire him.”
“Maybe he’s going to wind up with the boat somehow?”
Gnoisahn said.
“Has he been like that to us?” Dessine asked.
“What do you think?” Gnoisahn asked Thassa.
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“He’s shallow,” Thassa answered, “that’s his biggest
drawback that I know of. I never really analyzed his
personality. He seemed to think I was a fringe benefit of the
job so I thought of him as part of the furniture on the boat.
Neither of us was really that wrapped up in it. We were there,
it was convenient, it gave him a better bed to sleep in, it gave
me a warmer bed for Dawnsleep. He used to talk about
money a lot, not obsessively, but he had a need. If the thieves
offered him enough, I can see him helping them.”
“How would the Instinct let him put anything in our
drinks?” Dessine asked.
“It didn’t ACTUALLY harm us, he might have worked by
it that way, or he might have been duped by someone else.
Any one of the guys on the boat that evening could have
injected that keg, then Tarveess never knew what he was
pouring, it didn’t matter who was pouring.”
“They were drinking off it too,” Thassa said.
“They might have had an antidote,” Gnoisahn said.
“There’s any number of poisons and mind erasers like that.
You take the antidote, then poison all the food. The castles of
the Yondure were lousy with things like that in the late
Troubled Times.”
“So do you think he did it?” Dessine asked Thassa.
“I think it’s very suspicious that he left without a
goodbye,” Thassa said.
It was quite a bit later, she and Dorrick had been sitting a
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little apart from the others as they continued on to dissect the
other members of the crew, the sound girl and the cook. They
agreed that both were above suspicion because they had left
on good terms and said goodbye to everyone. Then they
agreed that was what they would do if they were up to no
good, make it look like they were gone. It was Noonsleep
however and difficult to swim back under the boat and lay in
wait for a drug to take effect.
“What do you think?” she asked Dorrick.
“I think I want to hear what Mrilelle found out. I want to
see that document box. I like these girls but there’s too much
energy here with too little place to go. I can’t believe
Gnoisahn can keep them under control the way she seems to.”
“The data sphere seems to agree that they’re pretty
successful.”
“We didn’t know they were on the verge of taking some
time off when they first spoke to us,” he said.
“Yeah, like everything else in the universe, there’s more
than meets the eye.”
“What’s Gnoisahn say about that?”
“Just what they said while we were in the coach.”
There had been quite a discussion between Thassa and
Gnoisahn over the length of ‘some time off.’ Thassa was able
to hold her ground about shedding a tear but going down the
road and around the bend if it was going to be measured in
decades. Gnoisahn said she was thinking more in the single
digits of years range. ‘Long enough to have a baby, not long
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enough to raise it,’ was a phrase she used.
It was then that Estry made it back, along with the girl
from the purple tap. “Hey,” Dorrick greeted him. He
collapsed onto the stool beside Dorrick, away from
OKangKhone. “It was in the line of duty,” he said. “and I sure
worked up a thirst.”
“Grab some of the purple,” Dorrick grinned at him.
“I had all I could handle of that,” he said. The girls
noticed he was back and came over, “I need that sunny little
yellow for thirst right now,” he said and Dessine handed over
her cup.
“So could you find out who’s running this festival?”
He finished half the cup, burped, wiped his mouth. “The
girl at the purple tap owns this business, but not the building.
The people who own the building go away for three weeks
around the festival. The festival itself is run by the lady out
there by the fire with the clipboard and the shoulder sheer.”
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19. Queen of the Beach
Dorrick thought this was the stupidest plan they had come
up with so far, but all three members of the band voted for
him over Estry. TongSu abstained because she couldn’t be
objective. He hadn’t had much training in winning women in
this culture. Where he grew up, the way to get women was to
first find where they were being held and find a way to slink
up to the point where you could announce your presence by
fragging the guard shack. Then you shoot your way to their
chambers, round them up and hope to get most of them out of
there alive, without serious wounds if possible.
His target was one of the most beautiful women he had
seen yet in this basin of beauties. She was tall, curvaceous,
and wearing only a sheer little half jacket that was open. She
was standing near the bonfire, which would probably burn
thru the festival, but it was still too chilly for him to dress like
that, or stand barefoot on the rim of the firepit like that.
He filled a cup and worked his way over to her. There
were quite a few people coming and going and she had a clip
full of notes. When there was no one pressing her he said,
“Seems like you’re pretty busy, are you with one of the
bands?”
“Who me? No.”
“You must have something going on here?”
“There’s a festival next week.”
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“I know about that,” Dorrick said, “that’s what I’m here
for. You must be on the staff.”
“You could say that,” she said, but then turned to speak
with a big burly guy that had just come up. It took a couple
minutes. Dorrick could overhear the whole thing, it was about
the crew to keep the all-in-ones clean. They seemed to be
short of volunteers. She said he should recruit from the new
arrivals, he said they should have paid staff.
While they were talking another girl came up to him, she
was a cute and slender, dark-haired Wood Elf who grabbed
his arm and pressed it to her perky chest. “You here by
yourself?” she asked. She was a little spacey but not quite
gone. Were this Centorin an approach like this would likely
lead to the best evening he’d ever had, he had never been
with a girl as pretty on Centorin. Here she was very average,
not as pretty as any of the five he had come here with.
Besides that, he needed to hit on Haissah.
“For the moment maybe,” he said, “but six of us came on
a coach from Fzahtzneel,” he said.
“Where are they?”
“Around, I don’t know just where. We’ll probably meet
up again for darkmeal. Who’s the best cook around here?”
“I don’t know, I just got in from out past Rainara,” (you
have just as much idea where that is as Dorrick did) “and
brought a lot of camp food with me. I’m saving my money
for yaag and maybe a room.”
“How’d you get here?” he asked.
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“Hiked down, it’s two weeks. I spent the dark in the
woods with some other people who were also coming down. I
don’t know where they are either, but we have no plans to
meet up again, we were just sharing the road and the magic of
a chance encountered Nightday camp.”
“So you’re by yourself.”
“Yep,” she said. “Are the people you’re with all male?”
“One other male, four females and we might be meeting
another female here.”
“Good odds for you,” she said.
“They’ll be finding someone to do in this crowd I’m
sure.”
“They might. Are you camping?”
“Not if we can find a room.”
“Better hurry,” she said, “The long terms will be all gone
by tomorrow. I’ve been here twice before, once was only ten
decades ago. I always camp, I always know I’ve got a place
that way.”
“Dawnsleep is going to be cold.”
“If I’m alone,” she said.
“Well, I’m sorry but I’ve already got plans,” he said,
quietly enough that Haissah wouldn’t hear it. She was getting
close to arguing with the guy.
“With one of the people you arrived with?”
“We’ve been together more than a decade now.”
“Ah, and you don’t want to try a little variety while
you’re here?”
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“Maybe during the day,” he said.
“Mmm,” she said and looked around. “Like you said it’s
going to be cold so I really need to find someone for the sleep
and I’m not one who can just snap her fingers and point.”
“Sorry I can’t help you,” he said. He wanted to say, ‘but
I’m available for a little interlude,’ to temper her
disappointment, but he was afraid she would take him up on
it. He heard Haissah tell the guy to get volunteers, to tell them
the festival will be canceled if he can’t get any, but as the
whole budget for the whole festival is three coppers, paid
staff is out of the question. “If I didn’t have plans already I’d
be thrilled to spend Dawnsleep with a sweet and beautiful
lady like you, but I don’t go back on my word.”
“You shouldn’t,” she said, “I wouldn’t want you to, that
would mean you could go back on your word to me just as
well.”
“Where were we?” he said to Haissah as soon as they
were alone again.”
“I didn’t think we were anywhere,” she said.
“I was trying to figure out what you do here,” Dorrick
answered. He could already tell this wasn’t going to work, but
he would soldier on until she drove him off.
“I’m the creator of this festival.”
“So you’re in charge of the whole thing?” he inhaled.
“I guess you could say that.”
“Wow, impressive. It’s quite the show already and it looks
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like it’s going to be great. How long have you been doing
this?”
“Since the middle of last century, almost a century now.”
“You don’t get bored with it?”
“It’s only once a year. This year is going to be well
attended. We’ve got six boats all the way from the south end
this year, four of them are well known.”
“Is OKangKhone one of them?” Dorrick asked.
“They’re not registered, but there’s a rumor going around
that they’re here.”
“So you’ve heard of them?”
“Oh yeah,” she said, “I have a couple recordings. They’d
be the dusk headliner if they were here. Whoever they’ve got
on yandrille can shred.”
“So you’d be glad to have them here?”
“Oh yeah, are you kidding? It would be five well known.
What’s your interest?”
“I like them, I think all three of them are fine musicians. I
liked them for the music before I ever saw a picture of them.”
That was all true, but he had seen them in person before he
ever heard the music. He’d heard plenty of recordings by
now, it was a lively, bouncy, a bit heavy, the yandrille
sounded like a very clear, crystalline guitar and Thassa played
like three guitar heroes (one with a bass) jamming at once.
“So you’ve seen a picture?”
“They have a video of ‘Firewalk,’” Dorrick told her, that
was true. He couldn’t get it on the Centorin comm, and the
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local system wouldn’t be up until dawn, which was still
thirteen hours away.
“I’ll look it up, I’ve got an Eye.”
“So you don’t camp here?” She laughed pretty heartily. “I
guess that would be ‘no,’” he said.
Once she stopped laughing she said, “The owners of the
inn go away for the week of the festival, they’re packing their
coach now. I’ll be in their penthouse this dawnsleep, on a
round bed of white coriax, next to a warm crystal stove.” She
put her finger under his beard and touched the bottom of his
chin as she said that. Up close, she’s at least an inch taller
than TongSu and not ten pounds lighter and none of those ten
pounds of lighter was in the breast.
“I would be glad to join you,” he said.
She laughed heartily once again. He had to admit that
hurt. “It’s OK,” she said, “please don’t be offended. This is
your first time at this festival isn’t it?”
“Yes, and honestly, I’m from Bordzvek, I had never heard
of it before. I’m glad I did, it’s going to be great.”
“Yeah,” she agreed, “this will be a good year, when
you’ve been doing it a century, you can tell by the Nightday
before how it’s going to go. But it’s your first time here, I
have a list that’s way too long from the favors I promised to
make this come together. If you were to come up to me at a
bonfire like this around, say, Kyebenwae, I guarantee you’ll
get a yes.”
“Where will you be?” he asked. He wouldn’t be anywhere
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near here most likely, but he had to keep this going while he
tried to ad-lib some reason to keep her talking about
OKangKhone and Nast’n.
“Back at my place, it’s just about downtown but I hang
out at Muon’s which is downtown, on the third level grid,
which is really fifth down there. It’s up from Ninth Dock
about three blocks, but you’ll see it. If you get there at dusk,
you’ll probably find me.”
“I bet there’ll be a crowd.”
“I usually hang out at the bar or at a table with four, five
or six. If you can say what you just said to me, you won’t be
intimidated in there.”
Another guy came up to her. Dorrick was now close
enough to hear, and his voice wasn’t soft. “A rider just
brought an eye message from Last Mother, they’re still at
Zamothar, their hull patch didn’t take, they’re going to have
to put on a new hull and can’t get here before Nightday.”
“I’ve got no slot for them then, unless they want to go
before darkmeal.” She checked some of the sheets on her
clipboard. “Yeenoshere is scheduled to get in tomorrow, I
could move them into that slot, but I hate to.”
“Who’s before them?” the guy asked.
“Some band called Nast’n. They’re from Knidola but I’ve
never heard of them, they haven’t been together long. Their
boat and gear look good. You’re thinking of putting
Yeenoshere before duskmeal and Nast’n during?”
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“We better make sure Last Mother are willing to play in
mid afterlunch of Nightday, if they can even make it here by
then.”
“They’re lucky they get a spot, as late as they are,” she
said.
“We’re lucky to get them,” he said. “They seldom come
north and after this fiasco, I doubt they will again.”
“It’s not my fault they can’t sail. Why are they on a boat?”
“I’m not even sure they will get to an eye room next
week. I could ride into town and be at an eye room with the
dawn.”
“You’ve got better things to do than that,” she said. “We’ll
see when they get here, if there’s anyone left they can bump,
and they’re going to pay for the bump. Or they can go into
Dawnsleep, I don’t care, we have this beach til the dawn of
K’shitn.”
“Welkee will care.”
“I already had my arguments with him. He should have
people on duty all thru it, keeping up with it, then there isn’t
so much to do on Dawnsleep.”
“Then I’ll go back to writing up Morningday’s program.”
“Yeah, is everyone on the bill in yet?”
“Tinny Wrinkle sent a rider, they say they’ll be in by
darkmeal, I’d give them til fortieth hour, they sent their set
list in and a couple poster pictures.”
“Waterproof I hope,” she said, “it will probably start
raining by the time the darkmeal dishes are done, and I think
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the stickiness tells me it’s going to be a soaker.”
“I’ll have someone put them up first thing tomorrow.”
With that he said his goodbye’s, gave her a squeeze that did
not change the extension of her points, and hurried off. She
took a good pull of her yaag skin and watched him go.
“I’ve seen Nast’n,” he said, “You don’t want to move
them to a better slot.”
“Oh? What are they like?”
“Actually, I think they’ve replaced their weak link, so
they might be a lot better than when I saw them. You’ll notice
they aren’t as good as the boat and gear they’re using.”
“Where’d you see them?” Haissah asked.
“Down in Efertad, last week.”
“I thought you came in from Fzahtzneel?”
“We spent Afternoonday there,” Dorrick said, “nothing
going on so we came in here a day early.”
“We?”
“Another guy and four girls.”
“With those odds,” she asked, “Why are you hitting on
me?”
“Mainly because you’re gorgeous.”
She gave a single bark of laughter, “I’ve gotten a little
soft, but yeah, I’ve got some flesh on me, but I see a dozen
others. Those four right along the second bar down for
instance.”
“That’s the group I’m with, the guy with the big blond is
the other of our traveling group.”
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“Another yes,” she said. “Sorry I can’t oblige during this
week and next, but thanks for the offer.”
“Do you recognize any of them?” Dorrick asked.
“From here?” It was a hundred yards.
Dorrick got out the comm. It had just enough life left in it
to display pictures on the screen, this was when he could
really use the projector. He got the cover picture from their
latest release up on the screen. “What about now?”
“Driftwood Derelicts, OKangKhone, No?”
“The dark girl on the left isn’t one of them,” he said, The
others are Thassa, Dessine and Gnoisahn, yandrille, lshi and
vocals.”
“What are they doing here?”
“Trying to get their boat back, they sent me to offer you
favors to try and enlist your help.”
The bark of laughter again. “You’re saying one of the
bands playing here stole their boat?”
“And gear, most of their clothing, their papers, almost all
their personal possessions.”
“No?” she said, “and when you said that Nast’n is not as
good as the gear they’re playing, I think you were telling me
they’re the ones who stole it.”
“Yes, and I’m sorry to be so presumptuous, if it was just
me I would have known you were out of my league but the
girls wanted to still give it a try.”
“You’re perfectly in my league when I don’t have this
festival going on. So is your friend, you must be able to guess
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that a lot of guys are less than five seven and when they are,
they seldom come looking for me.”
“All of them but Thassa have that problem.”
“That big Borgoth girl probably the most, around here
anyway. Over in Fzahtzneel or Efertad she would probably do
fine, but she belongs out on the plains.”
“We’ve been there, she found herself in too much demand
I think.”
“You’ve been all over, with her?”
“We’ve been together a decade now.”
“Nice,” she said. “She’s OK with you being sent to seduce
me?”
“Sorry about that.”
“It’s OK,” she said, “I don’t blame you for trying, but lets
examine your case on its merits shall we?”
“Nast’n stole their boat.”
“What proof do you have?” she asked.
“That’s been the hard part,” he said. “There is a document
box on that boat that has all their documentation. We don’t
know if they’ve altered the documents inside, but all the
documentation is in there. The other possibility is that they
had just bungied a new cabin tarp over the old one, if we strip
it off and find the OKangKhone cabin tarp under it, that
would be proof. The girls are willing to tell you where the
dents and scratches and patches are before they see the boat.”
“You admit it’s very tenuous,” she said.
“We know that,” he agreed.
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She looked at them and said, “Have them come over here,
I’m not dressed to get far from the fire this time of the week.”
“When the suntowers are lighted I’m going to look up
your pictures so if you’re lying now you’re going to look
pretty stupid then.”
“We’re going to look pretty believable then,” Gnoisahn
said, “but we’re going to look like this in any picture you find
of us,” and took her clothing off quickly and efficiently as she
reached the fire. Dessine and Thassa were just as quick,
Dorrick wound up holding Dessine’s attire while Estry held
those of the other two.
They posed as they did in a few scenes they had appeared
in, especially campfire shoots it looked like. They actually
had as many picture galleries as songs. They weren’t too
raunchy, but they were sexy.
“Yes, I’ll look it up, but you look as much like them as
my vague memory allows.”
She had to stop and tend to a festival problem, it took
awhile. All they heard of the conversation was Haissah when
she said, “If I have to come over there and handle this
personally, when I thought I’d hired a chief of facilities, I
won’t have any reason to pay a chief of facilities will I?”
The two girls that were sent to fetch her left, whispering
in mirth.
“I’m going to have to go over there pretty soon. Join me
for breakfast in that Penthouse right there, the stairway to get
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up there starts right there...”
“It’s the stairway our rooms are on.”
“Very convenient, come on upstairs for breakfast, I’ve got
plenty. I’ve got a pocket eye, I’ll look you up. Once I’m sure
you are who you are, we’ll get into the stolen boat part of it.
Nast’n isn’t due in until the middle of the Afterlunch. If they
really are breaking in a new vocalist, as Dorrick thinks they
are, they won’t want to be in any sooner than they have to so
they have the most time to practice.”
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20. All-In-One
TongSu wouldn’t have come if she knew it was going to
be this stuffy in here. Gnoisahn and Dessine were in here also
and it was pretty tight. It was a good thing they were able to
convince Thassa it would be too smelly for her in here. As it
was, the all-in-one wasn’t bad yet. This was still early in the
festival, the crowd wasn’t heavy yet so the last one in the row
hadn’t been used that much. It had been occupied since
Dessine had come in here almost an hour ago. Each waited
until the line moved thru before trying the door and finding it
open. Dessine was up on the sink and looking out the vent at
anyone who came up to the door. Anyone else would find it
locked. TongSu was behind the door and Gnoisahn was up on
the package shelf on the other side of the door, pressed to the
wall so the stall itself would look empty when someone
opened the door.
Mrilelle was a little late arriving, By putting her eye to a
tiny crack in the door she could see that Faran was with her,
but he stayed in the line and soon took another stall. He
would be out and probably wait for her, she didn’t have much
time.
“I have to actually use this while I’m here, but here’s what
I know so far. Your sail is in there, in the stowage in the
crew’s quarters. I’m still pretty sure your cabin tarp is under
theirs too.” She took a deep breath, “So I see Thassa isn’t
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with you, is there some significance to that?”
“She thought it would be too smelly.”
“Has she been away a lot lately, like she had things to
do?”
“She’s hardly been out of our sight for the past year,”
Gnoisahn said, “why?”
Mrilelle didn’t answer them, “What about the guy she was
having the affair with?”
“Tarveess?” Gnoisahn asked. Mrilelle nodded. “He’s been
away most of that year. We met three friends who wanted to
camp with us. He had nothing to do since we were at anchor
at the campsite most of the time, and he was a bit tweaked
that Thassa had someone else in her bed. He wound up
leaving for two or three weeks at a time.”
“He stayed after he was paid off?” Mrilelle asked.
“What’s this about?” Dessine asked.
“I’m checking out their side of the story,” she said.
“For what it’s worth,” TongSu said, “When Thassa was
complaining to Dorrick, she didn’t mention saying no to
Tarveess, but she did mention saying no to the guys at the last
after party.”
“That’s because she was with Tarnoi,” Dessine said.
“She’s not the roomiest to begin with and what he’s carrying
scares me so I don’t blame her.”
“That’s nice but I’ve got to get going so let me tell you
the rest of it. They’ve hooked up a banner sail on the boat to
advertize their show. While we’re up at lunch, run down and
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swap that out for your own sail. You can slip in under the
seatscreens and get it out of the starboard crew’s cabins. You
can slip it up under the rail without them seeing it. They
already did their sound checks, they’re the next boat on, the
crowd will be between us and you. Instead of introducing us
I’ll tell the crowd that you are here, are the rightful owners of
this boat and as soon as these thieves are driven from this
stage you will be here to give them a show this beach has
never seen before.”
“I like the way you put that,” Gnoisahn said, “have a nice
lunch. We’ll have to let the guys swap the sail,” Gnoisahn
said, “do you think they’ll have a problem with that?”
“Probably not,” TongSu said.
“I gotta go,” Mrilelle said, they’ll wonder why it’s taking
me so long to take a simple piss.”
“Yeah, go, we like your plan,” Gnoisahn said.
She went thru the door with the three of them squeezed
behind it. “So Dessine,” Gnoisahn said, “while the guys are
changing the sail, you need to go up and see how they’ve got
everything patched.”
“And I’ll stay out of their sight while doing it,” she said.
“I’ve got an even better idea. Since we aren’t going to give
them a chance to even start their set, I’ll just patch everything
back to where we set it.”
“If you can, I don’t see the five twenty one up there at
all.”
“We may have to put some of our setup back together
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after we’re up there.”
“They might sabotage it before they get driven off the
stage,” TongSu said.
“They’ll have only the Instinct to save them if they do
that,” Gnoisahn said.
TongSu was sure truer words had never been spoken.
They waited too long before they came out of that
cramped all-in-one, and the fresh air was like a slap in the
face. There were some strange looks by the people waiting
but there was none from the band there to see them. They
didn’t care what the audience thought, as long as they didn’t
recognize OKangKhone walking with a random Enurate babe
four hundred miles up the lake from the city.
It wasn’t hard finding Dorrick and Estry, just follow the
womenflesh. They were at the food court and there were three
other girls already sitting at their table and seven more on
tables nearby. There were four other guys in the area, all of
them with one or another of the seven girls at the nearby
tables.
“I really want to know what Mrilelle was getting at,”
Dessine said.
“Those boys had to feed her some kind of story regarding
how they came across that boat and gear,” TongSu said.
“So where’s Thassa now?” Dessine asked.
Estry pointed a little way down the cup rail where she was
chatting with a guy. “She seems to be pretty popular.”
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“She can be likeable in a waifish way,” Dessine said.
“We want to stay out of sight,” Gnoisahn said, “Mrilelle
and the thieves are right on the other side of this crowd in the
cook lines. We need you guys to change sails,” she said to
Dorrick and Estry. “Let me show you what I’m talking
about,” she said and started to lead them away from the food
court and bonfire toward the beach.
As soon as she was sure the thieves and Mrilelle were
occupied at the cooks, Dessine said, “see you on board,” and
slunk behind chairs and tables, the next boat, and slipped into
the water out of their sight.
Dorrick and Estry were all for the plan of changing the
sail. Compared to chopping thru the hull of that garden float
in Borlunth, this should be easy. Only a few minutes after
Dessine, they were in the water. The band before them was
just starting to break down, they would be pushing off in
minutes, then Nast’n would be pulled in. They didn’t have
much time.
TongSu and Gnoisahn went to the far side of the crowd.
The crowd for the previous band was dispersing, she didn’t
know who would come in for Nast’n, but from here they
could see the beach, the bonfire and the taprail on the beach
side. Thassa was still on the bonfire side where there was
some chance she would be spotted, but she was still pretty
intent on the guy she met.
“They might not notice her by herself,” Gnoisahn sighed.
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“Maybe if she had something on it would throw them off,
but seeing as she’s in uniform...”
“I better get her out of there,” Gnoisahn said, and took a
couple steps in that direction.
“I wouldn’t now,” TongSu said and pointed with her chin.
Mrilelle was headed for the tap rail. Yeesop had his eye on
her, and would certainly see Gnoisahn if she moved in that
direction. Knowing that they had gone to the balloon park and
found no sign of them probably made them a little less wary.
Thassa was just another nameless face in the crowd.
Mrilelle went around the building to the tap rail on this
side. “I bet she’s trying to get us a message,” Gnoisahn said.
“Let me go fill a cup,” TongSu said, “He doesn’t know
me that well.” He had been intent on the girls he picked at the
Efertad gig and hadn’t paid very much attention to her.
“We hope,” she said.
She went around some people before she approached the
taprail so following the path back would not lead to
Gnoisahn. She didn’t look like she was heading for Mrilelle
but for the tap, cup in hand. This was going to be five today
wasn’t it? It had been a long week waiting for this and she
had been fuzzy all day, actually since yesterday at this time.
Living in this basin could be as dangerous as Zhlindu.
She leaned on the rail next to her, not looking in her
direction. While she was handing over the cup and the penny
and redundantly pointing to the yellow, Mrilelle told her back,
“They aren’t going to raise the sail til the fourth song.”
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Mrilelle didn’t see him yet, but TongSu did, as she got her
cup back she turned and said, “Incoming,” and walked by like
she hadn’t said anything.
“Got your refill?” Yeesop asked as he took Mrilelle’s arm.
Then lower he said, “We have to hurry, they’re ready to tow
us in already.”
TongSu looked out there, she was pretty sure the three of
them were still on that boat. The water was calm, the light
was good and there were no swimmers around the boat. There
were no boats passing, but the kayak that brought out the tow
rope. Someone shouted to them. The band got into a youpaddle and went out to the boat. No one came off. They
climbed onto the boat and signaled to the tow team and got
pulled in.
Thassa came around to this side with the guy she had
been talking to. “They’re going to pull in and set up. We’re
still going on instead? I don’t even know if they left my
yandrille in working order.”
“We’ll have some time,” Gnoisahn said, “but I’ll stick to
that deal we made with Haissah yesterday, if we get our boat
back we do the rest of their set and Last Mother’s after.”
“I’ve got no problem with that if we have time to check
out our setup.”
“You know Dessine and the guys are still on that boat,”
TongSu said.
“I haven’t seen them get off,” Gnoisahn said. “I don’t
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know if they got that sail changed, but I did see Dessine wave
once, just to let me know she got aboard.”
“They’re going to do four songs before they hoist that
sail. Mrilelle’s going to try and get by the board as they do so
they can’t cut her off.”
TongSu was impressed with how much better they
sounded with Mrilelle out front. She was absolutely right
when she said she was closer to Gnoisahn than the apprentice
cook they had singing for them in Efertad. The four songs
were covers, Gnoisahn said. TongSu wouldn’t know. Early in
the fourth song Haissah came over. “We have an override on
the outside sound if they try to cut Mrilelle off. Its mic is in
the cable hookups down on the beach. You guys should start
down there, but where’s Dessine?”
“We think she’s still on the boat, along with the two guys
that were with us.”
“That could be tricky.”
“I’m pretty nervous,” Gnoisahn admitted. “What about
you?” she asked Thassa.
“I’m lucky I’m not screaming or puking or both,” she
said, “I took a couple pulls,” she tipped her cup, “to try and
stay calm.” She took a breath and said. “We’re going to be
out of practice, I just hope we don’t sound worse than they
do.”
“You certainly won’t sound worse then Tarnoi,” Gnoisahn
said, and if I sound as good as Mrilelle, I’ll be perfectly
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happy. If Dessine isn’t better than Faran the world’s hollow.”
“If Dessine isn’t there however,” Thassa said, “we are
seriously short of a rhythm section.”
They went down the beach, working their way thru the
crowd toward the boat.
“I would have had a spotlight to put on them,” Haissah
said, “If this was Nightday.”
“They don’t play Nightday’s because they can’t be nude.”
“I just stand closer to the fire.”
“So you’re a pretty enthusiastic nudist also?” TongSu
asked.
“Always. Within a block of the water or a block of my
home I’m nude in the light and deep into Nightday if I can
find enough heat.”
“They said it’s a branch of Mother Nature.”
“That should be obvious,” Haissah said.
“I guess you’re right.”
“I see you’ve joined that church also.”
“Well,” TongSu said, “We are on the beach and it’s not
even duskmeal yet. The sun’s right in the band’s faces.”
“Like a natural spotlight.” They were wrapping up the
fourth song. “That guy on chippongga should be naked,”
Gnoisahn said.
“If you like that?”
“Neither one of us is going to be in demand from dainty
little curly-haired guys.”
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“Too much definition,” TongSu said.
“I see a lot of that, I guess I’m just used to it.”
They stopped talking, looked toward the stage as the
fourth song ended.
Yeesop took a second mic as soon as the song ended.
“Hello North Lake Festival, we are Nast’n and it’s a
fulfillment of a dream to be here with you today. We have
Tarnoi on Yandrille, Faran on chippongga thru that venerable
Hyathuum block, and I am Yeesop and I might tap the lshi
occasionally.
“Now that we’ve played a few old favorites, we’d like to
move on and show you who we really are.”
Faran got up from the chippongga and went to the main
haulyard. Flexing grotesquely, he ran up the sail. It sang to
the top and the light northern air spread it from the mast. A
murmer started, grew and became a shout. Tarnoi had already
started one of their originals, but petered out when he saw his
bandmates were not coming with him but were transfixed by
the bedlam, staring at the sail they had raised.
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21. Changing Sails
Dorrick found the water was at least as cold as he
expected. They’d been in his basin three weeks and he hadn’t
been deep in the water til now. He would have last noon after
sex with Mrilelle, but they had fallen asleep before they got
there. This being broad daylight they had to swim beyond the
boat and come back to it. It was impossible to find a place
they could get on it without being visible somewhere. There
were a dozen other band boats at anchor here, lined up in the
order of play. The space next to them was empty.
“Just act like we belong,” Estry told him, “nobody knows
any better.”
It had taken Dorrick years to get used to being naked in
public. There are situations on this planet where not being
nude is unusual and draws attention. Emerging from the water
was one of those times. On the beach in most basins is
another. In this case, there were three girls watching from the
next boat, about forty yards away. They were also nude, but
laying in hammocks under the tentcover. They waved as he
shook the water off him, one of them whistled. He waved
back and went into the cabin of the boat.
He found Dessine already inside, madly changing cables.
She had dragged a big box up from below, something he
would have been surprised she could lift if he hadn’t had sex
with her a few times already. Mrilelle was a little calmer, still
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not as calm as TongSu, but not like Dessine, who is always an
athletic event.
“They had the the 521 in one of the crew’s cabins, I got to
find a way to hide it so they don’t notice it’s patched in.”
“Do you need help with that?” Dorrick asked. Estry was
already going below to where the sail was stowed.
“I’ve got it patched in and set neutral, they probably
won’t even notice it. Thassa will have to bend over to adjust
it.” She was dropping a piece of carpet over it, and then put
the patch panel rack on top of it and shortened its legs a little
to compensate. “They’ve dinged a lot of this stuff since
they’ve had it. They must have knocked this rack over at least
once. I wonder what their after-parties are like?”
Getting the sail out of the cabin was harder than he
thought it should be, he was glad Estry was here to help, it
took the both of them to drag the sail up the stairs out onto the
deck. They had to fold it exactly under theirs, and leave theirs
on top of it looking just like it did when they left. They had to
make sure they didn’t notice anything different because if
they looked close they would certainly see too many folds of
cloth and notice that the rope was actually attached to the sail
under it and not theirs. Theirs would probably flutter off the
deck into the water when they raised it. They slipped out of
the cabin the way they came in, over the back rail. Dessine
was inspecting the patches and marking them off on a list
while they did that.
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As they were slipping over the back deck, they heard a
voice. “The beach is clear, we’ve got your tow rope.” It was a
guy on a kayak, a long, thin harbormaster kayak with a
couple well muscled paddlers.”
“Just drop it on the fore-cleat for me would you,” Dessine
called back, like she owned the boat. “Somebody’ll grab the
helm before we get near anything.”
The guys in the kayak saw them go in the water and
waved. They waved back and the team paddled off, intent on
the next step of moving the boats up as they near their turn.
Any bottom dwellers in these waters have probably given it
up and gone to the far shore because of all the anchors rising
and falling all thru the week. Estry started stroking for the
shore but turned back. Dorrick was close enough to him to
soon see why. Nast’n, along with Mrilelle, were in a youpaddle heading straight toward the boat.
They brought the you-paddle quickly to the front of the
boat and prepared to board from the stage side. He and Estry
reversed direction to keep the boat between them and Nast’n.
They had no idea what had happened to Dessine. Estry started
going around the next row of boats. Dorrick wasn’t going to
stay in the water long enough to get around the whole row of
boats. He would go two or three boats and then come ashore.
Estry was soon ahead of him. He went three boats down,
Dorrick was a boat behind already, went two boats down. He
was the least likely to be recognized anyway. He and Estry
emerged from the water at the same time, forty feet apart.
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Dorrick shook the water off, looked toward the performance
area and saw the nose of the boat just reaching the beach. He
turned the other way and met Estry.
“At least there’s no hue and cry,” Estry said.
“So far so good,” Dorrick agreed. They walked onto the
beach, into the crowd. “I wonder what happened to Dessine?”
Dorrick asked.
“Maybe she ducked into the all-in-one.”
“They’ll eventually find her.”
“I wonder why they didn’t raise the sail?” Estry asked.
“Maybe they’re playing their best song before they
announce who they are?”
“I wonder if they heard of our plans? I wonder if Mrilelle
is playing both ends?”
“I can’t say she’s incapable of fooling me,” Dorrick said,
“but my guess is not. I don’t think she had time to tell the
girls about whatever tale the thieves told her, and I’m sure her
questions were to try and verify it.”
“So you think Mrilelle might not be sure what side she’s
on?”
“I’m sure the guys must have at least a semi-plausible
story. If Mrilelle wasn’t curious, they could be sure she was a
plant. If she didn’t try to verify it, I would think she wasn’t as
intelligent as she seems.”
“You could be right,” Estry said.
“You didn’t hit it off did you?” Dorrick asked about
Mrilelle.
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“We had one sleep. She really wanted to stay on the boat
but the guys in the band were too interested in the audience to
take her and it looks like there are only three beds on the
boat.”
“Then what happened?”
“We went to my place,” Estry said, “it’s right in Ninsti
Beach, that’s where they played. I thought we had a good
time, maybe it was breakfast that drove her off.”
“What happened there?”
“Nothing, thanks for the sleep, a bit of small talk but no
real connection.”
“So you have no particular need to give her a pass, while I
had too good a time with her.” He wanted to discuss how she
could be a serious threat to TongSu, but he wasn’t that close
to this guy already, and he wasn’t sure that was really even
true. Mrilelle was more than casual variety to him, but it was
only the newness that made his hormones surge the way they
did. “It’s good to remind me that we don’t really know her.
We don’t really know anyone involved in this.”
“We don’t really know each other when you get right
down to it.”
“True,” Dorrick said, “but neither of us have any way to
have an agenda in this.”
“I knew Faran, that’s a connection. You don’t know if it’s
a chapter and verse or just a passage that I know of him. The
truth is we were in day school together. He was one of the last
to stop running up on the Instinct, and one of the last to pass
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any new lesson. I saw him once since then, he was working
off the boards in Jileese Locks, and I haven’t been down there
this century. He wasn’t as built then, but he talked about it.
He hadn’t taken up Chippongga yet when I saw him.”
“But you weren’t friends?”
“No, it was one of those, ‘I remember you from day
school’ moments but we knew in minutes that it wasn’t going
to lead to anything.”
The crowd wasn’t very thick here, but beautiful girls were
plentiful. People were standing in clumps or wandering by
twos and threes, waiting for the next boat to begin playing.
Nast’n were doing their final checks now as the boat drifted
to the beach. They were into the chorus already while beach
hands were still throwing their ropes.
Mrilelle was the star of the show. The décor of the stage
set might as well be ‘Mrilelle and the experimental animals’
the way it looked from here. They were still a long way from
the boat.
“They didn’t raise the sail,” Estry said.
“I wonder if they found it?”
“They didn’t find her patch job. The way they’re playing
right now it sounds like Mrilelle is almost a cappela.”
“Mrilelle was going to announce OKangKhone as the
rightful owners as soon as they pull up that sail,” Dorrick
said.
“Since they didn’t pull the sail, she’s doing the song.”
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“And a fine job of it too,” Dorrick said.
“I’ll agree with that,” Estry added.
“I see Gnoisahn and Thassa,” Dorrick said, we better get
closer in case there’s a backup plan.
They began to work their way behind the crowd to the
side of the shed that housed the taprail the girls were at. It
was the one to the left (inland) side of the main beachhouse.
The crowd at the taps was at least as dense here, and there
were just a few more clumps of people stopping to talk, so the
traffic was just as slow.
By the time two songs had passed and they were no
closer, they decided to grab house cups here and then try and
work their way around the back side of the beach house and
get to them that way. That took some time. The band was
doing songs in a medley with no breaks in between. He
thought they were on the fourth by the time they went all the
way out around the back of the building and behind the fire
before they could work their way toward the front again. The
song was in the outro by the time they got far enough forward
to see them again. It was still a very crowded twenty five
yards to where the girls were. There had to be three thousand
people crowded onto this beach.
He saw Mrilelle step back by the amplifier rack, Faran
went to the haulyard, Yeesop stepped forward and picked up
another mic. “Hello North Lake Festival, we are Nast’n and
it’s a fulfillment of a dream to be here with you today. We
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have Tarnoi on Yandrille, Faran on chippongga,” he flexed
mightily as he bent to the rope, “thru that venerable
Hyathuum block, and I am Yeesop and I might tap the lshi
occasionally.
“Now that we’ve played a few old favorites, we’d like to
move on and show you who we really are.”
Tarnoi actually began the song but soon stopped as the
sail came into view. He had it all the way up before the gentle
breeze spread it open. You recognize it as the bands on the
face of Kortrax right away, but in another second you see it is
also a font, and that it spells out OKangKhone. As that
happened Dessine peeked around the side of the cabin and
popped off the bungees holding their cabin-tarp over the
original. Their tarp was light and even this breeze was enough
to lift it. Before they could stop her, before they could even
process what was happening, she darted to the other side and
popped that bungee also, then hung on the tarp as she slid into
the water. She must have undone the back and the sides
already because the whole tarp came off and slid into the
water behind her.
Meanwhile there was bedlam in the crowd. There were
enough in the audience that had heard of them to start
screaming, then a chant took hold. Mrilelle still had her mic
and said, “Yes folks, Nast’n is exactly what they claim,
pirates. This boat and all this gear was stolen from the well
known all-girl, all-nude boat band that had been touring the
whole Knidola area for the last few decades. It was stolen by
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a former crewman and sold to these gullible rubes, so they
could follow their dream, and they achieved their dream,
playing from this boat, with this gear, for all you at the North
Lake Festival.”
It was hard to hear her, people were yelling for Nast’n to
get off the boat, people were screaming for OKangKhone,
some were even screaming for Nast’n. An even greater
bedlam went up when Haissah lead Gnoisahn and Thassa thru
the ropes and they all went up the plank to the deck. Dessine
came back up the side ladder, dripping wet, and joined them.
No one could hear what they said to each other, but Dessine
sent them astern and Haissah stood with her hands on her hips
watching them. Faran kept up a plea, and she listened, but
still ordered them off the boat over the stern rail. They had
little choice but to obey.
While that happened, Mrilelle continued, “We all hope
that they can somehow recover the money they gave to the
thief. But for now, I’d like to introduce Gnoisahn, lead vocal
to OKangKhone.”
The crowd had quieted down a little while she talked,
they went riot again now. They must be better known here
than in Efertad. Gnoisahn took the mic but waited til they
quieted a little. Dessine picked up her lshi and started testing
it with headphones, Thassa did the same with her yandrille.
“Thank you all for helping us recover our lives. Special
thanks to Mrilelle, former lead vocal for Nast’n, and new
back up vocal for OKangKhone. And special thanks to
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TongSu and her balloon, without her we couldn’t have done
this. More special thanks to Dorrick and Estry for their help
in this, without them also, we could not be here this evening.”
Haissan next took the mic. “I’m here to officially inform
you that Nast’n will not be continuing their set. I also regret
to inform you that the following band, Last Mother, is also
unable to appear. I am happy to inform you that to fill that
major time slot we have, all the way from Knidola, one of the
most exciting nude girl boat bands in the land,
OKangKhone!”
They started the set with a classic hit, a song called ‘Wild
Love’ written by a guy named Issac back in the early 54,30’s.
They did a great version of it with a lot more yandrille than
the original. Dorrick saw Gnoisahn say ‘great job’ on the
patching as they began the song.
He finally made his way back to TongSu. He came up
behind her and put his hand on her, feeling the smooth and
solid curve of her hip and ass, coming around her firm and
flat belly as she saw him and turned, coming up to her soft
but solid breast as her hand guided his to its home base.
“About time you got back,” she said.
“I know. I’m glad we were able to get this done without
serious injury this time.”
“Your gonads have held up well in that case,” she said.
“Mrilelle isn’t as hard a ride as she looks. She can take a
hard ride, but she doesn’t need one. It’s Dessine that’s the
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wood-plank streetcar on a cobble-stone road.”
TongSu chuckled, “That doesn’t surprise me. It wouldn’t
surprise me if you weren’t even up to giving Gnoisahn a go.”
“I’d probably want hazardous duty pay for that,” he said.
TongSu laughed again. “We were never warned about the
sex scene here.”
“I think we stumbled into the hottest corner of it,” Dorrick
said.
“Gnoisahn swears she’s only a few percentage points
above average in sexual activity.”
“But I’m afraid to measure her sexual intensity.”
“Seriously, I think you should measure her sexual
intensity, I think you’d have your most pleasant surprise of
the vacation. I think we could follow them around for the rest
of this vacation. I think her and I could go here and there on
our own now and then as long as we stick around, and I know
you’ll always have to lock your doors to get Dessine to leave
you alone.”
“That’s what I was afraid of.”
“You’ll be fine, it won’t fall off. This is vacation after all.”
“What about you?”
“There’s quite a few of these Elves robust enough for
me,” she said.
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Epilog – A Little Help
TongSu stretched out on the balcony of the place they just
bought. It was modest, fifty one coppers, another small
fingernail clipping of her weight in aluminum. They would
sell it when they left anyway. It was two rooms on the fifth
floor overlooking the water and the sunrise across Peeburtar
Lake. The main room was about seven yards square, the
bedroom/bath about half that, with a separate toilet
compartment.
The balcony was where they would live, about two by
seven yards, well leafed in, there was only the penthouse
above them so they got plenty of sun all thru Morningday. It
was pretty private, not that she even thought of it any more. A
year hanging with OKangKhone will do that. During
Afternoonday, they were grateful for the shade.
They splurged on a really nice double lounge to go out
here, an adjustable one that could be used in many positions.
She was looking forward to trying a few of them today.
“So you think we can just relax here for a few years?”
Dorrick asked her. “I know I can, I just don’t know about
you.”
“A few,” she said, “Vindarm can handle the place as long
as we want.”
“And you still think you can find enough guys big enough
to keep you happy around here?”
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“I won’t stay as used up as you will, but I’ll find enough
to keep me happy.”
“We can still keep each other happy,” he said.
“I’m going to get to that in a little bit,” she said, “but I
don’t want you to feel you have to say ‘no’ on my account.”
“I have to say ‘no’ on my account. Even when Dessine
takes it easy I’m limp for the rest of the day.”
“But Gnoisahn’s not so hard is she?”
“She has multiple modes, she’s used a couple I can
handle. I know she could splat me against the wall if she got
into it, but she hasn’t.”
“We’ll still see them won’t we?”
“I don’t know about Dessine, the others still own their
places here.” They were about a mile each way from here,
they could meet here for gatherings, fifteen could attend a
party in here. There was a mish court only twenty yards from
their door where a hundred could gather. The beach began
fifteen yards the other side of the street from their tree.
“What about Thassa, do you think they’ll want to take too
much time off for her?” TongSu asked.
“I don’t know, they were going to take some time off
before this all started. Now they’ve spent an extra year
getting back down the lake and wound up here.”
“Where’s Thassa from?” she asked.
He thought awhile, “I don’t think I know much about her
background. She’s been to Zhlindu, but I don’t know if she
told me when. She said she came here via the Tduun and the
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Ladder.”
“She looks like a Highlander,” TongSu said. There was a
pause, she continued, “OKangKhone wouldn’t be what they
were without her.”
“I know, but I don’t know if they’ll ever be what they
were anyway. Those accusations really drove a wedge
between them and Thassa.”
He was right, they played their shows well enough, but
TongSu could tell there was now always tension between
them. Now that they were back in their original homes, they
were ready to take some time off once again. “We don’t
REALLY know who’s lying,” TongSu said.
“They were almost stupid enough that it doesn’t matter.”
“Agreed. What do you think they’ll do now?”
“They’re lucky OKangKhone hasn’t publicized them,”
Dorrick said, “they might have to leave the basin. They have
published pictures of Tarveess and described his crimes in the
press. I wouldn’t be surprised if he has to leave the basin.”
“Serve him right.”
“Do you think the guys of Nast’n should get their money
back?”
“Not from me,” TongSu said, “not if they’re that naïve,
and not if they tried to discredit Thassa,” TongSu said. “I
wish those shouts when they boarded the boat had never
happened, I wish Mrilelle hadn’t been suspicious.”
“I hope they were just vindictive because she turned them
down,” he said, “I’d hate to think she could actually do such a
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thing.”
“Me too, but she didn’t want to take the time off,” TongSu
said, “and she’s never been a very open person.”
“I wish Thassa wasn’t so hard to warm up to, it hurts her
credibility.”
“She sure can sling yandrille though,” TongSu said.
There was a call at the door, no one they knew. They met
most of the neighbors and half the people in the building, but
wouldn’t recognize their voices. TongSu went to get it,
Dorrick still wasn’t comfortable enough with nudity to be
first to get it. When she opened it, her knees buckled, and not
in a good way. She wanted to yell, ‘What are you doing
here!?’ but refrained.
The hallway was filled with Faran, in a skin-tight, flatblack thin-knit. She couldn’t help it but her hormones jumped
when she saw him. “Hi,” she said, “thought I’d be one of the
last people you’d want to see.”
“It wasn’t your fault,” he said.
“I know,” TongSu replied. She wondered if she was going
to have to ask him to state his business. He used some time
going over her, but he’d seen her and had the opportunity to
get in her before.
“Well,” he clearly didn’t want to get to this, and swiveled
once to each side on his hips before he finally forced the
words out, “we can’t find Tarveess by ourselves and really
need a little help.”
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